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Abstract

Studying Accretion Disc Winds with X-ray
Spectroscopy
Peter Kosec
In this thesis I present the results of my PhD research into the physics of accretion
(infall) and ejection (outflow) of matter in compact objects.
Accretion disc winds are formed of hot and ionised material launched by magnetic
forces, radiation pressure or thermally from the discs of accretors. They have been
discovered in most types of accreting systems including supermassive black holes,
classical X-ray binaries and Ultraluminous X-ray sources. Outflows form a ubiquitous
and important part of the accretion flow, carrying away a considerable fraction of
the originally infalling mass. With velocities as high as 30 per cent of the speed of
light, their kinetic energy budget can also be significant and have a strong impact on
the accretor surroundings. Ultra-fast outflows from supermassive black holes could
contribute to or even drive active galactic nucleus feedback in galaxies.
Accretion disc winds can be observed through Doppler-shifted spectral lines in the
X-ray part of the electromagnetic spectrum, the wind physical properties can thus be
studied with X-ray spectroscopy. In this work, I present the detection of disc winds and
I study their physics in a number of accreting systems. I particularly make use of the
high-spectral resolution Reflection Grating Spectrometer onboard the XMM-Newton
observatory. For efficient data analysis I develop and use systematic automated routines
for search of wind signatures in X-ray spectra.
The first two chapters of this thesis introduce the theory of accretion and describe
different accreting systems, as well as the X-ray observatories and data analysis methods
used in this study. The third chapter contains a systematic search for disc winds in a
sample of Ultraluminous X-ray sources, powered by super-Eddington accretion onto

vi
stellar-mass black holes and neutron stars. In the fourth chapter I achieve the first
discovery of an ultra-fast wind in a neutron star Ultraluminous X-ray source.
In the following two chapters I present the detection of ultra-fast outflows from
two accreting supermassive black holes PG 1448+273 and 1H 0707-495. The outflow
energetics show that these winds are more than capable to drive feedback in the accretor
host galaxies. Furthermore, both show evidence for a multi-phase wind structure, PG
1448+273 also exhibiting variability in time.
In the seventh chapter, I present the discovery of a disc wind in the unique X-ray
binary Hercules X-1 known for a precessing, warped accretion disc. I leverage the
warped disc precession to sample the vertical distribution of the disc wind, constraining
its launching angle as well as the total mass outflow rate, two crucial quantities which
are difficult to measure in other accreting systems.
The final chapter contains the conclusions of the thesis as well as potential future
research avenues in this field and the promising upcoming X-ray observatories.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1
1.1.1

The physics of accretion onto compact objects
Compact objects

Astrophysical objects much denser or heavier than common stars and planets are
usually described as ‘compact objects’. This class traditionally contains three flavours
of objects.
The most extreme compact objects are black holes [245]. Their gravity is so strong
that even light cannot escape from their surfaces. They are described by Einstein’s
General Relativity [90], with the exception of their centres (called the singularity) where
even General Relativity breaks down. An astrophysical black hole can be described
with just two properties: its mass, and its spin, the latter indicating how much angular
momentum it possesses. Black holes can be split into two categories based on their
dimensionless spin a: static Schwarzschild black holes [358] with zero spin, and rotating
Kerr black holes [19, 284] with a non-zero spin value between -1 and 1. The radius of
a Schwarzschild black hole can be expressed as:
RS = 2RG =

2GM
M
≈ 3(
) km
2
c
M⊙

(1.1)

where RG is the gravitational radius, G is the gravitational constant, M is the black
hole mass, c is the speed of light and M⊙ is the mass of the Sun. The spin a of a black
hole is defined such that:
cJ
GM 2
where J is the magnitude of the black hole angular momentum [336].
a=

(1.2)
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Black holes are observed to come in two flavours in our Universe. On one hand,
stellar-mass black holes have masses of the order of 10 M⊙ [431] and are the remnants of
heavy [M > 25 M⊙ , 150] stars. On the other hand, supermassive black holes [225, 328]
reside in the centres of most galaxies in the Universe and have masses between 106 M⊙
and 1010 M⊙ . They could be formed either by a direct collapse of matter in the Early
Universe [23], from stellar-mass black holes which increased their mass by accretion, or
by merging of smaller black holes [264]. Finally, between these two flavours, there is a
third, hypothetical class of intermediate-mass black holes (with masses between 100
and 10000 M⊙ ), however the observational evidence for this class of objects is elusive
[262, 312, 107].
Neutron stars, the second class of compact objects, are lighter than black holes, with
masses between 1.4 M⊙ [49] and 3 M⊙ [287, 391] and sizes around ∼10 km [263, 342].
They are the endpoints of life of stars lighter than those which produce black holes,
but heavy enough to explode in supernovae [150]. Neutron stars are so dense that their
internal pressure forces electrons inside atomic nuclei, forming matter primarily made
of neutrons with nuclear density. They can also have very strong surface magnetic
fields, which might reach values as high as 1015 G [202, 242].
White dwarfs are the endpoints of stellar evolution of stars with masses below 9
M⊙ [160] including our Sun. With masses of less than 1.4 M⊙ [49] and radii similar to
the Earth’s radius, they are composed of degenerate matter and held together by the
balance of the gravitational force and the electron degeneracy pressure. They are not
studied in this thesis.

1.1.2

Theory of accretion

Accretion (infall) of material onto compact objects is one of the most energetic phenomena in our Universe. Compact objects have such a strong gravitational pull that they
can attract material from their surroundings, such as gas in their neighbourhood or
from a stellar companion. Since the infalling material has non-zero angular momentum,
it cannot simply fall onto the compact object but instead begins to orbit the central
object. Interactions and collisions between the particles of the accreting material result
in the formation of an accretion disc around the compact object.
The accretion disc is viscous and turbulent, which results in loss of gravitational
energy and angular momentum of most particles in the disc, and thus the bulk of
the material in-spirals towards the accretor. Mechanical viscosity is insufficient to
explain the observed luminosity of accreting systems [320], so the effect responsible
for viscosity is likely magnetic, via the magneto-rotational instability [MRI, 15, 16]. A
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standard, widely accepted accretion disc model was described by Shakura and Sunyaev
[363], according to which the disc is optically thick but geometrically thin, and each
radius within the disc has a characteristic temperature. Such a disc therefore emits
multi-color thermal blackbody radiation1 .
Alternative models of accretion have been developed, e.g. the slim, advectiondominated thick disc model [1] which could be applicable to high mass accretion
rate systems, the Advection Dominated Accretion Flow [ADAF, 277, 278, 434] model,
most likely applicable in the very low mass accretion rate regime, and the unified
accretion-ejection model which could explain collimated jet launching in accreting
systems [114].
The temperature of the accretion disc increases closer to the compact object2 and
depends on the mass accretion rate through the disc, but also on the mass of the
accretor [363]. The inner disc regions of supermassive black holes have temperatures of
10 − 100 eV (105 − 106 K), whereas the inner discs of neutron stars and stellar-mass
black holes can reach temperatures as high as 1 keV (107 K)3 . Such discs emit extreme
amounts of energy through thermal radiation. The total luminosity of the disc can be
expressed as:
L = ε ṁc2

(1.3)

where ṁ is the mass accretion rate through the disc and ε is the accretion efficiency.
Most of the energy is emitted in the innermost regions of the disc which are the hottest,
and therefore ε depends strongly on the size of the inner radius of the accretion disc.
For an accreting black hole, the smallest radius of the disc can be the innermost stable
circular orbit (ISCO). The radius of the ISCO depends highly on the black hole spin
parameter. For a Schwarzschild black hole, the ISCO radius is 6RG . For a maximally
spinning Kerr black hole, the ISCO radius is much smaller at 1.2RG [284]. For neutron
stars, the innermost disc radius can be as small as the neutron star radius. However,
neutron star magnetospheres can truncate accretion discs at radii as large as 1000 RG
[e.g. 206] by forcing material onto accretion columns which follow the magnetic field
lines of the neutron star.
1 The

integrated luminosity of each patch of the disc follows the Stefan-Boltzmann’s law: L = σ T 4 A,
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature of the patch and A is its area.
2 The temperature of a stationary accretion disc scales approximately as T ∝ r −3/4 where r is the
distance from the central object.
3 The temperature of accretion discs of objects with the same fractional (with respect to mass)
mass accretion rates scales as T ∝ M −1/4 .
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The accretion efficiency ε is 5.7% for a non-rotating, Schwarzschild black hole, and
can be as high as 40% for a maximally rotating Kerr black hole [389, 209]. ε is usually
taken to be of the order of 10% for neutron stars since they have solid surfaces. The
kinetic energy of matter accreting onto them does not disappear the moment it crosses
the ISCO [364] as in the case of black holes but a fraction of it is radiated away from
the star’s surface.
Accreting compact objects therefore emit huge amounts of energy since their
efficiency ε is much higher than, for example, that of nuclear fusion or fission (for both
ε < 1%).
The radiation emitted during accretion in turn provides an outward radiation
pressure which acts against gravity. The balance of gravity and radiation pressure then
sets the maximum theoretical luminosity (and mass accretion rate) of an accreting
system, under the assumption of spherical symmetry. This is defined by the Eddington
limit [88]:
LEdd =

4πGMmp c
M
= 1.3 × 1038
erg/s
σT
M⊙

(1.4)

where M is the mass of the accretor, m p is the mass of the proton (≈hydrogen mass) and
σT is the Thomson scattering cross-section for electrons. The Eddington ratio is then
defined as the ratio of the accretor bolometric luminosity to its Eddington luminosity.
In principle, there should be no accreting systems in excess of this luminosity. In
practice, it is possible to exceed the limit by breaking spherical symmetry or with
strong magnetic fields (which can suppress the electron scattering cross-section).

1.1.3

Accretion disc winds

The material in the accretion disc loses energy and angular momentum via MRI and
thus in-spirals towards the compact object. However, there are mechanisms that can
accelerate it outwards instead and drive it away from the disc. Such mechanisms can
give rise to an outflow from the disc, possibly to infinity, in the form of a so-called
accretion disc wind. Alternatively, if the material is not sufficiently accelerated, it can
return to the disc in the form of a ‘failed’ wind.
The material circulating in the accretion disc has approximately Keplerian velocity:
r
vKep =

GM
R

(1.5)
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where R is the distance from the compact object. The material has to reach the escape
velocity to successfully leave the accreting system in the form of a wind:
r
vesc =

2GM
R

(1.6)

This means that a disc wind, successfully launched from the inner accretion flow
(R∼ 10 − 100 RG ) of neutron stars and black holes can reach velocities of more than
10% of the speed of light. Such a wind carries considerable kinetic energy and can
strongly influence the surroundings of the compact object.
There are multiple mechanisms able to drive an accretion disc wind. The first
mechanism is the radiation pressure on electrons. If the luminosity (and the mass
accretion rate) of a compact object approaches or crosses the Eddington limit, isotropic
radiation pressure can exceed the gravitational force on some fraction of the accreting
material, and such material is launched away from the disc as a radiation-driven wind
(see Fig. 1.1 for a radiation-driven wind simulation).

Fig. 1.1 Simulation of a radiation-driven wind in a super-Eddington accreting system.
The figure shows the density of the material (according to the colour bar on the right)
versus its location, as well as its velocity (yellow arrows). This figure is taken from
Takeuchi et al. [385].

If the material in the accretion disc is not fully ionised, the gas opacity can be
much higher than the electron scattering cross-section. The gas opacity is enhanced via
bound-free and bound-bound transitions, thus at lower ionisations the wind can be ‘line’
driven using the many elemental transitions in the UV band. These transitions may
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amplify the effective scattering cross-section by a factor as high as 1000 compared to the
Thomson cross-section [48, 290]. An outflow can therefore be launched at luminosities
much lower than the Eddington luminosity.
However, this wind driving mechanism relies on the presence of the numerous UV
transitions providing the amplification of the gas opacity. The outflowing material
therefore cannot be over-ionised by X-ray radiation (for example from the inner accretion
flow) and at the same time it requires sufficient UV flux to launch the wind. Such
winds have been observed in hot stars [207]. This driving mechanism is unlikely to
work in X-ray binaries, the spectra of which are very hard with most of the flux being
emitted in the X-ray energy band. Alternatively, the accelerating gas must be shielded
from the hard X-ray radiation which would over-ionise it before it reaches the escape
velocity. This has been shown to work in some hydrodynamical simulations [Fig. 1.2,
67, 322, 321] of accreting supermassive black holes thanks to failed inner disc winds
which can shield the outer colder, UV-line rich disc regions.
Magnetic fields are an important component of accretion because they drive MRI
[15, 16]. It is therefore possible that under a favourable magnetic configuration,
magnetic tension or magnetic pressure could drive an outflow from the disc. Blandford
and Payne [30] have indeed shown that a disc wind can appear for some magnetic field
configurations. Importantly, magnetic driving does not rely on radiation pressure and
could thus be important in low luminosity objects. However, magnetic wind models in
general do not predict the wind properties such as the mass loss rates and are hence
difficult to test against observations.
In some cases, the wind can also be driven by Compton heating [21]. If the outer
disc is irradiated by a hard X-ray spectrum (from the inner accretion flow), some
fraction of the material will be heated to the inverse Compton temperature4 of the
heating spectrum. At this temperature, the thermal velocity of the heated particles
can be large enough to escape the gravity of the compact object (i.e. the thermal
velocity is larger than the escape velocity at that radius), if the situation occurs at a
large enough distance from the object. According to Begelman et al. [21], this happens
for radii in the accretion disc larger than:
R & 0.1 × RIC =
4 The

2GM GMµmp
=
kTIC
v2th

(1.7)

inverse Compton temperature of a spectrum is one quarter of the average
energy of the
R
photons of the spectrum [21]. It can therefore be expressed as: kTIC = 14 ⟨ε⟩ = 41 L−1 0∞ ELE dE, where
L is the total luminosity and LE is the luminosity at energy E.
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Fig. 1.2 Simulation of a line pressure-driven outflow from the accretion disc of a
supermassive black hole. The top-left plot shows the density of the material versus
its location, the top-right plot shows its temperature. The bottom-left and bottomright plots contain the photoionisation parameter and the velocity of the material,
respectively. This figure is taken from Proga et al. [322].

where µ is the mean atomic mass of the particles and k is the Boltzmann constant.
At the same time, the critical luminosity of the hard X-ray radiation required for a
significant mass flux within a Compton heating driven wind is:
Lcr = 0.030 (TIC /108 K)−1/2 LEdd

(1.8)

Hence the object must be luminous but does not need to reach the Eddington luminosity
LE , and it also must have a strong hard X-ray spectrum (with a high inverse Compton
temperature). Any winds driven by this mechanism are also naturally much slower than
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those launched by the previous phenomena since the thermal velocity of a TIC ∼ 108 K
(∼9 keV) particle is only of the order of 1000 km/s (∼0.003c).
Finally, it is possible that an accretion disc wind might be driven by a combination
of multiple of the effects described above. In particular, radiation pressure alone might
be ineffective in driving powerful winds in sub-Eddington accreting systems, however
in combination with either Compton heating or magnetic fields the driving force could
be sufficient.
There is also a second class of outflows from accretion disc called jets. These
are collimated narrow-angle outflows of high-velocity particles (hadronic or leptonic),
launched by magnetic fields [31] along the axis of rotation of the accretion disc. Their
main observational signature is radio emission from the synchrotron emission of particles
within the jet [29]. I do not study the jet phenomena in this thesis, focusing only on
wide angle disc outflows which are best studied through X-ray observations.

1.2

Accretion and ejection of matter in different
systems

Accretion disc winds have been discovered in most types of accreting systems. Below I
describe the physics of accretion and disc winds in the systems studied in the research
chapters of this thesis.

1.2.1

Active galactic nuclei

Most galaxies in our Universe host a supermassive black hole with a mass between 106
and 1010 M⊙ in their centre [341, 112, 154]. At any time, in a majority of galaxies,
this black hole is inactive, i.e. it is not accreting [195]. If the black hole is accreting
significant amounts of material, it shines across the whole electromagnetic spectrum
and so these galaxies are called active galaxies and their nuclear regions are known
as active galactic nuclei (AGN). AGN can be broadly split into three main categories
according to their brightness: quasars [356], where the nuclear regions by far dominate
the radiative output of the whole host galaxy, Seyfert galaxies [362], where the AGN
component is an important fraction of the host’s energetic output but it does not
completely shadow it, and Low Luminosity AGN (LLAGN) where the nucleus emits a
small fraction of the radiative output of the galaxy.
AGN are also classified as broad line AGN (type 1) and narrow line AGN (type
2) depending on the presence of broad (∼5000 km/s) lines in their optical and UV
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spectra. The broad lines originate in the ionised clouds of the so-called broad line
region close to the black hole where the orbital velocities are large. At larger radii,
narrow optical and UV lines are produced in the so-called narrow line region where the
orbital velocities are much lower (line widths of ∼1000 km/s or less). Between these
two regions, there is a dusty, clumpy, torus-like structure [141, 282, 165, 93] orbiting
the central engine. The two optical classes of AGN can be unified into a single model
by the varying torus inclination to the observer (Fig. 1.3). This is the AGN unification
scheme [6]. In broad line AGN, the inclination angle between the axis of the dusty
torus and our line of sight is such that the broad line region (closer to the AGN than
the torus) is not obscured by the dust. At high inclination angles, the torus obscures
our view of the broad line region, and therefore only narrow lines are observed.
Approximately 10% − 20% of all AGN also show persistent radio emission likely
associated with relativistic jets and are classified as radio-loud AGN. A similar AGN
unification scheme based on the observer inclination towards the jet direction was
proposed for radio-loud AGN [405].
How supermassive black holes in galactic nuclei grew to their present mass is still an
open question [411]. Nowadays, most AGN are observed to accrete significantly below
the Eddington limit [173, 4]. However, recent observational discoveries of massive
(109 − 1010 M⊙ ) black holes at very high redshifts [269, 432, 11] imply that these
black holes did not have enough time since Big Bang to reach their masses through
sub-Eddington accretion from small stellar-mass black holes. Such a fast growth of
supermassive black holes can be explained by three main possibilities: (a) they grew
from Population III star remnants with initial masses of ∼100 M⊙ but had to experience
prolonged periods of super-Eddington accretion [228, 412]; (b) they could have formed
by direct collapse into 104 − 106 M⊙ black hole seeds in the very Early Universe and
grew by Eddington-limited accretion since then [23]; (c) they grew by frequent black
hole - black hole mergers.
Considering the high efficiency of accretion from Eq. (1.3), the energy released
during the formation and accretion of a supermassive black hole is very significant. It
is so large that, if efficiently coupled to the stars and gas in its host galaxy, it would
gravitationally unbind the host [97]. The fact that this is not observed suggests that
the coupling is very inefficient.
Nevertheless, it has been found that there is a tight relation between the masses of
the supermassive black holes and the velocity dispersion (a proxy of the total stellar
mass) of the spheroidal components of their hosts [113, 130, 397, 144, 194]. Such a
tight correlation suggests a strong relationship and interaction between central black
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Fig. 1.3 The AGN unification model. The appearance of an AGN strongly depends on
our line of sight towards the system. If the line of sight passes through the obscuring
dusty torus, we do not observe the broad line region and only narrow optical/UV lines
are seen in the AGN spectrum. Additionally, significant part of the X-radiation is
absorbed by the torus and the AGN is classed as Type 2. Otherwise, the AGN is
classed as Type 1. AGN can also be split into two classes based on the presence of
a radio jet: radio-quiet and radio-loud. (image credit: NASA, based on Urry and
Padovani [405]).

holes and their hosts, even though the masses and especially the sizes of black holes
are insignificant compared to their hosts [black hole masses are only about 0.1% of
their host masses, 146]. The relationship and interaction is likely with the gas and dust
of the host (which in turn is the main stellar forge of the galaxy), which better couples
with the AGN energy output than stars themselves.
At the same time, the observed galaxy luminosity function differs from the theoretical
predictions of the Press-Schechter function [319, 355]. It was found that the number of
galaxies at both the low and the high luminosity ends of the function is lower than
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expected [26, 59]. The lack of small galaxies could be attributed to supernova feedback
[184]. On the other hand, the lack of massive galaxies is likely due to their nuclear
activity [59].
Last but not least, observational studies of galaxies in the Universe found that
galaxies can be broadly split into two groups: blue and star-forming, and red and
‘dead’, with little star formation [24, 17, 71].
All of these observations can be explained if the supermassive black holes in the
centres of galaxies have a profound effect on their environments, in the form of a
feedback loop limiting the star formation in their hosts, which in turn hinders the
growth of the central black holes. This effect is called the AGN feedback [97].
AGN feedback has been unambiguously observed in the massive brightest cluster
galaxies (BCG) in the centres of galaxy clusters and is likely mediated via the highly
collimated jets launched by the supermassive black holes of BCGs, preventing efficient
cooling of the intracluster medium [239, 300, 103, 238]. In smaller galaxies, jets are
likely not the source of feedback since they do not deposit energy efficiently into the
host galaxies of AGN. Instead, the energy released through accretion could couple
to their hosts via wide-angle accretion disc winds launched from the discs of AGN
[366, 188]. Such wide-angle outflows can in theory establish the M-σ relation [187] by
heating and pushing the host’s gas and dust out of the galaxy. As a result, the host’s
star formation can be quenched.
Alternatively, AGN feedback could be mediated via radiation pressure on dust
[162, 340], which can increase the effective scattering cross-section by a factor as large
as 100 [163], and push dust and gas outside of the AGN hosts, thus preventing star
formation.
AGN outflows could therefore be of great importance. They have been observed in
AGN for decades [58] and can be broadly classified into six main categories: powerful
winds observed through the blueshifted UV absorption lines in some quasars, cold
molecular outflows observed in the sub-millimetre band, neutral interstellar medium
outflows, warm ionised outflows observed in the optical and infrared bands, warm
absorbers mostly seen in the soft X-ray spectra of AGN at low outflow velocities (<5000
km/s) and the ultrafast outflows (UFOs), observed in the AGN X-ray spectra with
very high velocities between 0.05c and 0.5c.
The first category of winds is observed in the so-called broad absorption line
quasars [BALs, 226], which show UV absorption troughs thousands of km/s wide,
with velocities as high as 0.1c. BALs form about 10% of all known quasars [118]. The
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discoveries of line-locking5 in the UV spectra of BALs [119, 425, 193] suggest that these
winds are powered by radiation line driving.
The second category are cold, molecular outflows with velocities up to a few
1000 km/s, discovered recently in a number of galaxies in the sub-millimetre band
[115, 379, 117]. Their mass outflow rates and kinetic powers are extreme, and so they
very likely originate in AGN activity [230, 55].
Neutral ISM outflows can be powered by AGN and are observed through absorption
features in the optical and UV bands [349, 348]. They are also traced by neutral
hydrogen 21 cm absorption [268] and can reach velocities up to ∼ 1000 km/s.
Warm ionised outflows are traced by nebular emission lines and have been detected
in many powerful AGN [147, 41, 43] at moderate velocities (100s of km/s to ∼2000
km/s) with large observed spatial extents (up to 10 kpc).
Warm absorbers [338] are ionised outflows observed in the soft X-ray and UV
spectra of AGN with relatively low ionisation parameters, and at small to moderate
velocities (0-5000 km/s). They have been discovered in many Seyfert 1 galaxies and
studied in great detail [133, 175, 183, 372, 73]. Their mass outflow rates are large [33]
but with low velocities, the kinetic powers of warm absorbers are typically not sufficient
to drive AGN feedback in galaxies (Fig. 1.5).
In this thesis I mainly focus on the last and the most extreme category of wide-angle
outflows in AGN. Ultrafast outflows are observed in the X-ray spectra of AGN with
velocities in excess of 0.05c, and as large as ∼0.5c [316, 395, 393, 330]. They are often
detected through highly blueshifted high ionisation Fe XXV and Fe XXVI absorption
lines in the hard X-ray band (7-10 keV, see Fig. 1.4 for an example UFO absorption
feature). Tombesi et al. [393] claim that about one third of all AGN shows signatures
of UFOs.
There is evidence that some UFOs are multi-phase - they show distinct velocity and
ionisation components [223, 313, 314, 204, 34]. In at least one case, IRAS 13224-3809,
a time-resolved study showed that the UFO absorption strength responds to the X-ray
flux of the AGN, and anti-correlates with it [297, 294, 303].
The large velocity of the UFOs necessarily means that their kinetic powers are
considerable (Fig. 1.5) and therefore they are strong candidates for driving AGN
feedback in galaxies [188]. Theoretical studies predict that the outflow needs to carry
5 Line-locking

is the observational signature of velocity separation of different ionised absorption
components being similar to the velocity separation of two prominent absorption lines or a doublet.
In the framework of radiation line pressure-driven winds, if an outer cloud is being accelerated by line
pressure and is shielded by an inner cloud, the reduction of flux at specific line energies which provide
the line pressure on the outer cloud can result in the two clouds being locked together in velocities
[354, 39].
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Fig. 1.4 An example spectrum showing UFO absorption in the 7 − 10 keV band. The
absorption signature is likely imprinted by a powerful wind outflowing at a velocity of
∼ 0.25c from the accretion disc of the highly accreting AGN PDS 456. This figure was
taken from Nardini et al. [279].

at least around 5% of the radiative energy of the AGN [77, 190, 57]. Such kinetic
powers are indeed observed in UFOs [394, 279], assuming they do not have negligible
covering fractions and volume filling factors (unlikely if they are wide-angle outflows).
Furthermore, some AGN hosting these outflows also show powerful molecular outflows
with significant mass outflow rates [408, 394] and energetics comparable to UFOs.
Molecular outflows could be evolved UFOs at large, galactic scales and at late times
following the AGN activity.
UFOs are often observed in Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxies (NLS1s), a subclass
of Seyfert 1 galaxies with relatively narrow permitted optical emission lines [. 2000
km/s, 289, 236]. These AGN usually host lower mass (106 M⊙ ) supermassive black
holes [35] accreting close to, or possibly in excess of the Eddington limit [172]. UFOs in
NLS1s could therefore be driven by radiation pressure, although alternative mechanisms
including magnetic driving [121, 124] or a combination of the two mechanisms have
been proposed. UFOs have also been detected in the highly accreting massive (∼ 109
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Fig. 1.5 The kinetic power of ionised outflows observed in different AGN versus their
bolometric luminosity. UFOs (blue colour) show extreme kinetic powers, usually larger
than 5% of Lbol , sufficient to drive AGN feedback in their galaxies [77]. Warm absorbers
(red colour) have much less significant kinetic powers (< 0.5%) due to smaller velocities.
Outflows with velocities between those of UFOs and warm absorbers (green colour)
have intermediate powers. This figure was taken from Tombesi et al. [392].

M⊙ ) quasar PDS 456 [332, 279, 330, 34], and in strongly lensed quasars [51, 50, 52],
hence they are not exclusive to NLS1s.
An alternative novel explanation for UFOs is that they are not in fact unbound
flows. Instead the blueshifted absorption features could originate in low-density gas corotating with the inner accretion flow, where velocities up to 0.5c are present [127, 102].
This interpretation and model is not investigated throughout this thesis. I focus on
the outflowing wind interpretation as it can simultaneously explain AGN feedback
in galaxies. Furthermore, the co-rotating gas interpretation cannot explain ionised
outflows observed in other objects such as the Ultraluminous X-ray sources and X-ray
binaries.
If the UFOs truly are accretion disc winds accelerated to tens of % of the speed
of light, they are potentially powerful enough to drive AGN feedback in galaxies and
are of great importance in the Universe. However, the UFO spectral features are often
weak due to high ionisation of the outflowing material, and the inference of the wind
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physical properties can be complicated by other spectral features in AGN. The UFO
physics and launching mechanisms are therefore not completely understood. To address
these issues, I developed an automated, systematic routine for detecting outflows in
accreting systems. In this thesis I use the method to achieve an unambiguous detection
of UFOs in two highly accreting NLS 1 galaxies PG 1448+273 (Chapter 5) and 1H
0707-495 (Chapter 6).

1.2.2

Classical X-ray binaries

Most stars in the Universe have at least one or more stellar companions - they exist
in binaries, triples and multiples [2, 87, 351]. In a fraction of binary systems, the
separation of the components is small enough that they gravitationally interact and
can exchange matter [159, 299, 158]. If one of the components is a compact object
such as a neutron star, stellar-mass black hole or a white dwarf, accretion onto the
compact object can occur and the system becomes a so-called X-ray binary, shining
brightly in the X-ray energy band.
X-ray binaries can be broadly separated into two classes: high mass X-ray binaries
and low mass X-ray binaries. The former consist of a compact object and a high mass
star with a strong wind. The accretion onto the compact object then occurs mostly
via wind capture [424]. The second class consists of a compact object and a lower
mass star, which fills the Roche lobe of the system [89]. The accretion of material onto
the compact object then occurs through the first Lagrangian point between the two
components of the binary.
X-ray binaries show different behaviour based on the nature of the compact object
in the system.
Black hole X-ray binaries
Black hole X-ray binaries [334], particularly those in low mass X-ray binaries show
strongly transient behaviour. Normally, they spend prolonged periods of time in a
quiescent state during which very little X-ray emission is seen [237, 275, 288, 241].
Then they enter into short outbursts with lengths of 10s-100s of days [95]. During
these outbursts, the binary is known to follow a ‘Q’ shaped hardness-intensity diagram
(Fig 1.6). The outburst begins in a hard state, when the total luminosity is low
(L . 0.01 × LE ), the X-ray spectrum is very hard and dominated by emission from an
optically thin corona [390] which might be the base of a jet [234], and a stable and
compact radio jet is present [126]. The accretion disc might be truncated at ∼100 RG in
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the hard state and the emission shows rich time variability behaviour [82]. Sometimes
the binary can enter into a bright hard state when the X-ray luminosity is at or above
10% of its Eddington luminosity [84].

Fig. 1.6 The hardness-intensity (Q) diagram of black hole X-ray binary outbursts. The
outburst starts in a hard state (A, B). The binary can then transition into a soft state
(D, E) through an intermediate state (C), followed by a transition back into a hard
state (F) and return into quiescence. This figure is adapted from Fender and Belloni
[108].

The X-ray binary can then transition into a soft state [387] or alternatively it can
drop back down into quiescence after a so-called ‘failed’ outburst [156]. In the soft
state, the hard powerlaw emission from the corona is much weaker. Instead, accretion
disc multicolour thermal emission dominates its X-ray spectrum [219]. During the soft
state, the accretion disc is known to extend down to the ISCO, and the luminosity of
the system is around ∼ 0.1 × LE or even higher. The time variability is also weaker
and a compact jet is usually replaced with discrete jetted ejecta [109, 56]. Last but
not least, accretion disc winds are observed in some black hole X-ray binaries in the
soft state.
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Ionised disc winds were first discovered in GRO J1655-40 [403] and GRS 1915+105
[200], but have since been detected in about 10 black hole binaries, exclusively in
their soft states [78]. The signatures of these disc winds are highly ionised absorption
lines, usually of iron, in the hard X-ray band (around 7 keV), however transitions of
other ions such as silicon and sulphur have also been detected. The observed outflow
velocities measured from the line blueshifts are in the range between 300 and 3000
km/s. The inferred mass outflow rates are large and in the range between 1% and
100% of the mass accretion rate, so disc winds can be an important component of the
accretion flow in X-ray binaries. They are most likely driven by Compton heating
[280, 79] or by magnetic fields [259, 261, 122]. X-ray luminosities of binaries are too
low for isotropic radiation driving and their spectra are too hard for radiation line
driving.
Such winds might be present in all soft state black hole binaries [298] but their
structure is likely not spherically symmetric and thus not always observable in absorption. Instead, they are probably concentrated towards the accretion disc as all the
wind detections were made in high inclination systems, and conversely low inclination
binaries do not appear to show signatures of disc winds [Fig. 1.7, 310]. In some
cases, since the apparent outflow velocities are quite low, these winds could be ‘failed’
outflows, i.e. they could be bound flows [283].
Neutron star X-ray binaries
Accreting neutron star binaries can be broadly split into two categories based on the
strength of the surface magnetic field of the neutron star.
Weakly magnetised accreting neutron stars, with ∼ 109 G surface magnetic fields
are usually observed with very small rotational periods in the range of milliseconds
[428, 407]. They can be classified into two categories based on their behaviour in the
colour-colour diagram, as Atoll sources (following elongated curved branches sometimes
resembling a geographical ‘atoll’ in the colour-colour diagram) and Z sources (following
three branches which resemble a letter Z) [270, 149, 357]. These systems show similar
hard/soft state behaviour to black hole X-ray binaries [227]. In their soft states,
particularly the brightest Z sources show luminosities approaching their Eddington
luminosity (2 × 1038 erg/s for a 1.4 M⊙ neutron star).
Accretion disc winds have been discovered in multiple neutron star X-ray binaries
including GX 13+1 [402, 365, 404] and Cir X-1 [40]. Their properties are very similar
to that of disc winds observed in black hole X-ray binaries, suggesting the same driving
mechanism [79]. The wind driving can therefore occur either through Compton heating
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Fig. 1.7 Ionised wind detections (coloured circles) and non-detections (coloured triangles)
of high inclination (left plot) and low inclination (right plot) X-ray binaries placed
on the hardness-luminosity diagram (HLD). Disc winds are only detected in high
inclination binaries in the soft state, suggesting an equatorial wind structure. This
figure is taken from Ponti et al. [310].

or with magnetic fields, possibly with a contribution from the radiation pressure in the
luminous Z sources. At the same time, there is a class of lower luminosity neutron star
binaries which show static ionised absorption from atmospheres above their accretion
discs [78]. These objects also show the so-called accretion disc coronae of highly ionised
material, revealing themselves through rich X-ray emission line spectra [170, 324].
Highly magnetised accreting neutron stars are also called the X-ray pulsars [427, 272,
27]. The most famous objects of this class are Centaurus X-3 and Hercules X-1, both
discovered in the early 1970s with the first X-ray satellite Uhuru [137, 138, 387, 136].
The surface magnetic field of the neutron star, which can have a strength of ∼ 1012 G
[measured via the cyclotron scattering feature, 398, 426] dominates the inner accretion
flow in these systems [206, 135]. It creates a magnetosphere [244] truncating the
accretion disc to as far as 1000 RG , inside which the accreting matter is channelled
along the magnetic field lines towards the neutron star. As the matter approaches
the neutron star’s magnetic poles, it forms an accretion column co-rotating with the
neutron star [65]. The accretion column emits anisotropic radiation, hence a fraction of
the pulsar’s radiation is pulsed at the rotation frequency of the neutron star (typically
∼ 1 s). Beyond the magnetosphere, there is a standard accretion disc, however if it is
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truncated at ∼1000 RG , its temperature is low (< 0.1 keV) and it is not observed in
the X-rays.
Until recently, there has been very little evidence for disc winds from accreting
pulsars. In Chapter 7 of this thesis, I present the first discovery of an ionised outflow
in the famous X-ray pulsar Hercules X-1.

1.2.3

Ultraluminous X-ray sources

Ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs) are off-nuclear X-ray point sources with X-ray
luminosities in excess of 1039 erg/s (i.e. the Eddington luminosity of a 10 M⊙ accretor)
[for a recent review, see 174]. They are most abundant in smaller, star-forming and
metal-poor galaxies [232, 435]. The origin and nature of ULXs has been disputed for
decades, since their original discovery with the Einstein X-ray observatory in the 1980s
[222, 96]. As ULXs do not lie in galactic nuclei, they are not powered by supermassive
black holes. At the same time, their luminosities (if assumed isotropic) exceed the
Eddington limit of standard stellar-mass (∼10 M⊙ ) black holes found in Galactic X-ray
binaries. Three main explanations have been proposed to solve this discrepancy.
One of the propositions to explain the existence of ULXs is that their X-ray radiation
is strongly beamed, and their total X-ray luminosity is much lower. However, with
apparent luminosities as high as 1041 erg/s, the beaming factors would have to be
extreme for the brightest objects of the ULX class. Secondly, several ULXs are located
in large (10 − 100 pc) bubbles of ionised plasma, approximately isotropic in their shape
[292, 291, 142]. These ionised bubbles require consistently high fluxes of isotropic soft
X-ray radiation to remain ionised, strongly arguing against extreme beaming in ULXs.
Alternatively, ULXs could be powered by a class of intermediate-mass black holes
(IMBHs) with masses between 100 and 10000 M⊙ , accreting below the Eddington
limit [254, 107]. This hypothesis has been supported by the discovery of a soft X-ray
blackbody spectral component in ULX spectra with temperatures from 0.1 to 0.3 keV
[252, 255, 66]. The temperature of this component, if originating from multi-color
accretion disc emission of the ULX, would lie directly in-between the temperatures of
accretion discs of X-ray binaries and discs of AGN, as expected if ULXs were powered
by IMBHs. A second piece of evidence for the IMBH nature of ULXs is the discovery
of quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) in the power density spectra of multiple ULXs
[375, 74, 377, 376, 110]. The frequencies, if associated with the orbital frequency at the
innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) of the ULX accretion disc, would correspond to
expected ISCO orbital frequencies of IMBHs [76, 46, 68].
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The third and the most accepted hypothesis for the nature of ULXs is that they are
powered by super-Eddington accretion onto stellar-mass compact objects [191, 318, 140].
There are multiple arguments for this explanation. First, the ULX population appears
to be a direct extension of the normal X-ray binary population in galaxies, only to
higher luminosities, with no break in the population function at 1039 erg/s [381, 265].
Secondly, the X-ray spectrum of ULXs significantly differs from that of sub-Eddington
accretors such as X-ray binaries and AGN. In particular, ULXs show a very low energy
roll-over in the spectrum at less than 10 keV, whereas the high-energy cut-off in
sub-Eddington systems is only observed above 50-100 keV [99]. This was initially
observed with XMM-Newton ULX observations [3, 140, 75] and later unambiguously
confirmed with the high energy coverage of the NuSTAR telescope [13, 416, 418].
The third, and by far the strongest evidence of super-Eddington accretion in ULXs
is the detection of X-ray pulsations in a number of ULXs [12, 125, 164, 45, 353, 346].
The pulsations are unambiguously associated with emission from an accretion column,
confirming that at least these 6 ULXs are powered by neutron stars. These systems
thus must be accreting significantly in excess of the Eddington limit (one of these
objects, NGC 5907 ULX-1 exceeds the Eddington limit by a factor of ∼500). Neutron
stars form an unknown, but likely significant fraction of the ULX population [429].
The final important piece of evidence for the super-Eddington scenario is the
discovery of ultra-fast outflows in a handful of ULXs. Powerful winds, launched by the
extreme radiation pressure are naturally expected if ULXs accrete above the Eddington
limit. The first, tentative evidence for UFOs in ULXs was achieved by detecting broad
residuals in soft X-ray low spectral resolution data from CCD instruments onboard the
XMM-Newton and Chandra telescopes, in multiple ULX systems [374]. These residuals
are likely not associated with nearby star formation [352]. Furthermore, in one of the
ULXs, NGC 1313 X-1, the strength of these residuals anti-correlates with the X-ray
flux of the ULX [249], and therefore the residuals must be associated with the object.
They also cannot originate in relativistic reflection where a direct correlation would be
expected.
Pinto et al. [306] used the high-spectral resolution Reflection Grating Spectrometers
onboard XMM-Newton to resolve the soft X-ray spectra of ULXs and detected UFOs
in two ULXs NGC 1313 X-1 (Fig. 1.8) and NGC 5408 X-1. The UFO spectral features
are narrow, significantly blueshifted (∼0.2c) photoionised absorption lines of elements
such as iron, oxygen, neon and nitrogen. Additionally, iron K absorption at a similar
blueshift was found in the hard X-ray spectrum of NGC 1313 X-1 [417]. Similar features
were later detected in a third system NGC 55 ULX [304]. Due to the extreme velocity,
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Fig. 1.8 Detection of an ultra-fast outflow in the ULX NGC 1313 X-1. The signatures
of the outflow are the narrow, strongly blueshifted absorption lines of neon, iron and
oxygen. This figure is taken from Pinto et al. [306].

the kinetic power of these outflows is very significant and could be comparable to the
radiative output of the ULXs, and could be sufficient to power the inflation of the
ionised superbubbles in which many ULXs reside [306].
If ULXs are powered by super-Eddington accretion, radiation-driven outflows should
be present in all of them and should have a great impact on these systems and their
surroundings. However, up to date these outflows have only been detected in a small
number of cherry-picked ULXs with the best-quality datasets, and have not been
studied systematically as a sample. I performed a systematic search for outflows and
other narrow spectral features in a sample of 10 ULXs with usable XMM-Newton RGS
data. The results of the analysis are described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 of this thesis
contains the discovery and detailed study of a UFO in the newly discovered neutron
star ULX NGC 300 ULX-1.
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We observe no persistent ULXs in our Galaxy. However, we know of a persistent
super-Eddington stellar-mass accretor called SS 433 [233]. SS 433 is a microquasar
which launches powerful jets with kinetic power in excess of 1040 erg/s [22], despite
the mass of the compact accretor being smaller than 20 M⊙ [105], suggesting that the
accretion rate is strongly super-Eddington. Nevertheless, its X-ray luminosity is much
lower than 1039 erg/s [361]. From the blue and red sides of its jet, we know that the
system is oriented almost edge-on towards us [the inclination angle of the rotation axis
is around 80 degrees and periodically precesses, 153]. It is therefore possible that SS
433 is a ULX misaligned from our point of view such that the luminous X-ray emitting
regions are completely obscured by the outer accretion disc [23, 106].

1.3

X-ray observatories

In this thesis, I study accreting systems and the physics of their accretion disc winds
with X-ray spectroscopic observations. X-rays are not observable from the Earth’s
surface because they are absorbed by the Earth’s atmosphere. Therefore all of the
X-ray instruments must be placed above the main bulk of the atmosphere, either in a
high altitude balloon, on a sounding rocket, or on a satellite orbiting the Earth. A great
majority of the modern X-ray observatories are carried by satellites. The following
section describes the X-ray observatories which collected the data used in my analysis.

1.3.1

XMM-Newton

The X-ray Multi-Mirror Mission [XMM-Newton, 166] is an X-ray satellite built and
launched by the European Space Agency in December 1999 (see Fig. 1.9 for an artist’s
impression). XMM-Newton carries a wide range of X-ray instruments covering a wide
energy band (0.3 to 10 keV) as well as a smaller optical/UV telescope. XMM-Newton
offers instruments with the highest photon collecting area from all of the current X-ray
missions with the exception of NICER (in the 1-2 keV band) and the recently launched
eROSITA. However, NICER offers a much poorer spatial resolution than XMM-Newton
and both NICER and eROSITA lack high-spectral resolution instruments as opposed
to XMM-Newton.
Importantly, all of the successful XMM-Newton observations for which the (1 year)
proprietary period has expired are accessible on-line on the XMM-Newton Science
Archive6 (XSA). XSA allows interactive access and a quick look at the science products
6

www.cosmos.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/xsa
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Fig. 1.9 Artist’s impression of XMM-Newton in orbit (credit: ESA/D. Ducros).

from XMM-Newton instruments. The desired observations can be downloaded to local
storage directly from XSA.
XMM-Newton carries three X-ray telescopes, each of which is composed of 58
paraboloid-hyperboloid Wolter I grazing-incidence mirrors, nested in a co-axial and
co-focal configuration. The grazing angle of the mirrors is just around 30 arcmin
(depending on the X-ray energy) to provide reflectivity across a wide energy band
including the hard X-rays between 5 and 10 keV. The focal length of each telescope
is 7.5m, and the spatial resolution of the mirrors is around 6 arcsec [full width half
maximum, or 15 arcsec half energy width, 10].
The X-ray instruments onboard XMM-Newton offer a wide range of scientific
possibilities. The European Photon Imaging Camera (EPIC) instrument consists of
three CCD cameras with wide band capability and moderate energy resolution. The
two Reflection Grating Spectrometers (RGS 1 and 2) offer high spectral resolution in
the soft X-ray band (0.3 keV to 1.8 keV).
Reflection Grating Spectrometers
Each of the two Reflection Grating Spectrometers [RGS, 72] consists of an array of
reflection gratings placed in the converging beam at the exit from the X-ray telescope.
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An array of 9 large format CCDs is placed in the reflection direction and records the
position and energy of each photon reflected from the gratings. The photon position
along the dispersion direction is used to calculate the energy of the reflected photon
according to the dispersion equation:
mλ = d(cosβ − cosα)

(1.9)

where m is the spectral order of the diffraction, d is the groove spacing of the grating,
β is the angle between the outgoing ray and the grating plane, and α is the angle
between the incoming ray and the grating plane.
The position in the cross-dispersion direction (perpendicular to the dispersion
direction) shows the spatial position of the X-ray source in the direction perpendicular
to the roll angle of XMM-Newton (the field-of-view in this direction is 5 arcmin). The
measured energy of the photon is used to separate events of different spectral orders.
As RGS is a slit-less spectrometer, the roll angle of the spacecraft is of great importance
since any X-ray photons coming from the direction parallel to the dispersion axis but
off the center point will be assigned an incorrect wavelength. This is particularly a
problem for diffuse sources such as galaxy clusters but contamination can also occur if
there are multiple bright point sources along the roll angle from the center point.
The source spectrum is extracted from a region along the dispersion axis from all
working CCDs (CCD 7 is disabled in RGS 1 and CCD 4 is disabled in RGS 2). The
background spectrum is extracted from two rectangular regions offset from the source
region in the cross-dispersion direction so that they lie outside of the main source point
spread function. For crowded fields or extended sources with contaminated background
regions it is possible to use a ‘model’ background scaled to the expected background
flux.
The instrument achieves a high resolving power in the soft X-ray band (0.3-1.8
keV, 7-38 Å) with a resolution of between 120 and 700 in the first spectral order.
The spectral resolution in the wavelength units is approximately constant (∼0.06 Å
in the first order, full width half maximum), as opposed to CCD instruments where
the resolution is roughly constant in energy units. The second order offers double the
resolution of the first order, but also has a much poorer effective area and a limited
wavelength band (5 to 20 Å).
The collecting area of RGS in comparison with other high-spectral resolution
instruments is shown in Fig. 1.10. The figure shows that RGS is by far the best current
instrument to use for faint source spectroscopy below ∼1.3 keV (above 10 Å). The
wavelength band between 10 and 35 Å contains many important transitions of ionised
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elements, in particular the transitions of oxygen, nitrogen, neon and iron. RGS is
therefore greatly suited for studies of ionised plasma and accretion disc winds. RGS
also has a high pile-up limit7 , only observations of the brightest X-ray sources in the sky
will result in distorted spectra. The gratings’ resolving power is more than 10× higher
than the resolution of non-dispersive CCD cameras (see the following subsection), even
for extended objects up to 1 arcmin in angular size.

Fig. 1.10 The combined effective area of the RGS 1 and RGS 2 instruments (magenta
colour) onboard XMM-Newton compared with other high-spectral resolution X-ray
instruments. LETG (blue), MEG (green) and HEG (red) are grating instruments
onboard the Chandra X-ray observatory. SXS (black) was the high-resolution instrument
onboard the Hitomi X-ray observatory (lost in 2016), a copy of which will be re-flown
onboard the X-ray Imaging and Spectroscopy Mission (XRISM, to be launched in
2022). This figure is taken from Takahashi et al. [382].

7 Pile-up

is the effect of two photons arriving at the same CCD pixel during the same read-out
cycle. They are effectively registered as a single event with the energy equal to the sum of the photon
energies. In RGS this means that two first order photons arriving at the same time will be registered
as a single second order photon, distorting the final source spectrum in both orders.
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European Photon Imaging Camera
In addition to the RGS instruments, XMM-Newton also carries three broadband X-ray
(0.3-10 keV) instruments based on Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) technology. Two
of the CCDs, Metal Oxide Semi-conductor (MOS) 1 and 2 [400] are front-illuminated
and virtually identical, the third one, the pn camera [378] is back-illuminated. The
collecting areas of the cameras are much higher than those of the RGS instruments.
The pn collecting area exceeds 1000 cm2 in the 0.7 to 2.5 keV range and is stable up to
7 keV. pn is therefore particularly effective for studies of the iron K energy region (5 − 8
keV). The area of each MOS camera reaches up to 500 cm2 (50% of X-rays from their
mirrors are reflected towards the RGS instruments), depending on the photon energy,
but its response below 1 keV is poorer than that of pn as MOS is front-illuminated.
The energy resolution of the three cameras is comparable and is between 50 and 100
eV over the whole energy band. The spectral resolution is therefore quite poor at low
energies (R∼10) but improves considerably at the higher end of the band (R∼50-100).
The angular resolution of the detectors is roughly 6 arcsec (FWHM), XMM-Newton
is therefore the second best X-ray observatory in terms of spatial resolution, the first
being the Chandra observatory.
The EPIC cameras can be operated in different modes depending on the source
requirements. They are operated in Full Frame mode (pn additionally offers Extended
Full Frame mode) with a field of view of ∼30 arcmin for observations of extended
sources or for wide field studies. In these modes the event read-out time is very long
and bright point sources will cause pile-up8 and distortion of the source spectra. For
brighter point sources with a count rate of above ∼0.5 ct/s in MOS and above 2 ct/s
in pn, it is possible to use Large Window mode which reduces the field of view and
decreases the read-out time. For even brighter sources (above 1.5 ct/s in MOS and 3
ct/s in pn), Small Window mode must be used, reducing the FOV to just 2 arcmin with
MOS and 4 arcmin with pn. Usage of Small Window mode also reduces the live-time
of the pn camera to about 70% of the exposure because of telemetry limitations.
The brightest sources (e.g. nearby X-ray binaries) with count rates in pn above
25 ct/s, must be observed in Timing mode, or if they exceed 800 ct/s, in Burst Mode.
Burst mode allows for observation of sources as bright as 60000 ct/s but with a small
live-time of 3%. In both modes only limited spatial information of the photon events is
preserved, they are therefore only useful for observations of very bright point sources.
MOS cameras are not usually used in Timing mode due to poor calibration.
8 In

EPIC, pile-up results in events moving from lower energies to higher energies, distorting the
overall source spectral shape.
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The wide energy band, good spectral and spatial resolution and the various science
modes of the EPIC cameras mean that the instruments excel in studies of all accreting
systems.

1.3.2

NuSTAR

Fig. 1.11 Artist’s impression of NuSTAR in orbit (credit: California Institute of
Technology).

The Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array [NuSTAR, 148] is a hard X-ray telescope
built and launched by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
in 2012 (see Fig. 1.11 for an artist’s impression). It is the first focusing hard X-ray
(3 − 79 keV) observatory. NuSTAR consists of two independent X-ray telescopes FPMA
and FPMB (focal plane modules) with a focal length of 10 m. Each telescope uses a
conical approximation to the Wolter I design with ‘depth-graded multilayer’ coatings9
on the mirrors. The focusing optics offer a high spatial resolution (for a hard X-ray
instrument) of 18 arcsec (FWHM, 58 arcsec half-energy width). Each telescope uses a
9 Multilayers

are thin coatings of two alternating materials deposited one on top of the other.
NuSTAR uses Pt/SiC and W/Si multilayers, allowing its mirrors to reflect X-rays with energies up to
79 keV.
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CZT detector with triggered read-out (and negligible pile-up) and has a field-of-view
of about 10 arcmin.
The collecting area in comparison with other X-ray instruments is shown in Fig.
1.12. NuSTAR is the only focusing instrument effective above 10 keV. At the same
time, it is also effective in the 3-10 keV band providing a useful overlap with other
X-ray observatories. The spectral resolution is 400 eV at 10 keV and 900 eV at 68
keV, somewhat poorer than that of the EPIC cameras onboard XMM-Newton at the
same energies. The very high pile-up limit (400 ct/s) allows NuSTAR to observe the
brightest X-ray sources in the sky with no spectral distortion. The instrument is
therefore very well suited for studies of nearby X-ray binaries, and for studies of X-ray
reflection [101, 315, 132] as well as coronae [99] in both X-ray binaries and AGN. Other
notable uses are studies of accretion columns and cyclotron scattering features [398] in
accreting magnetised pulsars.

Fig. 1.12 The collecting area of NuSTAR in comparison with other X-ray instruments
(credit: NuSTAR observatory guide).

1.4

X-ray spectroscopy

Highly energetic processes in the Universe such as accretion result in very high temperatures of plasmas, which can often be in the range between 106 − 108 K. Matter at
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such high temperatures shines brightly in the X-ray energy band. X-ray observations
are thus an important tool in studying the physical conditions of these high energy
processes and their host systems.
At the same time, the 0.3 − 10 keV X-ray band also contains many elemental
transitions of most elements abundant in the Universe including iron, sulphur, silicon,
magnesium, neon, oxygen and nitrogen. X-ray spectroscopy is therefore a very powerful
means of studying ionised astrophysical plasmas across a very large range of ionisation
states. Fig. 1.13 contains an example of an X-ray line spectrum showing the large
abundance of X-ray features which can be used for X-ray studies.

Fig. 1.13 The rich X-ray line spectrum of the Wolf-Rayet binary star WR140, taken
with the HETG instrument (MEG grating data on top, HEG grating data on the
bottom) onboard Chandra. This figure is taken from Pollock et al. [309].
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Spectral modelling

X-ray instruments collect data in the form of photon counts registered in different
energy channels (the exact mechanism differs between individual instruments). The
channels are converted into an energy scale using the redistribution matrix of the
instrument. The photon counts per channel can be converted into a flux at each energy
channel using the knowledge of the energy-dependent effective collecting area of the
instrument. This requires a complex and accurate instrument and mirror calibration.
The desired dataset is extracted from a certain source region (a subset of the full
dataset) and is usually composed of the source flux and the background flux. The
background flux can be physical (other X-ray sources in the source extraction region)
but it can also be instrumental. It can be subtracted from the source+background
dataset by choosing a background region and subtracting the background region photon
counts (scaled by the ratio of the source and background areas) from the source region
photon counts. One therefore obtains a background-subtracted source spectrum.
The spectrum is then analysed and fitted to theoretical models with a spectral
fitting package. In this thesis, I employ the SPEX fitting package [177]. Alternative
fitting packages are available, e.g. XSPEC [7] and ISIS [157].
It is important to choose appropriate fitting statistics to minimize during the fitting
procedure. In case the source data have Gaussian uncertainties, which is usually
the case if the number of photon counts per energy bin/channel are large (>25), χ 2
statistics are appropriate. This usually holds for bright sources and observations with
low-resolution instruments such as CCDs. If the source data have low photon counts
per energy channel, the errors are likely Poissonian, and Cash statistics [C-stat, 47]
must be applied. This is usually the necessary treatment of high-spectral resolution
data and is often applied in this thesis. Cash statistics are still appropriate even in the
high count limit.

1.4.2

X-ray spectra of accreting objects and commonly used
spectral continuum models

Spectral models can be broadly split into two categories: continuum (or additive)
models and multiplicative models. Continuum models are additive and correspond to
independent components in the spectra of sources, such as thermal blackbody emission
or powerlaw-like inverse Compton emission. Multiplicative models modify continuum
models according to specific laws which may include atomic lines, e.g. absorption
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models, which reduce the transmitted continuum X-ray flux at certain energies by a
multiplicative factor.
Active galactic nuclei
The bulk of the accretion disc emission falls outside the X-ray band as the temperatures
in the inner accretion disc are of the order of ∼10 eV and so the AGN discs emit most
prominently in the extreme UV (EUV) band (0.01 − 0.1 keV). It is normally impossible
to observe this band as all of the radiation is absorbed by Galactic neutral hydrogen
along the line of sight towards the sources, and hence it is challenging to estimate
the true bolometric luminosities of AGN. The exception are a few AGN with lower
black hole masses of ∼ 106 M⊙ [325, 81], where the emission from the inner edge of
the accretion disc likely peeks into the very soft X-ray band (0.3 − 0.5 keV).
The strongest X-ray spectral component of AGN is the emission from a hot corona
of electrons which has approximately powerlaw shape (in the 0.3 − 10 keV band), with
a slope between 1.5 − 2.5 depending on the AGN [302]. The emission originates in
Compton up-scattering of disc photons by energetic electrons in the corona. The
temperature of the corona introduces an exponential high-energy roll-over of the
powerlaw emission, but the energy of the roll-over can be of the order of 100 keV so
the only instrument capable of observing this effect is NuSTAR [99]. This emission is
therefore often described with a simple powerlaw model if using just the 0.3 − 10
keV energy band. Given its temperature and high variability, the corona is likely very
close to the black hole [within 10 RG , 52, 99].
The second component originates in the ionised reflection of coronal emission off
the accretion disc [132, 386, 339]. The most prominent features of this component are
the iron K line at 6.4 − 7.0 keV (depending on the ionisation of the reflecting material)
which is usually blurred by the fast motion in the inner accretion flow and affected by
gravitational redshift [209, 208, 251, 274], the Compton hump at 20 − 30 keV and the
edge at 7.1 keV. A schematic reflection spectrum showing these components is shown
in Fig. 1.14.
The shape of the X-ray reflection spectrum is an important diagnostic of the
properties of the inner accretion flow [101]. Amongst the properties which can be
inferred from the X-ray reflection and particularly from the shape of the iron K line is
the inner accretion disc radius. Assuming the disc is truncated at the ISCO, the spin
of the black hole can be directly measured [336]. Furthermore, the reflection can be
used to estimate the accretion disc inclination, the ionisation state of the inner disc as
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Fig. 1.14 An example X-ray reflection spectrum. Its most important components are
the iron K line at ∼6.4 keV, an iron edge at 7.1 keV and a Compton hump above 10
keV. The dashed line shows the spectrum in the rest-frame. The solid line shows the
same spectrum after gravitational redshift and blurring effects due to the fast motion of
gas in the inner accretion flow are applied. This figure is taken from Ross and Fabian
[347].

well as the elemental abundances of the accretion flow. Finally, in special cases the
density of the accretion disc can be measured too [129, 168].
There are many models describing ionised and relativistic reflection, starting from
simple models describing just the blurred iron K line (laor), through more complex
models that include the reflected continuum like pexrav [229] and pexmon [274], to
physical models which include all of the reflected emission such as reflionx [347] and
relxill [128].
Additionally, AGN often exhibit a soft X-ray component called the soft excess
[8, 413, 35, 333]. It is well described by a thermal blackbody model with a temperature
of ∼0.1 keV [302], however its true nature is still an open question. It could originate in
reflection of the coronal emission off the accretion disc [60, 419]. Alternatively, it could
be produced in a warm comptonisation region with temperatures much lower than the
corona itself (about 1 keV) but hotter than the accretion disc, with an optical depth of
∼10 [81, 301, 18], possibly constituting the atmosphere of the inner disc. Finally, the
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soft excess shape could be explained as a spectral artefact if the AGN is absorbed by a
partial covering absorber [401].
The AGN emission is often absorbed by neutral and ionised absorbers (for more
details see the subsection on ionised wind modelling) in the line of sight towards the
AGN. Neutral absorption is particularly important in Type 2 AGN, where a dusty
torus obscures our direct view of the inner accretion flow. All of the AGN analysed in
this thesis are Type 1 hence I do not focus on neutral absorption with the exception of
Galactic neutral absorption [430, 179].
Black hole X-ray binaries
The X-ray spectra of sub-Eddington X-ray binaries show similarities with AGN spectra.
They also exhibit a powerlaw-like coronal emission with properties resembling the
AGN (particularly in the hard state). They also show ionised reflection not unlike
that observed in AGN [101]. However, the density of their discs is expected to be
significantly higher which likely has important consequences for the spectral modelling
of ionised reflection [129, 396, 168].
The accretion disc of X-ray binaries is much hotter than in AGN and it is especially
dominant in the soft state (and is much brighter than the coronal emission in the
soft state), with temperatures of about 1 keV [139, 54]. It is usually described with
a multi-colour blackbody model like dbb, or with a physical model such as kerrbb
[219]. In the hard state, the disc emission is much weaker than the coronal emission
and with a lower temperature (<1 keV) perhaps owing to disk truncation.
Neutron star X-ray binaries
Sub-Eddington neutron star X-ray binary spectra differ strongly based on the strength
of their surface fields.
Weakly magnetised neutron stars such as the Z sources in the soft state show X-ray
spectra dominated by thermal blackbody emission from their strongly heated surfaces
with temperatures of ∼3 keV [266], as well as strong multicolour thermal emission
from the accretion discs (T∼ 1 − 2 keV) extending down to small radii (in RG ). They
can also show relativistic reflection [42].
Strongly magnetised neutron stars, the X-ray pulsars, do not show any disc thermal
emission in the X-ray band as their discs are highly truncated and thus emit mainly
in the EUV band. The most important component is the emission from the accretion
column which reprocesses thermal photons from the neutron star surface [64] and
creates a comptonisation spectrum, with a high energy roll-over usually observed at
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30-60 keV [272, 27]. Additionally, the accretion column component pulsates in time as
the neutron star rotates. There is often a second, soft X-ray component, well fitted
with a ∼0.1 keV blackbody model but which does not originate in thermal disc
emission as it is also pulsed [151].
Ultraluminous X-ray sources
The 0.3 − 10 keV spectra of ULXs can usually be described with two blackbody or
discblackbody components [345, 374, 343]. The softer of the two components, with
a temperature of ∼0.2 keV likely originates in the outer, sub-Eddington part of the
accretion disc, or in an optically thick outflow. The hotter of the two components, with
a temperature around 1 − 2 keV is usually associated with the inner, super-Eddington
part of the accretion disc and is well fitted with a simple blackbody or a broadened
blackbody (mbb, a blackbody modified by coherent Compton scattering). The two
components appear with different ratios of fluxes, separating ULXs into three main
classes: soft ultraluminous, hard ultraluminous, and broadened disc ULXs [380]. Finally,
a third continuum, powerlaw-like (i.e. well fitted with a powerlaw model) component
appears to be universally present in ULXs [416]. It dominates above 10 keV, and could
be associated with an accretion column in case of a neutron star accretor [415], or with
a corona-like structure in the case of a black hole accretor [421]. Fig. 1.15 contains a
simple schematic of a ULX system.

1.4.3

Ionised plasma modelling

If a beam of X-ray radiation is passed through a slab of ionised plasma, the slab will
absorb part of the original radiation at specific elemental transition energies depending
on its ionisation state or temperature, and on average scatter it into directions other
than the initial beam direction. If we are observing along the beam direction, we
observe absorption lines imprinted on the continuum spectrum. If we are looking from
another direction, we observe emission lines of radiation scattered from the original
beam. In reality, if we are observing the X-ray radiation from an accreting system,
passing through an ionised outflow, the resulting spectrum will be a superposition of
both of the above situations.
The absorption and emission lines produced in the ionised outflow are calculated
theoretically by simulating a slab of photo-ionized plasma, where all ionic line column
densities are linked through a photo-ionisation model. An ionisation balance for each
element is calculated based on the properties of the slab of plasma, and in turn the
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Fig. 1.15 A schematic sketch of a ULX system (with a black hole accretor). The
hardest X-rays are produced in the innermost regions of the accretion system by either
a Comptonised corona (in the case of a black hole accretor) or by an accretion column
(in the case of a magnetised neutron star accretor). The supercritical, geometrically
thick part of the disc produces the higher temperature blackbody component with
temperatures around 1 keV. Finally, the soft blackbody component (T∼ 0.1 − 0.2 keV)
originates either in the outer (subcritical) accretion disc or in an optically thick part of
the radiation-driven outflow. This figure is taken from Pinto et al. [305].

column densities in each relevant line are calculated. The main property of the plasma
is its ionisation parameter ξ [205], defined as:
L
(1.10)
nr2
where L is the ionising (typically 13.6 eV to 13.6 keV) luminosity, n is the density of
the material and r is the distance from the ionising source. ξ defines how strongly
the plasma is ionised, indicating the number of photo-ionising photons per particle
or the photo-ionising flux density. Another important property is the shape of the
ionising spectrum, i.e. its Spectral Energy Distribution (SED), which modifies the
ionisation balance. Other relevant parameters are the column density, defining the
depth of absorption/emission features, the turbulent width, defining the line widths
and the elemental abundances, which modify the relative strengths of different elements
ξ=
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with respect to each other. Finally, the ionised absorber can be in motion relative to
the observer and the radiation source, so the absorption model can be blueshifted or
redshifted accordingly.
There are multiple spectral models which can reproduce ionised absorption. The
most widely used model is xstar in XSPEC which uses pre-calculated ionisation
tables. In this thesis I choose to apply the xabs and pion models within SPEX, which
calculate the ionisation states and absorption line strengths within the fitting package
and do not require any preparation before dataset fitting.
xabs and pion are similar spectral models with one major distinction. xabs
assumes a fixed SED, based on the broadband spectrum of the AGN NGC 5548
[373, 372] and is thus more appropriate for AGN than for ULXs and X-ray binaries.
xabs can also only reproduce absorption lines from an ionised plasma. pion [256, 240],
on the other hand, does not assume a specific SED but instead takes the real SED of the
currently loaded continuum spectral model to instantly calculate the ionisation balance
and the line strengths of all ions. It can reproduce both absorption and emission
lines. This means that pion is more accurate than xabs, however at a much higher
computational cost as the SED, the ionisation balance and the ionic level population are
recalculated during each step of the fitting. In this thesis, I apply both spectral models,
choosing whichever is more applicable in the current scientific scenario depending on
the requirements (computation speed versus accuracy).

1.5

This thesis

Outflows have been known to exist in accreting systems for decades, however many
questions about their physics, launching mechanisms and their impact on the accretors
and their surroundings are still unanswered. In this thesis I employ X-ray spectroscopy,
particularly using the high-resolution instrument RGS onboard XMM-Newton to detect
and study disc winds in different types of accretors.
The first goal of my PhD project was to study and understand what happens
to objects accreting close to or in excess of the Eddington limit: how much matter
and energy (if any) they lose into the wind and how this depends on their physical
properties including masses and accretion rates. The second goal was to study whether
such winds explain some other observables e.g. the properties of ULX nebulae, the
AGN-bulge relationship and the fast growth of supermassive black holes in the early
Universe.
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In the first two research chapters I study ULXs which are known to accrete at superEddington rates and have been shown to launch powerful radiation-driven outflows.
Understanding these winds can make a helpful comparison with winds in other objects
such as AGN where the outflows could also be radiation-driven. The conditions of ULXs
could also be relevant to the accretion of massive black holes in the early Universe,
when the accretion fuel was much more abundant.
Secondly, in chapters 5 and 6 I study two NLS1 AGN, supermassive black holes likely
accreting around or just above the Eddington limit and their powerful ultra-fast outflows.
I particularly focus on the possibility that these outflows are multi-phase, which can
be levered to understand their energetics and launching mechanisms. Furthermore, in
chapter 5, I analyse multiple X-ray observations of the AGN to show that its disc wind
properties must be time variable. In chapter 6 I make use of the multi-wavelength
observations of the object to study the wind phases across a broad range of ionisation
states.
Thirdly, in chapter 7 I study the physics of accretion in Hercules X-1, a unique
neutron star X-ray binary which is known to possess a warped, precessing accretion disc.
The warped disc precession can be used to study the 3D structure and the energetics
of the accretion disc wind in this system, to understand wind physics in X-ray binaries.
Finally, in chapter 8 I conclude and outline potential avenues for further research
in this field. I also describe the upcoming X-ray missions which can achieve future
breakthroughs in the field of accretion disc winds.
In this thesis, I study accretion disc winds in very different physical systems. The
research chapters are ordered by the decreasing Eddington ratio of accretors. This way
I will track the properties of accretion disc winds in accreting systems with progressively
lower importance of radiation pressure. In the first two chapters I study ULXs, where
the mass accretion rates strongly exceed the Eddington limit. The following two
chapters focus on NLS1 AGN, likely accreting just around the Eddington limit. Finally,
I study Hercules X-1, a sub-Eddington accretor with an Eddington ratio of 0.1 − 0.2
where radiation pressure cannot be the dominant force but could contribute to wind
launching.

Chapter 2
Data reduction and analysis
methods
This chapter introduces some of the analysis methods used throughout the thesis.
First, I describe XMM-Newton data reduction and processing techniques. Secondly, I
introduce two automated spectral scan methods which I use to search for the signatures
of ionised plasma in the X-ray spectra of accreting systems.

2.1

XMM-Newton data reduction

All the publicly available XMM-Newton data can be found on the XSA archive1 . After
downloading, the datasets are processed using a standard pipeline software called sas.
The method of data reduction depends on the instrument, the data of which is being
processed into science quality. The reduction procedure for RGS and EPIC detectors
is explained below.

2.1.1

RGS

RGS data are processed using a routine called rgsproc. First, the intervals of high
background flaring are identified. A lightcurve is created using only events from CCD
9 which is the most affected by flaring. All the time intervals exceeding a background
flux threshold are filtered out. Following the standard guidelines, the threshold is
usually taken to be 0.15 or 0.25 cts/s.
Afterwards, the source and background regions are chosen. Since RGS is a dispersive
grating, the source region is usually a rectangle along the dispersion direction centred
1 nxsa.esac.esa.int/nxsa-web/
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on the satellite pointing. However, the region can be adjusted if necessary. The
background regions are usually two rectangles along the dispersion direction of the
grating, but shifted in the cross-dispersion direction, towards the edges of the RGS
detectors, thus avoiding the source PSF. If the default background regions are partly
contaminated, custom regions can be selected. Alternatively, a background template
can be used if both background regions are completely unusable.
Finally, the source and background spectra can be extracted from the selected
regions. The second order spectra have twice the spectral resolution of the first order
but also have a much smaller effective area, and so they are rarely used in analysis.
The RGS 1 and RGS 2 data can be stacked with the rgscombine routine, but this is
not recommended for other than plotting purposes.
If the fitting will be done with the spex fitting package, the spectra must be
converted from the ogip format to spex format using the trafo tool2 . The raw
spectra heavily oversample the instrument resolution. This can be solved by binning
the spectrum by a factor of 3 directly in spex, resulting in a reasonable oversampling
of the spectral resolution by roughly a factor of 3. The effective wavelength range of
RGS is between 7 and 37 Å. However, in practice the usable range heavily depends
on the background flux. Especially the upper end of the wavelength range is often
heavily affected by the background and so the data are not useful above a much lower
threshold wavelength (e.g. 20 − 25 Å).

2.1.2

EPIC

The EPIC data reduction depends on the detector and the mode used. First, pn data
are pre-processed using the epproc routine and MOS data are pre-processed using
the emproc routine. Secondly, background lightcurves are created for each of the
detectors using only 10 − 12 keV (for pn) and > 10 keV (for MOS) events to identify
flaring intervals. The standard flaring thresholds are around 0.5 ct/s for pn and 0.25
ct/s for MOS. Intervals of time exceeding these thresholds are filtered out.
Afterwards, the images of the pn and MOS exposures are created for source and
background region selection. In imaging modes, the source regions are usually circles
with a radius of 30 − 40 arcsec which capture most of the PSF. The high energy signal
to noise ratio can be enhanced by using a smaller region size (e.g. 20 arcsec) which
decreases the importance of background subtraction (background is usually stronger in
the high energy band). The background regions are usually chosen to be as large as
2 xmm2.esac.esa.int/docs/documents/CAL-TN-0083.pdf
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possible, while avoiding the source PSF and other X-ray point sources. They should
also be located on the same chip as the source region, avoid chip gaps, out-of-time
events in the pn exposure3 as well as the ‘copper ring’ on the pn chip4 .
In EPIC pn Timing mode, only 1D spatial information of the incoming photons
is preserved. The source region is thus a rectangle centred on the source position.
The background region is usually a small rectangle as far away from the source as
possible. However, the source PSF covers the whole chip and hence can contaminate the
background region. Therefore the background subtraction must be treated cautiously.
Finally, the spectra can be extracted. Following the standard guidelines, only events
of PATTERN<=4 (single/double) are usually accepted for pn data, and events of
PATTERN<=12 (single-quadruple) are accepted in MOS datasets5 .
Following the data preparation, the spectra can be converted from the ogip format
to spex format using the trafo tool. The raw EPIC spectra are heavily oversampled.
The specgroup routine can be used to bin the spectra to at least 25 counts per bin to
achieve Gaussian statistics, and simultaneously to oversample the spectral resolution
by a factor of 3 at maximum. The epicspeccombine routine can be used to stack the
EPIC spectra if required.
The useful spectral range of EPIC detectors is between 0.3 and 10 keV. Sometimes
this range has to be slightly adjusted, e.g. in Timing mode it is not recommended
to use data below 0.5 keV. It is also known that the pn Timing mode calibration is
imperfect around the Au edge at 2.3 keV [308].

2.2
2.2.1

Spectral search methods
Gaussian line search

A Gaussian line search can be performed to find any spectral lines, both absorption
and emission, that ionised plasma (either at rest or moving) might have imprinted on
the X-ray continuum of the source. This process can be fully scripted and ran in an
automated fashion.
The search is composed of individual steps. Each step follows the same pattern.
First, the best-fitting continuum spectral model of the object is taken. Then another
component, a single Gaussian line located at a certain energy, with a predefined line
width is added. Both the line energy and its width are fixed to ensure a simple C-stat
3 xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/xmm

user support/documentation/uhb/epicoot.html
user support/documentation/uhb/epicintbkgd.html
5 xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/xmm user support/documentation/uhb/epic evgrades.html
4 xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/xmm
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parameter space. The original continuum is kept frozen except in the case of high
quality datasets, where it is possible to free its overall normalisation without running
into unconstrained fits in SPEX. Then the normalisation of the added Gaussian line is
fitted. The best-fitting normalisation can be both positive or negative, to reproduce an
emission and absorption line, respectively. The width of the line is calculated based on
a grid of velocity dispersions of the gas to be described.
After the fit, the 1σ error on the normalisation of the line is calculated and saved
as well as the ∆C-stat improvement of the fit compared to original C-stat value. The
approximate significance of the line in σ can be calculated as a ratio of the line
normalization to the average of its 1σ errors (upper and lower). Alternatively, the
∆C-stat value is a good guideline as to whether the detection is significant. This is a
fit for 1 additional free parameter (the line normalisation) compared with the original
continuum fit, hence an improvement of ∆C-stat= 9 would give a significance of 3σ .
These approaches are however only approximate because they ignore the large amount
of trials performed to find features across the whole energy grid (the look-elsewhere
effect) and so they overestimate the real significance.
Afterwards, the search proceeds as described above step-by-step for a grid of line
energies spanning the desired energy range. The grid ideally slightly oversamples the
energy resolution of the instrument. In the case of RGS, I choose steps of 0.01Å, which
works out to about 2000 steps across the 7 to 26 Å wavelength range. This still makes
the Gaussian scan computationally reasonable (each search does not take more than a
few hours). The search can be repeated for different line widths/turbulent velocities.
Typically, I search for lines with 3 different velocity dispersions (line widths) simulating
different physical scenarios: 500 km/s, 1000 km/s and 5000 km/s. In the end I obtain
a table of ∆C-stat values, normalisations and significances of Gaussian lines for the
whole energy band.
It should be kept in mind that the ∆C-stat values only give approximate σ significances because they do not take into account the ”look-elsewhere” effect. Only Monte
Carlo simulations can give a rigorous answer about the actual significance of a line.
For each simulation a fake spectrum is simulated with the same response matrix and
using the template model of the continuum as the original spectrum. The simulation
should in principle produce a spectrum which is identical to the real data but only
contains Poisson noise around the continuum spectral model. Then an identical line
search is performed as done for the original data.
The simulation is repeated as many times as desired, and I count the number of
occurrences of lines in simulated data at the same or higher significance as the ∆C-stat
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of the line found in real data. The real significance (probability) of a line found in the
original data is then the ratio of simulations that do not find a line with the same or
higher ∆C-stat value to all performed simulations. For a 3σ search (99.7 % probability),
the need arises to perform well over 1000 simulations. Computational time necessary
for the task therefore can be of the order of 1000 hours or even more.

2.2.2

Physically motivated model search

If the residuals found in an X-ray spectrum originate in plasma which is not at rest,
their identification can be challenging. In principle, the plasma could have any physical
properties (Doppler shift, temperature, ionisation/temperature, turbulent velocity)
resulting in a large possible parameter space. A physically motivated spectral model
search can be performed to find the best-fitting solution to the data as well as the
statistical significance of any detection. Effectively, it is a routine to scan a large
parameter space of a plasma absorption or emission grid, to locate the best-fitting
ionised absorber/emitter properties.
The ionised plasma model is always added to the best-fitting broadband continuum
spectral model of the object, similarly as done during a Gaussian spectral scan.
Depending on the properties of the plasma, different models can be used to describe its
spectral features. If it produces emission lines, an additive spectral model can describe
its features. One example of such models is the collisional ionisation equilibrium model
cie [176] in SPEX which can describe the emission from a shocked (collisionally ionised)
plasma, as found e.g. in jets and in the intracluster medium.
Alternatively, if the plasma is located along our line of sight towards the X-ray
source, it can imprint absorption features on the X-ray spectrum of the source object.
In this case a multiplicative plasma model can be applied to the baseline continuum.
If the plasma is in photoionisation equilibrium, as expected for example for an ionised
disc wind, its spectral features can be described by a photoionisation grid such as xabs
[373, 372] or pion [256, 240] in SPEX.
Below, the physical model search is illustrated on an example scan with the xabs
photoionisation model, which was performed on the X-ray spectrum of the NLS1 PG
1448+273 in chapter 5 of this thesis.
The main parameters of the xabs model are the column density NH , ionisation
parameter log ξ , systematic velocity z and turbulent velocity (or simply velocity broadening) vturb of the ionised absorber. An ionised outflow in the X-ray spectrum of an
object can in principle have any blueshift, ionisation parameter, column density and
turbulent velocity. This large parameter range has to be searched in an automated way
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to avoid missing the parameter space with the best-fitting solution. As an added bonus,
performing a systematic search in this way will allow us to constrain the statistical
significance of any outflow detection in the X-ray spectrum.
First, we create a grid of photoionisation models which spans a large space of
ionisation parameters, between log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = −1.0 and log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 4.8
with a grid spacing of ∆ log ξ = 0.2 [in line with the recommendation of 337], with three
fixed turbulent velocities of vturb = 100 km/s, vturb = 1000 km/s and vturb = 10000 km/s.
The turbulent velocity space grid is chosen to be coarse to decrease the computational
cost of the automated search. The abundances of all elements are fixed to Solar values
in the photoionisation grids.
Afterwards a range of realistic systematic absorber velocities (blueshifts) is chosen.
We choose to search for an absorber with a systematic velocity between +20000 km/s
(to account for possible infalling gas) and -100000 km/s (blueshift of roughly 0.4c, after
relativistic correction). The step size is 150 km/s for turbulent broadening of 100 km/s
and 300 km/s for turbulent broadening of 1000 km/s. This is chosen so that in each
case the step size is not much larger than the broadening and at the same time is not
much larger than the spectral resolution of our detectors, RGS being the best of our
instruments with a spectral resolution of roughly ∼300 km/s in velocity units. In the
case of turbulent velocity equal to 10000 km/s, the features are so broad that such
detailed sampling is not necessary, instead we sample by 1000 km/s.
We generate an absorption grid for every possible systematic velocity, ionisation
parameter and broadening within the selected range, add this model to the baseline
source continuum, and fit for the column density of the absorber (with the remaining
absorber parameters fixed), leaving the continuum parameters free to vary. If an
absorber of such parameters is disfavoured by the data, the resulting column density will
be 0, i.e. the best-fitting solution is the null (baseline continuum) model. Otherwise we
recover the best-fitting absorber column density as well as the ∆C-stat fit improvement
obtained by adding the photoionisation grid to the (null) baseline continuum model.
Any improvement in the ∆C-stat fit statistics compared to the null model is recorded
for every point in the multi-dimensional search grid.
The ∆C-stat value determines how strongly the spectral model including the wind
absorption is preferred to the baseline continuum model. However, due to the lookelsewhere effect, since we are searching through a large parameter space, it is not
trivial to assign directly a ‘wind detection significance’ to a specific value of ∆C-stat
[323]. Monte Carlo simulations must be employed to rigorously ‘map’ the C-stat fit
improvement to a specific false alarm probability for each wind detection. However,
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such simulations, especially for non-trivial baseline continuum models, can be very
expensive if performed over the full parameter space.
The formal statistical significance of any detection needs to be estimated by running
simulations tailored to match the particular search performed. A fake continuum
spectrum is simulated using the real source continuum model (accounting for uncertainties in continuum parameters when simulating the spectrum). Afterwards, the
same automated search is performed on the simulated data and the number of wind
detections stronger than the one found in real data is counted. The real significance
(probability) of the detection found in the original data is the ratio of simulations
that do not find a detection with the same or higher ∆C-stat value to all performed
simulations.
As it is very computationally expensive to run 1000s of physical model searches on
simulated datasets, some simplifications can be made to the simulated searches which
make them cheaper to run. These are described in chapters 4 and 5.

Chapter 3
Searching for outflows in
ultraluminous X-ray sources
through high-resolution X-ray
spectroscopy

Abstract

Ultraluminous X-ray sources are non-nuclear point sources exceeding the Eddington
luminosity of a 10 Solar mass black hole. The modern consensus for a majority of
the ULX population is that they are powered by stellar-mass black holes or neutron
stars accreting well above the Eddington limit. Theoretical models of super-Eddington
accretion predict existence of powerful outflows of moderately ionised gas at mildly
relativistic velocities. So far, these winds have been found in 3 systems: NGC 1313
X-1, NGC 5408 X-1, NGC 55 ULX. In this work, we create a sample of all ULXs
with usable archival high resolution X-ray data, with 10 sources in total, in which
we aim to find more signatures of outflows. We perform Gaussian line scans to find
any narrow spectral signatures, and physical wind model scans where possible. We
tentatively identify an outflow in NGC 5204 X-1, blueshifted to 0.34c, which produces
emission features with a total significance of at least 3σ . Next we compare ULXs with
similar hardness ratios. Holmberg IX X-1 shows absorption features which could be
associated with a photoionised outflowing absorber, similar to that seen in NGC 1313
X-1. The spectrum of Holmberg II X-1 possesses features similar to NGC 5408 X-1
and NGC 6946 X-1 shows O VIII rest-frame emission. All other sources from the
sample also show tentative evidence of spectral features in their high resolution spectra.
Further observations with the XMM-Newton and Chandra gratings will place stronger
constraints. Future missions like XRISM and ATHENA will be able to detect them at
larger distances and increase our sample.

3.1

Introduction

The true nature of the compact objects powering ULXs has been disputed for decades.
Two explanations are most plausible. ULXs could either be intermediate mass black
holes (∼ 103 − 104 M⊙ ) accreting at sub-Eddington rates, or super-Eddington accretors
of smaller mass. The first explanation might as well be the case for the more luminous
objects at or above ∼ 1041 erg/s [107, 423]. However, the modern consensus for a
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majority of the ULX population seems to prefer the second hypothesis [189, 248, 380,
13, 247]. In addition 3 of the ULXs were recently identified as neutron stars with
extremely high accretion rates [12, 125, 164]. At luminosities of several times 1040
erg/s, they surpass the Eddington luminosity by a factor of more than hundred (not
taking possible geometric beaming into account).
Physical models of super-Eddington accretion (up to ∼100 times the critical mass
accretion rate) imply a geometrically and optically thick disc around the central accretor
[363, 318, 116]. Theoretical simulations are also consistent with this concept [385, 276].
The main prediction of these models are massive radiatively driven outflows of ionised
gas launched from regions close to the accretor, at mildly relativistic velocities. At
high inclination angles from the rotation axis of the system, these outflows gradually
become optically thick [the opacity also depends on the mass accretion rate of the
source, see 247]. At a low angle from the rotation axis, the outflow is optically thin,
effectively forming an evacuated funnel. For a current idea of structure of the system,
see Fig. 1.15. This means that the spectral hardness of a source could be directly
related to the viewing angle under which it is being observed. At low inclination angles,
the observer looks right into the evacuated funnel and sees the innermost parts of the
thick accretion disc, which are thought to produce the hardest X-ray radiation. At
higher angles, these regions are partially obscured by the disc itself and the outflowing
wind. At very high inclination angles, only the Compton thick wind and outer parts of
the accretion disc are visible, which produces a very soft X-ray spectrum - possibly an
ultraluminous supersoft X-ray source (ULS) spectrum, and may resemble microquasars
such as SS 433 [235] if it possesses jets. In general, it is thought that the higher the
inclination angle, the softer the ULX appears [247, 111, 304].
ULX outflows are hence a major prediction of this theory, however they are much
more difficult to observe in practice as it requires searching for weak absorption and
emission features in X-ray spectra. This is particularly complicated by the fact that
most ULXs reside in low metallicity environments which decreases the equivalent widths
of X-ray lines. Additionally, even if winds are present in all ULXs, they might not
be observable at all viewing angles. After the XMM-Newton and Chandra launch,
strong residuals were spotted in ULX X-ray spectral fits [374, and references therein].
Middleton et al. [249] noticed these residuals appear to anti-correlate with spectral
hardness, supporting the picture that they are associated with an outflow rather than
reflection of a primary continuum. A confirmed detection was finally achieved in
2016 by Pinto et al. [306] thanks to the use of high resolution spectroscopy with the
Reflection Grating Spectrometer onboard the XMM-Newton mission. As of August
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2017, outflows have been discovered in 3 different ULXs, with the first two being
NGC 1313 X-1 and NGC 5408 X-1, thanks to very high quality RGS data (300-700 ks
each), both mildly relativistic at a speed of about 0.2c. A weaker detection has been
reported in NGC 55 ULX [304]. The most notable spectral features of these winds
are highly blueshifted Ne X, Fe XVII, O VII and O VIII absorption lines, and low
velocity emission lines of the same elements. Walton et al. [417] found evidence for a
similar velocity outflow in iron K absorption.
In this work, we aim to search for similar signatures of outflows in a sample of ULXs
using archival XMM-Newton data. This can be achieved by identifying any robust
emission or absorption features in their X-ray spectra. We hope to collect as large a
sample of ULXs with suitable (RGS) data and good enough statistics as possible (as of
April 2017). We also try to span a range of different spectral categories of ULXs: soft
ultraluminous, hard ultraluminous and broadened disc [380].
The structure of the chapter is as follows. In sections 2 and 3 we describe our
data reduction techniques and methods for outflow detection, respectively. Section
4 contains the results of the in-depth search for emission and absorption features in
ULX RGS spectra. Section 5 discusses the validity and implications of our results. We
summarize the work done in section 6.

3.2

Observations and data reduction

All observations in this work were carried out by the XMM-Newton [166] satellite. We
use data from both the EPIC PN [378] and the RGS detectors [72]. We select all objects
with suitable and public RGS data that do not yet have a reported detection of an
outflow. Suitable RGS data means the object is correctly aligned with an appropriate
roll angle and not offset by more than 2 arcmin from the optical axis of the spectrometer.
The source also needs to have enough counts (at least ∼1000 in total) and a high
enough count rate (above ∼0.1 count/s with PN in the 0.3-10 keV band) to be able to
detect any spectral features. In the end, our sample consists of 8 ULXs with different
spectral properties: Holmberg IX X-1, Holmberg II X-1, NGC 1313 X-2, NGC 4190
ULX1, NGC 5204 X-1, NGC 5643 X-1, NGC 6946 X-1 and M33 X-8. We also study
NGC 4631 ULX1 but given its brightness, detection of any spectral features does not
seem feasible. IC 342 X-1 is bright enough for the analysis but its RGS data are
contaminated by another X-ray source in the source region.
All objects studied in this analysis are listed with their properties such as the
distance and coordinates in Table 3.1. We obtain the source distances by averaging
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Table 3.1 Coordinates, distance and hardness ratio of ULXs used in this work.
Object name

RA

Dec

Distance Hardness
ratio1
hh mm ss dd mm ss
Mpc
NGC 5643 X-1 14 32 42 −44 09 36
16.9
0.639
Holmberg IX X-1 09 57 53 +69 03 48
3.7
0.603
NGC 4190 ULX1 12 13 45 +36 37 55
2.9
0.569
M33 X-8
01 33 51 +30 39 36
0.85
0.532
NGC 4631 ULX1 09 57 53 +69 03 48
7.4
0.521
NGC 1313 X-2 03 18 22 −66 36 04
4.3
0.509
IC 342 X-1
03 45 56 +68 04 55
3.3
0.500
NGC 5204 X-1 13 29 39 +58 25 06
5.6
0.403
Holmberg II X-1 08 19 29 +70 42 19
3.3
0.242
NGC 6946 X-1 20 35 01 +60 11 31
5.6
0.237
1 The average (absorption-corrected) hardness ratio for each source, defined as H/(H+S)
where H is the X-ray flux in 2-10 keV band and S is the X-ray flux in 0.3-2 keV band.

newer measurements shown in the NED database. It should be kept in mind that
due to low distances of ULXs, the assumption of exact distances does not actually
affect the following analysis. Absolute luminosity measurements would be affected, but
they are not used in this work. The coordinates and source names are obtained from
SIMBAD. We calculate an average hardness ratio for each source. We fit the broadband
PN spectrum with the standard continuum model (as described in Sect. 3.3.1) and
calculate the X-ray flux between 0.3-2 keV (S) and 2-10 keV (H). The hardness ratio
is then defined as H/(H+S). Finally we use all individual observations of a source to
calculate an average hardness ratio. This way the ratio takes into account different
neutral obscuration levels for each source.
The observational info such as exposures and Obs IDs are shown in Table 3.2. For
some of the objects in our sample, more XMM-Newton data are available but they are
unsuitable for RGS analysis due to a low S/N ratio or a bad roll angle.
All the data were downloaded from the XSA archive and reduced with a standard
pipeline using SAS v15.0, CalDB as of April 2017. We follow the data reduction
pipelines for RGS and PN data described in section 2.1. The source regions for PN
were selected as circles centred on the ULX with a radius of 30 arcsec. The background
regions were circles located in the same region of the chip, avoiding the copper ring,
chip gaps and out of time events from the source. We used the default selection of
source and background regions in RGS where possible. In several cases we had to do
custom background selection for the RGS data through RGS masks, for example in
NGC 5643 X-1 due to contamination of default background regions by other sources.
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Table 3.2 Log of the observations used in this work.

Object
name

Number of
Total
exposures duration1
ks
NGC 5643 X-1
1
108
Holmberg IX X-1
9
159

NGC 4190 ULX1
M33 X-8
NGC 4631 ULX1
NGC 1313 X-2
IC 342 X-1
NGC 5204 X-1

3
2
1
2
2
9

43.3
20.5
44
102.5
87.5
162.1

Holmberg II X-1
NGC 6946 X-1

2
1

99.5
109.9

Observations
used
Obs ID
0744050101
0112521001 0112521101 0200980101
0693850801 0693850901 0693851001
0693851101 0693851701 0693851801
0654650101 0654650201 0654650301
0102640101 0141980801
0110900201
0764770101 0764770401
0693850601 0693851301
0142770101 0142770301 0150650301
0405690101 0405690201 0405690501
0693850701 0693851401 0741960101
0200470101 0561580401
0691570101

1 Total

clean RGS exposure (per detector) of all pointings used in this analysis, after
subtracting solar flaring periods.

PN data were grouped by a minimum of 25 counts per bin and RGS data were binned
by a factor of 3 directly in SPEX. All RGS observations were later stacked for plotting
purposes, making sure the selection regions were identical to avoid any energy shifts.
The PN observations were also stacked using the epicspeccombine task. The spectral
range used was 0.3 to 10 keV for EPIC PN (limited by the effective area and calibration
uncertainties) and 7 to 26 Å (or 20 Å where necessary) for RGS data (limited by the
background).

3.3
3.3.1

Methods
Continuum spectral fitting

We use SPEX [177] for spectral fitting, and Cash statistics [47] as there are not enough
data points per bin in RGS data for a χ 2 analysis. After reaching the best-fitting
solution, all model parameters are checked extensively with the ‘error’ function within
SPEX in case there are multiple minima in the C-stat function.
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We fit PN data between 0.3 and 10 keV with a hot*(pow+mbb+bb) model where
possible. hot reproduces mostly neutral (gas temperature of about 0.5 eV) galactic
ISM absorption plus any additional absorption near the source itself [see 178, for an
example of similar usage of the model]. pow (standard powerlaw) and mbb (colour
corrected black body) model X-ray emission from close to the compact object. bb is a
standard blackbody model which represents the photosphere at larger distances from
the accretor. Similar X-ray continuum models were used by Gladstone et al. [140] and
Walton et al. [416].
The RGS continuum is easier to fit with a case-by-case approach. Where counts
are sufficient (long observations of Holmberg II X-1 and IX X-1, and stacked data of
NGC 5204 X-1), we fit RGS data with the standard model, only checking PN data for
any discrepancies. For sources with less counts, we take the model from PN spectral
fitting, freeze all its parameters except for the overall normalization (using parameter
coupling) and fit this model to RGS data of the source. The only exception from these
2 approaches is NGC 5643 X-1, where a simple hot*pow spectral model provided a
satisfactory fit.

3.3.2

Gaussian line search

We perform a Gaussian line search in SPEX to find any spectral lines, both absorption
and emission, that a possible outflow might have imprinted on the X-ray continuum of
the source. We use the continuum spectral model obtained following the procedure
above, and follow the steps described in section 2.2.1. The wavelength step size is 0.01
Å, and use 3 different velocity dispersions (line widths) simulating different physical
scenarios: 500 km/s, 1000 km/s and 5000 km/s. We perform Monte Carlo simulations
for the most promising datasets to assess the significance of the detected features
rigorously. The computational time necessary for simulations can be of the order of
1000 hours, so a rigorous analysis of all objects in our sample using this method is not
currently feasible.

3.3.3

Spectral model search

In the last part of this work, we use a physical model of ionised plasma to describe a
potential outflow. The first model we make use of is xabs (see section 1.4.3 for more
details about the model), which reproduces absorption by photoionised gas. We follow
the steps described in section 2.2.2. This search is mainly motivated by detection of an
absorption line around 12.5 Å in Holmberg IX X-1 and around 15 Å in Holmberg II
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X-1, a similar spectral feature to what was found in NGC 1313 X-1 and NGC 5408
X-1 [306], albeit at smaller ∆λ from their rest-frame wavelengths. This could imply a
smaller (or more projected out of our line of sight) outflow velocity.
To fit any potential emission features, we use a collisionally ionised emission model,
cie in SPEX. The model is similar to mekal in XSPEC, but with many recent updates
to atomic data [particularly after the Hitomi observation of the Perseus cluster, see 152].
This model could reproduce plasma emission from a shocked region in case the ULX
possesses jets, just as observed in SS433. We add a cie component to the continuum
model and fit its temperature and normalization for a specific blueshift (similarly as
done during a xabs search described in section 2.2.2). To apply blueshift to the cie
component, we have to make use of the reds model in SPEX. We also freeze the
dispersion velocity of the collisionally ionised gas to a particular value, e.g. 250 or 1000
km/s. Subsequently, we vary the blueshift of the cie component in a grid between 0c
and 0.4c. We find any potential statistical fit improvements by checking the ∆C-stat
value at each step. Then we can obtain the real significance of a detection with Monte
Carlo simulations.

3.4

Results

All the broadband PN spectra of the sources from our sample are shown in Fig. 3.1.
The detailed results from the RGS Gaussian line search for each source are shown
in Fig. A.1 in Appendix A. Detailed comparisons are done for sources with similar
hardness ratio such as Holmberg IX X-1 versus NGC 1313 X-1, and Holmberg II X-1
versus NGC 5204 X-1 versus NGC 5408 X-1. In this section we discuss the analysis
performed for each source individually.

3.4.1

Holmberg IX X-1

There are 9 observations of this well known ULX in total, including a very long
exposure (0200980101) at 120 ks. Unfortunately, the source was caught in a lower flux
state during this observation so the total count number is not as good as expected,
but still much better than any other observation. Initially, we fit the broadband PN
spectrum for each observation separately. The spectral shape can usually be fitted
with a hot*(bb+mbb+pow) model (see Section 3.3.1 for more information). We
start by performing a full line search on all observations separately, however we find
that only the 120 ks observation has good enough S/N ratio to be analysed separately.
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1
NGC 5643 X-1
Holmberg IX X-1

0.1
Flux / Arbitrary Units (Unfolded E2f(E))

NGC 4190 ULX1
M33 X-8

0.01

NGC 4631 ULX1
NGC 1313 X-2

10−3

IC 342 X-1

10−4

NGC 5204 X-1

Holmberg II X-1

10

−5

NGC 6946 X-1

10−6
1

10
Energy / keV

Fig. 3.1 Unfolded (E2 f(E)) PN spectra of ULXs used in this analysis, between 0.3 and
10.0 keV. Y axis is in arbitrary units (fluxes are rescaled for plotting purposes). Sources
are ordered by increasing hardness H/(H+S), where H is the 2.0-10.0 keV flux and S
is the 0.3-2.0 keV flux, from bottom to top of the plot (see also Sect. 3.2). Different
objects are plotted in different colours, and where multiple observations are available,
we plot only the 2 observations with most different hardness ratios, both with the same
colour. Sources plotted are: black - NGC 5643 X-1, red - Holmberg IX X-1, dark green
- NGC 4190 ULX1, dark blue - M33 X-8, cyan - NGC 4631 ULX1, pink - NGC 1313
X-2, grey - IC 342 X-1, dark red - NGC 5204 X-1, dark cyan - Holmberg II X-1, purple
- NGC 6946 X-1. The spectra are not corrected for absorption.
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Fig. 3.2 Gaussian line search results for Holmberg IX X-1. The Y axis is defined as
∆C-stat times the sign of normalisation of the line to show the difference between
absorption and emission features. Horizontal dotted lines show the values of ∆C-stat=9
and -9.
We first analyse the highest quality observation (0200980101). Initially we fit the
broadband continuum of the source between 0.3 and 10 keV using PN data. We use a
double blackbody (a simple blackbody model plus a color-corrected blackbody) plus
a powerlaw model. All these components are absorbed by neutral absorption, which
is reproduced by the hot component in SPEX. We obtain the following results: The
temperatures of the blackbody components are TBB = 0.204 ± 0.10 keV and TMBB =
+0.16
3.94−0.15
keV. The powerlaw slope gamma is 2.0 ± 0.2 and the absorber column density
21
−2
near the source plus galactic ISM absorption is 1.36+0.17
−0.16 ∗ 10 cm .
The RGS spectrum has about 7000 source counts in total, but the background is
quite high and limits our analysis to the 7.0 to 20.0 Å region only. The line search
does not find any lines at very high significance, see Fig. 3.2. There is an emission
spectral feature with a strength of over 10 ∆C-stat at 8.5 Å and an absorption feature
with ∆C-stat of over 9 located at 12.5 Å. Otherwise the spectrum is clean of any strong
features.
The other 8 observations each individually do not have enough counts to do a
full line search therefore we did a combined line search using all 9 observations. The
source varies between observations, hence we cannot use a single broadband spectral
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model. We group the observations into several spectral groups based on their flux
and the time of observation. These groups share the same spectral model. We end
up with 6 different spectral models: group 1 - observation 0112521001 + 0112521101,
group 2 - 0200980101, group 3 - 0693850801, group 4 - 0693850901 + 0693851001,
group 5 - 0693851101 and group 6 - 0693851701 + 0693851801. We fit the broadband
spectral model for each group separately based on their PN spectra. We then follow
by a simultaneous Gaussian line search on all these fits without any stacking of the
data itself. This way we are looking for spectral features that are present in all of the
observations, taking into account the variability of the source itself.
The simultaneous line search does not bring any conclusive results either. The
12.5 Å absorption feature gets weaker than in the 0200980101 observation (now at
∆C-stat=6), but does not disappear completely hence it could still be present in some
observations (and not present in others). On the other hand, the emission feature at
8.5 Å is now stronger at ∆C-stat of almost 12, therefore it must be present at least in
a fraction of other observations. Its width also diminishes. Finally a not very strong,
but quite wide absorption feature appears at around 14.5 Å with ∆C-stat of about 8.

3.4.2

Holmberg II X-1

There are 2 observations of Holmberg II X-1 usable for RGS analysis, one high quality
pointing with 56 ks of clean exposure and the source in a higher flux state (3 count/s
in PN), and a second one with 44 ks and the source in a lower state (1.2 count/s).
First we analyse the long observation. The data quality is very good with almost
13000 source counts in RGS and we are able to fit the continuum based just on RGS
data (hence a PN continuum is not necessary). A reasonable fit is obtained with a single
blackbody plus powerlaw model with a temperature of 0.25+0.04
−0.03 keV and a powerlaw
slope of 1.7 ± 0.3. We perform a Gaussian line search over the 7 to 26 Å band where
the continuum flux is significantly above the background. The data quality allows
us to unfreeze the overall normalisation of the continuum and we fit it in addition
to Gaussian line normalisation. This could increase the line strength found by the
line search, but it sometimes crashes the fitting program if the data quality is not
sufficiently high.
The analysis shows multiple strong residuals (Fig. 3.3). Two emission features
are found at 11.8 Å with ∆C-stat=11, and at 22 Å with ∆C-stat=12. There are also
multiple absorption features: an absorption doublet around 14.5 Å and ∆C-stat of 12
and 8, around 22.3 Å with ∆C-stat=10, and two weaker but broad features at 9 and 10
Å with ∆C-stat of 8.
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Fig. 3.3 Line search results for Holmberg II X-1. Axes are defined as in Fig. 3.2.
To quantify the actual probability of the detected spectral features we perform 1000
simulations of fake spectra as described in Section 3.3.2. Out of the total number of
simulations, 2 have 2 absorption lines with ∆C-stat higher than the real data detections.
This suggests the combined significance of our detection is about 3σ .
The second observation is much shorter and the source is at lower flux, hence it is
not good enough for an individual RGS analysis, particularly for an absorption line
search. We therefore perform a simultaneous line search in both observations at once.
As before, both spectra have their continua fitted separately, to which we add the same
Gaussian line. The line search finds that the absorption features at 14.5 Å weaken
considerably, suggesting they are not present in the second spectrum. Alternatively
they could be dominated by the background. However, some of the emission features
remain. The 11.8 Å line stays at the same ∆C-stat=11 level meaning it is present in
the second observation at least partially, and the 22 Å line increases in significance to
∆C-stat of over 15 suggesting it is definitely present in both spectra.

3.4.3

NGC 5643 X-1

NGC 5643 X-1 is the hardest ULX in our sample and has a single long exposure which is
well centred for RGS use. It is also the most distant ULX studied here at 17 Mpc, so its
count rate is relatively low (∼0.25 counts/s in PN data). The broadband 0.3 to 10 keV
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spectrum can be well fitted with a blackbody and a second colour-corrected blackbody
at temperatures of 0.31 ± 0.03 and 2.29 ± 0.07 keV, respectively (no powerlaw needed).
However, fitting the RGS data with this model results in a relatively poor fit and is
not re-normalisable as there is slope difference between the PN and RGS data, most
likely caused by high RGS background. We therefore adopt a completely different,
simple powerlaw model for our line search analysis. This results in a reasonable fit (Cstat of 514 for 432 degrees of freedom), with a hard powerlaw coefficient of 1.28 ± 0.14.
Due to strong background above 20 Å in RGS data, we are forced to perform the line
search in the 7 to 20 Å range.
The line search finds a potential emission line at ∼13.8 Å at ∆C-stat of almost 12.
There are more residuals between 18 and 20 Å but these are most likely caused by the
background or random fluctuations. The line search results are shown in Fig. A.1.

3.4.4

NGC 4190 ULX1

There are 3 observations of the source in total, but given their statistics an individual
line search would not likely be successful. Initially we fit the PN data with our standard
model. One of the PN spectra is not usable as the detector has been swamped with
flares for practically the whole exposure time, but we fit the other two observations
with a double blackbody (first observation) and a blackbody plus powerlaw (second
observation) model. For the observation without any continuum model, we use the PN
model from the first observation which was taken only 2 days apart and their RGS
continua are super-imposable.
Now we renormalise the PN continua to the RGS spectrum and search for spectral
features in all 3 observations simultaneously. We have about 2500 RGS counts in total.
Overall the search does not find any very significant features, but we find a broad
emission residual peaking at 18.7 Å with ∆C-stat=12. The feature is suspiciously broad,
but at the same time the counts are well above the background level in this spectral
range. There are other residuals found by the line search but none are stronger than
∆C-stat=10. The line search results for NGC 4190 ULX1 can be found in Fig. A.1.

3.4.5

M33 X-8

M33 X-8 is atypical for our sample as it only barely reaches the luminosity to be
considered a ULX. At the same time, the source is located directly in the core of M33
[221, 86]. However, the X-ray spectrum of M33 X-8 is very atypical for an AGN as its
high-energy folding energy is just around 2 keV if fitted with a standard powerlaw [384].
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Furthermore, no activity was revealed from the nucleus of M33 at other wavelengths,
and kinematic and photometric studies of the core reveal that the mass of its central
black hole (if there is any) is of the order of 103 M⊙ or less [131, 243]. The nucleus
therefore does not host a supermassive black hole and thus M33 X-8 is a ULX.
We possess 2 observations of the source, which are short but the source is very
bright thanks to its proximity (count rate of about 5 count/s with PN). We fit the
broadband spectrum as usual and find a good fit with the standard double blackbody
and a powerlaw model.
The RGS spectra have about 7000 counts combined. We renormalise the PN
spectra to the RGS level and search for any spectral features simultaneously in both
observations between 7 and 26 Å. The simultaneous search finds an emission feature
at 12.5 Å with a strength of about ∆C-stat=11, but other than that the spectrum is
relatively clean. It is very unlikely that this feature is caused by the background given
the high count rate of the source. The feature found by our line search is shown in Fig.
A.1.

3.4.6

NGC 1313 X-2

We are using the newly public data on NGC 1313 X-2, which is the only existing data
of this source well centred for an RGS analysis with sufficient exposure time. Two
exposures of 110 ks in total show that the source has varied significantly - increasing the
PN count rate from 0.24 count/s during the first, longer observation, to 0.41 count/s
during the second observation. We fit the first spectrum with a full broadband model,
while the second one only requires a double blackbody (bb + mbb) fit.
Each observation only contains about 800 RGS counts (both RGS detectors combined). The background is stronger than the source above ∼20 Å, so we search in the
usual 7 to 20 Å range. We fit the RGS spectra and renormalise them to avoid any
constant residuals in the line search. Then we perform a simultaneous line search for
both observations at once, i.e. we are looking for residuals that are present at both
times. We find absorption residuals at 8, 9.6 and 13 Å, and a bit weaker but a very
broad feature at 15.5 Å. There are potential emission line features at 10, 14.5 and 16.2
Å, and it seems that the background affects our results at least above 18 Å. A plot of
these features can be seen in A.1.
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Fig. 3.4 Line search results for NGC 5204 X-1. Axes are defined as in Fig. 3.2.

3.4.7

NGC 5204 X-1

There are 9 observations of NGC 5204 X-1 in total that are pointed well enough for
RGS analysis, with a total raw exposure of 250 ks (160 ks filtered). The object varies
in flux between about 0.5 count/s to 1.2 count/s (with PN), but as the observations
are rather short, none of them is of high enough quality to be searched individually.
We perform a custom RGS data reduction and extraction for each observation to avoid
any possible errors such as energy shift and then stack them into a single spectrum.
This simplifies the analysis greatly. We are able to get away with stacking despite the
long-term variability of the source. It varies in normalisation but its spectral hardness
does not change considerably. The spectrum is fitted with a single blackbody plus a
powerlaw model (the second blackbody not necessary) with a temperature of 0.21+0.06
−0.05
+0.4
keV and a gamma index of 1.9−0.3 .
We have 9000 counts in total which gives very good statistics compared to some
other sources in our sample. The line search (see Fig. 3.4) finds a very strong emission
feature at 10 Å, with ∆C-stat of over 16, and weaker features at 11.3 Å (∆C-stat=13)
and at 22 Å (∆C-stat=14). The last feature is very broad and might be caused by
background contamination, but the first two features are located at low wavelengths
where source counts clearly dominate the background. There are potential absorption
features at 18.5 and 19.5 Å with strengths of about ∆C-stat=11.
We perform 2009 Monte Carlo simulations to quantify the significance of these
spectral residuals. We focus on the 3 strongest emission lines, each of them with at
least ∆C-stat=13. We find 97 simulated emission features stronger than this threshold,
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so the confidence of the weakest of our features is ∼95 % each. Furthermore, we find
13 emission features with ∆C-stat>16.7, which is the strength of the most prominent
emission residual in real spectrum (confidence level of 99.35 %). Finally, we want to
quantify the confidence on multiple spectral features present in a fake spectrum with
∆C-stat>13 (as a lower limit of confidence on our emission residuals). We find 11
occurrences of two lines in a single fake spectrum with such strength, but only 1 case
of two emission lines which gives a confidence level of roughly 99.9 % (even though we
are definitely still in the discrete regime here given the total number of simulations).
Therefore it seems extremely unlikely that all 3 emission features observed in the
spectrum of NGC 5204 X-1 are caused by noise.
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Fig. 3.5 Histogram of ∆C-stat of a real Gaussian line scan of NGC 5204 X-1 (green)
and of line scans of 2009 Monte Carlo simulated datasets (blue). The Y axis is the
probability density function, the integral of which is 1, and the X axis is the ∆C-stat
value.

The significance of our detections can also be shown in a different way. We can plot
a histogram of ∆C-stat values (the fit improvement) using all energy bins in our band
for a certain Gaussian line scan. A bin of ∆C-stat=X is then equal to the number of
occurrences of ∆C-stat between X and X+1 in this line scan. We can also rescale the
bin values to obtain the probability density of ∆C-stat - in our case, this is achieved by
simply dividing all bin values by 2000 (the number of energy bins). This is plotted in
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Fig. 3.5. In green, the histogram of the real Gaussian line scan of NGC 5204 X-1 (with
a dispersion velocity of 1000 km/s) versus the ∆C-stat value is shown, while the average
histogram of line scans on 2009 Monte Carlo simulated spectra of NGC 5204 X-1 is
in blue. The y axis in the histogram is the probability density of the ∆C-stat value
(the integral of which is 1). Note that the real data histogram does not contain a value
at ∆C-stat=14 - this simply means there were no occurrences of ∆C-stat between 14
and 15 in the line scan. One can notice that the probability density of simulated data
resembles very much a powerlaw function. In comparison, there is clear excess of higher
∆C-stat data in our real search. One should however keep in mind that the last bin of
real data (in green) corresponds to exactly 1 occurrence (hence 1 case ∼ 0.5 × 10−3 in
the histogram) so the last few bins are affected by small number statistics. It seems
very unlikely that the real data line scan distribution of ∆C-stat values comes purely
from noise which creates the blue histogram.

3.4.8

NGC 6946 X-1

NGC 6946 X-1 was already studied in Pinto et al. [306], but without a rigorous Gaussian
line scan, hence we include it in our analysis. It is the softest ULX in the sample. At
a distance of 5.6 Mpc, its PN count rate is only about 0.36 count/s, but luckily it
has a full orbit 120 ks exposure (110 ks of clean data). We can fit it with a standard
double blackbody plus a powerlaw model with temperatures TBB = 0.17 ± 0.09 keV
and TMBB = 1.68+0.13
−0.20 keV and a gamma index of 2.7 ± 0.4, although the fit is not very
good at C-stat=195 with 118 degrees of freedom mostly due to a prominent residual at
around 1 keV [250].
The observation has about 3000 RGS source counts in total. We had to use a
custom background since one of the 2 default background regions was contaminated by
multiple bright X-ray binaries within the host galaxy. We use the PN spectral model
which we renormalise as we did with other sources and search for spectral lines between
7 and 20 Å. The line search finds a narrow emission feature at 13.5 Å with ∆C-stat=14
and a very strong and broad emission feature at 19 Å with a strength of over 17.5
∆C-stat. There is also an absorption residual at 16.5 Å with ∆C-stat of about 10 and
other potential weaker features. The Gaussian line scan results are shown in Fig. 3.6.
We perform 1070 Monte Carlo simulations and Gaussian line scan them. We focus
on the prominent signature at 19.3 Å with a width of about 3000 km/s. In total we
find 4 fake spectral features stronger than the real feature. This suggests the feature is
significant at about 3σ , but further simulations would be necessary to constrain its
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Fig. 3.6 Line search results for NGC 6946 X-1. Axes are defined as in Fig. 3.2.
significance more accurately. The histogram comparing the probability of occurrence of
each ∆C-stat value in the real search and in the simulated scans is shown in Fig. 3.7.

3.4.9

NGC 4631 ULX1 and IC 342 X-1

A thorough search on the XSA archive shows that also NGC 4631 ULX1 and IC 342
X-1 have suitable pointings for RGS analysis. Unfortunately, NGC 4631 ULX1 is
relatively distant at over 7 Mpc and has a flux of only about 0.1 count/s with PN.
Even though its observation has a relatively long exposure of 55 ks, this only results in
about 650 RGS counts in total. We consider these data to be too low in quality to be
able to detect any spectral features because the source flux is at the same level as the
background flux.
IC 342 X-1 has 2 observations with good enough pointing for RGS with a total
exposure of 120 ks and a sufficient flux of ∼0.5 count/s with PN. Unfortunately, the
RGS spectrum is contaminated by another source with ∼half the X-ray luminosity (in
the 0.3 to 10 keV band) of IC 342 X-1 along the dispersion direction of the spectrometer
and hence it is unusable for subtle analysis like a spectral line search.

3.5

Discussion

We have collected all available XMM-Newton RGS X-ray ULX data with good enough
quality for spectral line searches. Then we searched for residuals in the continua of
their spectra by performing Gaussian line scans. The statistical significance of some
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Fig. 3.7 Histogram of ∆C-stat of a real Gaussian line scan of NGC 6946 X-1 (green)
and of line scans of 1070 Monte Carlo simulated datasets (blue). The Y axis is the
probability density function, the integral of which is 1, and the X axis is the ∆C-stat
value.

among the most prominent features was quantified by Monte Carlo simulations of
source spectra.

3.5.1

Strongest features

Table 3.3 shows the strongest residuals found in the RGS spectra of ULXs in our
sample. This means their ∆C-stat difference is higher than 9 for at least one value of
the line width (we have searched using the line width equivalents of 500 km/s, 1000
km/s and 5000 km/s). We found that there is usually little difference between the
results from searches with the line widths of 500 and 1000 km/s.

3.5.2

Attempting to identify the spectral features

In NGC 6946 X-1, we detect an emission residual located at the rest-frame wavelength
of O VIII (19.0 Å) with a significance of at least 3σ . The line is moderately broad
with a width of 0.2 Å (∼3000 km/s).
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Table 3.3 The most prominent residuals found by the Gaussian line search, ordered by
the source hardness ratio as defined earlier.
∆C1
500
Å
km/s
NGC 5643 X-1 0744050101 13.79 Em. 11.43
Holmberg IX X-1 0200980101 8.40 Em. 10.29
Holmberg IX X-1 0200980101 12.48 Abs. -9.56
Holmberg IX X-1
Simult.
8.63 Em. 11.52
NGC 4190 ULX1
Simult.
17.07 Em. 9.04
NGC 4190 ULX1
Simult.
18.62 Em. 9.01

∆C1
5000
km/s
6.42
8.61
-9.45
10.78
6.95
12.20

M33 X-8
NGC 1313 X-2
NGC 1313 X-2
NGC 1313 X-2
NGC 1313 X-2
NGC 5204 X-1
NGC 5204 X-1
NGC 5204 X-1
NGC 5204 X-1
NGC 5204 X-1
NGC 5204 X-1
Holmberg II X-1

Simult.
Simult.
Simult.
Simult.
Simult.
Stack
Stack
Stack
Stack
Stack
Stack
0200470101

12.57
18.94
8.99
9.58
12.98
9.97
11.33
18.44
19.67
20.55
22.04
11.79

Em.
Em.
Abs.
Abs.
Abs.
Em.
Em.
Abs.
Abs.
Abs.
Em.
Em.

10.73
10.50
-9.16
-13.90
-11.42
16.70
12.85
-11.18
-9.88
-9.24
13.04
11.18

9.69
7.15
-9.78
-10.58
-4.84
13.07
7.87
-2.4
-11.19
-3.48
13.99
7.21

Holmberg
Holmberg
Holmberg
Holmberg

X-1
X-1
X-1
X-1

0200470101
0200470101
0200470101
Simult.

14.67
21.97
22.26
11.79

Abs.
Em.
Abs.
Em.

-12.18
12.20
-10.28
11.36

-3.80
3.61
-0.24
6.88

Holmberg II X-1
NGC 6946 X-1
NGC 6946 X-1
NGC 6946 X-1
NGC 6946 X-1
NGC 6946 X-1

Simult.
0691570101
0691570101
0691570101
0691570101
0691570101

21.96
7.22
11.86
13.65
16.55
18.98

Object

1 ∆C-stat

II
II
II
II

Obs.

λ

Line
type

Preliminary
identification

Signif.2
%

Mg XII (1s-2p)
∼98
Mg XII (1s-2p)
Fe XVII (2p-3s)
O VII (1s-3p)
O VIII (1s-2p)
O VIII (1s-2p)

&99.35
95

O VII triplet
Fe XXII (2p-3d)
Fe XXIII (2p-3d)

95

O VII triplet

93

Fe XXII (2p-3d)
Fe XXIII (2p-3d)
Em. 15.40 14.42
O VII triplet
Em. 9.54
8.50
Abs. -9.53 -1.36
Em. 14.18 4.01
Abs. -11.13 9.72
Em. 16.69 17.57
O VIII (1s-2p)

&99.7

value using 2 different line widths, i.e. using 2 different gas dispersion
velocities: 500 km/s and 5000 km/s.
2 Statistical significance of the feature obtained by Monte Carlo simulations.
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In NGC 5204 X-1, we find 3 emission features. A broad emission line at ∼22 Å
(approximate rest-frame wavelength of the O VII triplet) with a significance of 95 %.
The remaining 2 emission lines do not correspond to a rest-frame wavelength of any
expected (i.e. strong enough) elemental transition from photoionised plasma or plasma
in collisional equilibrium. However, they are most likely not resulting from noise: the
significance of the stronger one (at 10 Å) is about 99.35 %, and of the weaker one
(at 11.3 Å) is ∼95 %. These 2 features were already noticed by Roberts et al. [344]
in Chandra data, although due to poor spectral resolution, they blend into a single
broad emission line in CCD spectra. The fact that the lines are not located at the
rest-frame wavelength of a transition makes their identification much more challenging.
We manually experimented with photoionisation models such as pion and collisional
equilibrium models like cie to represent emitters at different blueshifts or redshifts but
were unable to identify the lines this way without an automated approach (see Sect.
3.3.3).
Holmberg II X-1 shows 2 strong emission residuals, both in the highest quality
observation (0200470101) and in the simultaneous analysis of 2 observations at once.
The residuals are located at the rest-frame wavelengths of iron and oxygen: the first one
corresponds to Fe XXII and/or Fe XXIII at ∼11.8 Å, and the second one is at the restframe wavelength of the O VII triplet. Both features are narrow in the single observation,
while the O VII feature becomes wide if we include all observations available. The long
observation also shows multiple absorption features, with a combined significance of
the strongest 2 being about 3σ based on Monte Carlo simulations. These features are
much weaker in the simultaneous line scan.
Holmberg IX X-1 seems to possess only 1 strong emission feature. In the highest
quality observation (0200980101) search, this feature is centred on the rest-frame wavelength of Mg XII (8.42 Å). Curiously, in the simultaneous search with all observations
available, the feature is much weaker but there is a strong emission line shifted by 0.23
Å (∼8000 km/s) at 8.63 Å. This could either be the same feature observed in the long
observation or a completely different signature. The one notable absorption feature is
only present in the long observation search at 12.48 Å. It is a broad feature, resembling
the absorption lines found in NGC 1313 X-1, albeit at a different velocity shift. If this
is a signature of an outflow, it could suggest a different outflow velocity or simply a
different viewing angle of the ULX and its wind. Monte Carlo simulations show we are
detecting this feature at about 98 % confidence level.
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Physical model search

Where the spectral residuals are not located at a rest-frame wavelength of any expected
elemental transition, we need to use SPEX models to identify any redshifted or
blueshifted lines (for more details, see Sect. 3.3.3).
We follow-up with a search for spectral features in Holmberg IX X-1 using an
ionised absorber model (see section 2.2.2 for more details about the search method).
We adopt a grid of velocities from 0 to -100000 km/s with a step of 500 km/s (which is
comparable to the RGS resolution). First we adopt a velocity broadening in xabs of
150 km/s, then do the same for 750 and 1500 km/s. We find the best fit is obtained for
a blueshift of either 0.06c or 0.26c. The best fit improvement is about ∆C-stat of 15,
which is not a high enough significance to conclusively claim a wind detection. Further
deep and uninterrupted exposures are needed for a firmer conclusion.
We apply the same procedure to the highest quality observation of Holmberg II X-1.
Adopting a velocity dispersion of 500 km/s (based on the narrow shape of residuals
found by line search) gives the best fit at a blueshift of ∼0.2-0.25c, albeit at a lower
significance than obtained for Holmberg IX X-1. The best fit photoionisation parameter
in this case is log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 3.0 ± 0.2, similar to outflows that have been found
in NGC 1313 X-1 and NGC 5408 X-1.
A jet detection in NGC 5204 X-1?
NGC 5204 X-1 shows multiple emission features, the most prominent ones being at
10 and 11.3 Å. To explain them with a physical model, we perform a cie model scan
between 0 and 0.4c blueshift on the stacked data (see section 3.3.3 for more details
about the scan). The results of the scan are shown in Fig. 3.8. We find a significant fit
improvement for an outflow velocity of -0.337c with ∆C-stat=25.08, a temperature of
about 0.5 keV and a dispersion velocity of 1000 km/s. To follow up, we fit the RGS
spectrum directly with a blueshifted cie model plus continuum. The fit is shown in
Fig. 3.9, now on a narrower band between 7.5 and 20 Å, which is less affected by the
background. The collisionally ionised plasma model fits both emission features very
well. These features are produced by Fe XVII in our model. The fit improvement
is ∆C-stat=25.87 for 4 degrees of freedom (normalisation, temperature and velocity
dispersion of the cie component, plus its blueshift). The best fit is achieved for a
velocity broadening of .1000 km/s.
The fit can be further improved by freeing some of the abundances. Since the cie
component is mostly driven by the two Fe XVII lines (and not continuum collisionally
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Fig. 3.8 The cie scan results of the stacked NGC 5204 X-1 RGS spectrum for 3 different
velocity broadening values.
ionised emission from hydrogen bremsstrahlung), it is impossible to obtain any reliable
results if we free the iron abundance. We thaw nitrogen and oxygen abundances. Then
we couple neon and magnesium abundances to that of oxygen as they are thought to
have a similar core-collapse supernova origin [69], and it is not recommended to fit all
elements separately due to low statistics. In the end, the addition of the cie component
improves the fit by ∆C-stat of 39.2 for 6 additional degrees of freedom - normalisation,
temperature, velocity broadening, blueshift, and 2 abundances. The temperature of
emitting gas is 0.60+0.08
−0.09 keV and the 1σ upper limit on its velocity broadening is 335
km/s. The nitrogen abundance (with respect to iron) N/Fe is rather high but poorly
constrained at N/Fe & 4 and the coupled oxygen, neon and magnesium abundance
O/Fe = Ne/Fe = Mg/Fe . 0.8. The blueshift of the cie component is −0.3371+0.0006
−0.0005 c
(116800 km/s).
We perform Monte Carlo simulations to quantify the significance of these features.
We simulate a fake RGS spectrum with comparable statistics and continuum model
as the NGC 5204 X-1 spectrum. Then we launch the same cie scan procedure as we
used for real data. We repeat the same process as many times as possible and look
for any cases where a fake feature produces a stronger (∆C-stat) fit improvement than
we found in the real spectrum. We performed 2112 simulations in total and found 6
outliers stronger than the feature found in measured data. This gives the significance of
99.7 %, which is about 3σ . Fig. 3.10 contains a histogram comparison of the ∆C-stat
values of the real and simulated cie searches showing a clear deviation of the real data
from Monte Carlo simulations. Fig. 3.11 contains two example searches of simulated
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Fig. 3.9 The RGS spectrum of NGC 5204 X-1 between 7.5 and 20 Å, using all available
XMM-Newton observations (stacked). The model is composed of a continuum fit with
a powerlaw and a blackbody component (plus neutral absorption). On top of the
continuum, a blueshifted collisionally ionised gas in equilibrium model cie is added. In
blue, the model is shown with default abundances. In red, the abundances of nitrogen
and oxygen are freed, and the abundances of neon and magnesium are tied to oxygen.
NGC 5204 X-1 datasets which resulted in stronger detections (with higher ∆C-stat
values) than the cie search on the real data.
Our findings are very similar to the X-ray emission lines of SS 433, the Galactic
microquasar [233], albeit the emission lines in NGC 5204 X-1 are observed at much
higher blueshift (Fig. 3.12). Most of the SS 433 X-ray emission comes from plasma
ionised by its jets, which produces prominent emission lines throughout the X-ray band
[235]. The gas producing these lines is accelerated to 0.27c, which, accounting for
projection effects, results into emission from the blue jet being blueshifted by about
0.08c, and the red jet being redshifted by ∼0.16c. Unfortunately, due to the higher
blueshift of lines seen in NGC 5204 X-1, the elemental transitions seen in SS 433 (with
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Fig. 3.10 Histogram of ∆C-stat of a real cie outflow scan of NGC 5204 X-1 (green)
and of cie scans of 2112 Monte Carlo simulated datasets (blue). The Y axis is the
probability density function, the integral of which is 1, and the X axis is the ∆C-stat
value.

Chandra gratings) are mostly blueshifted out of the RGS energy band (7 Å and higher).
The only line seen both in our spectrum and the [235] analysis of SS 433 is the Ne X
Ly α and Fe XXIII line with the rest frame wavelength of 12.134 Å. In SS 433, the
line is seen at 11.194 Å originating from the blue jet, and should be at 8.05 Å in NGC
5204 X-1. Emission residuals can indeed be seen around 8 Å in its spectrum (see Fig.
3.9), but they are too weak to make any claims. Further residuals in NGC 5204 X-1
are seen at higher energies in CCD PN and Chandra data [344].
The blueshift of the emission lines seen in NGC 5204 X-1 is higher than in SS 433
(0.34c plus any projection effects versus 0.27c), but the terminal jet velocity might
be source dependent. The spatial orientation of both sources is also most likely quite
different with SS 433 being seen practically edge-on, while NGC 5204 X-1 is probably
at a much lower inclination angle (but higher inclination than, say, NGC 1313 X-1 or
Holmberg IX X-1 due to its softer spectrum). The X-ray continuum of SS 433 is much
harder, and not super-Eddington (SS 433 does not look like a ULX from our point of
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Fig. 3.11 Two example cie searches of the simulated NGC 5204 X-1 datasets which
resulted in stronger detections than the one achieved in the real data.

view) due to inclination and heavy absorption. Hence most of the continuum emission
of SS 433 actually comes from its jets (the kinetic power of which is super-Eddington)
and not the accretion disk as we observe in ULXs. Therefore a hardness comparison
of SS 433 with other ULXs does not make sense. The temperature of the plasma
observed in NGC 5204 X-1 is rather low at ∼0.6 keV, which is at the lower limit of
estimates from the line strengths in SS 433 (0.5-10 keV). However, the NGC 5204 X-1
plasma temperature could be an underestimate as we can only see a few lines (most
importantly Fe XVII) that are not blueshifted out of the RGS energy band. Future
Chandra grating or calorimeter observations will be able to determine whether the
source has other prominent emission lines at higher energies, as observed in SS 433.
It is worth mentioning that NGC 5204 X-1 and SS 433 also exhibit very similar He I
(6678 Å), He II (4686 Å) and Hα (6563 Å) line emission in the optical band [106].

3.5.4

ULX comparison within the sample and with previous
work

Holmberg II X-1 and NGC 5204 X-1 have similar spectral hardnesses (Table 3.1) so are
good candidates for a comparison within our sample. Looking at their line scans, Fig.
3.3 and 3.4, we notice that both sources have strong detections of the O VII line at rest
frame. We also do not see any O VIII detection. At lower wavelengths, the line scans
show emission residuals, but they are not exactly at the same energy. In Holmberg
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Fig. 3.12 A comparison between the RGS spectra of NGC 5204 X-1 and SS 433.
Top: RGS spectrum of NGC 5204 X-1 in the 7.5 − 17 Å range, using all archival
XMM-Newton observations (stacked). The model is composed of a continuum fit with
a powerlaw and a blackbody component (plus neutral absorption). On top of the
continuum, a model of blueshifted, collisionally ionised gas in equilibrium (cie) is
added. Bottom: RGS spectrum of SS 433, using the longest XMM-Newton observation
of the source. The Y-axis is defined as the ratio of data versus a simple powerlaw model
for plot clarity. Green arrows correspond to the same atomic features (at different
blueshifts) in both objects.

II X-1, we find a strong emission feature at 11.8 Å, which could be associated with
an iron transition. NGC 5204 X-1 does not show any residuals at this wavelength.
Instead, it has 2 prominent emission features at lower wavelengths (10 and 11.3 Å),
which are difficult to associate with any rest-frame transitions but are likely produced
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Fig. 3.13 Comparison between a Gaussian line search of the highest quality single
observation of Holmberg IX X-1 and the stacked results of NGC 1313 X-1. Axes are
defined as in Fig. 3.2.
by blueshifted collisionally ionised gas. There are no obvious absorption features that
these 2 sources would have in common.
Next we would like to compare our findings with the ULXs that have already been
shown to possess outflows [306, 304]. There are 3 such sources in total, as of June 2017:
NGC 1313 X-1, NGC 5408 X-1 and NGC 55 ULX.
Holmberg IX X-1 (average hardness ratio of 0.6) is one of the hardest sources in our
sample (Table 3.1). Its spectrum resembles that of NGC 1313 X-1 (hardness ratio 0.49),
which was the first source with an outflow that was identified thanks to its shifted,
broad absorption signature at around 11.5 Å (Fig. 3.13). Holmberg IX X-1 does not
have such a prominent absorption line, however it does show a broad residual at 12.5 Å.
If these 2 features are a result of the same transition, the projected velocity difference
of outflows in these 2 sources needs to be about ∼0.08c (the one in NGC 1313 X-1 has
a velocity of about 0.2c). Other than this, the line scans of these 2 sources do not have
much in common.
NGC 5408 X-1 (hardness ratio 0.19) has a softer X-ray spectrum than NGC 1313
X-1 or Holmberg IX X-1, similar to Holmberg II X-1 and NGC 6946 X-1 (both with HR
∼ 0.24) and (less similar) to the spectrum of NGC 5204 X-1 (HR = 0.4). Comparing
these 4 sources (Fig. 3.14), we find their line scans give quite different results. While
both NGC 5204 X-1 and Holmberg II X-1 show strong emission residuals at the O VII
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transition (22 Å), there seems to be only a very small hint of O VII in the line scan of
NGC 5408 X-1. Conversely, where NGC 5408 X-1 and NGC 6946 X-1 show a prominent
emission line of O VIII (19 Å), NGC 5204 X-1 and Holmberg II X-1 have little or no
residuals. At lower wavelengths, most of these sources exhibit emission residuals in
the 10 to 15 Å range, but they are all shifted differently in each ULX. Holmberg II
X-1 has one of the emission features exactly at the rest-frame wavelength of Fe XXII
and Fe XXIII, and the 12.1 Å feature in NGC 5408 X-1 can be explained by the Ne
X transition. The other residuals do not seem to align with any expected rest-frame
elemental transitions. However, the emission features of these 3 ULXs look curiously
+0.018
similar - they are at 9.954−0.003
and 11.33+0.04
−0.02 Å in NGC 5204 X-1, at 11.78 ± 0.02
+0.08
and 13.87−0.21
Å in Holmberg II X-1 and at 12.07 ± 0.03 and 14.09+0.02
−0.03 Å in NGC
5408 X-1 (errors obtained by fitting Gaussian lines to ULX spectra). Unfortunately,
despite the similarity, all sources have slightly different relative ratios of wavelengths
+0.015
of their residuals: 0.881+0.003
−0.004 for NGC 5204 X-1, 0.849−0.007 for Holmberg II X-1 and
0.857 ± 0.004 for NGC 5408 X-1. The line ratios of Holmberg II X-1 and NGC 5408
X-1 are consistent, but mostly because the 13.9 Å feature in Holmberg II X-1 is rather
weak and broad, hence the errors on its wavelength are large. The ratios of the first
two objects are inconsistent with the line ratio of NGC 5204 X-1. Hence it seems very
unlikely that the residuals correspond to identical elemental transitions in all 3 sources,
(blue/red)shifted differently in each ULX as one could hope.
NGC 6946 X-1 has the softest spectrum from our ULX sample (Table 3.1), resembling that of the ULX/ULS source in NGC 55 (hardness ratio ∼ 0.11). In Fig. 3.14, we
can see that both objects show a prominent O VIII emission line, which is blueshifted
in NGC 55 ULX by a few hundred km/s. In the case of NGC 6946 X-1, the line is
much wider but seems to be centred exactly on the rest-frame wavelength of O VIII.
Additionally, both objects show other emission and absorption residuals, but none of
them appear at the same wavelengths.

3.5.5

Contamination by host galaxy

Most of our sources have emission residuals right at the rest-frame wavelengths of
oxygen VII and VIII transitions. The host galaxies of these ULXs emit in O VII
and VIII and can potentially contaminate our results if the background subtraction is
imperfect. This could be the case especially for galaxies with high star formation rates
like NGC 6946, which are bright in this band (<1 keV). To check for such possibility, we
take NGC 6946 X-1 as an example. We extract the source (background not subtracted)
and the background spectrum, which is shown in Fig. 3.15. There is a small excess
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Fig. 3.14 Comparison between a Gaussian line search of the stacked scan of NGC 5204
X-1, the simultaneous scan of Holmberg II X-1, the stacked results of NGC 5408 X-1,
and results from single observations of NGC 6946 X-1 and NGC 55 ULX. Axes are
defined as in Fig. 3.2.
of flux around 19 Å in the background spectrum, which is where the oxygen VIII
transition is located, and also where we detect a significant emission residual in the
ULX spectrum. However, the excess is too small to cause such a strong emission feature
in our line scans even if partially underestimated (comparing with its strength in the
NGC 6946 X-1 source spectrum). The source flux is about 2 times higher than the
background flux in this energy band, hence it is unlikely that imperfect subtraction of
galaxy emission could produce such a prominent spike in source spectrum.
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Fig. 3.15 Blue - source (background not subtracted) spectrum of NGC 6946 X-1 between
7 and 23 Å, red - background spectrum of the same object. Both RGS 1 and RGS 2
detector spectra are shown.
We perform a further check to be sure that the oxygen features do not originate
in galaxy emission only. We extract a MOS 1 detector image of the NGC 6946 X-1
pointing and use the rgsvprof1 procedure to create a total flux profile along the RGS
slit, in the RGS energy band from 0.35 to 1.77 keV. Based on this, we obtain the
expected spectral broadening of a line created by such flux profile. The broadening is
caused by sources off-axis in the dispersive spectrograph (in the wavelength direction)
whose spectrum is then shifted in energy/wavelength. We create the flux profile for
both source and background slits and compare them. Based on the line profiles, we
estimate a 10 % upper limit on galaxy contamination in the O VIII band.
1 http://var.sron.nl/SPEX-doc/manual/manualse105.html
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Further studies

Our results show that with the current archival XMM-Newton data, we are able to
tentatively detect narrow spectral features in most out of the 10 or so brightest ULXs
in the sky. It also seems that, with one exception (NGC 5204 X-1), data available at
the moment are insufficient in quality to distinguish between different emission and
absorption models describing these features.
ULXs with well described outflows have been monitored for considerable amounts
of time: over 400 ks of raw data in the case of NGC 1313 X-1 and ∼800 ks in the case
of NGC 5408 X-1. The current generation of X-ray observatories is able to make a
difference for the brightest ULXs given enough observing time. Unfortunately, no other
ULX has been observed for such long periods of time up to date, and most have total
exposures of only about 100 ks (but usually not a full uninterrupted XMM-Newton
orbit) or below.
It is clear that more data are necessary to put further constraints on the presence
of outflows in the spectra of ULXs. At the moment, we struggle with 2 issues using the
RGS XMM-Newton data: not enough counts in spectra for narrow line studies, and
high background levels below 10 Å and above 20 Å. The first problem is solved purely
by further exposures, the second one requires long, uninterrupted observations. The
latter can be partially compensated by stacking separate observations, but potential
long-term variability issues may compromise the results (especially for the most variable
ULXs). It would be also useful to re-observe some objects (like IC 342 X-1), which
have already been observed by XMM-Newton, but with a roll angle that makes the
RGS analysis impossible, for example due to contamination by other sources.
Observational time aside, if we believe the funnel theory of the accretion in ULXs
[Fig. 13 of 304], some sources seem to be better candidates for a detection of outflow
signatures than others. In Fig. 3.16, the ∆C-stat significance of the strongest spectral
feature found by the Gaussian line scan is shown versus the total clean exposure time
of the source. The color scheme here defines the hardness ratio of the source as defined
in Table 3.1. There are many different factors that affect the detection significance
of features other than just the exposure time, yet we can see that all the soft sources
from our sample (NGC 6946 X-1, Holmberg II X-1 and NGC 5204 X-1) have strong
detections of features, while the harder sources show weaker detections despite some of
them having enough observing time, like Holmberg IX X-1 (or counts like M33 X-8). It
is difficult to draw any firm conclusions from the plot (which needs to be more densely
populated with new observations and other sources), but soft ULXs seem to be good
candidates for future spectral line and outflow searches.
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Fig. 3.16 Plot showing the significance (in ∆C-stat) of the strongest feature of a
particular ULX versus the total clean RGS exposure time. Heat map shows the
hardness ratio of the ULX (see Table 3.1). NGC 1313 X-1, NGC 5408 X-1 and NGC
55 ULX are not a part of our sample as they were studied by Pinto et al. [306] and
Pinto et al. [304].

NGC 5204 X-1 is naturally the best source to start with. Our simulations show
that a few hundred additional ks of XMM-Newton data should be sufficient to describe
the observed spectral features to very high detail and significance. If the feature is
indeed the blue side of a jet, the data should be of high enough quality to tentatively
locate the red jet. This could be used to accurately determine the actual spatial
orientation of the ULX. Chandra gratings, despite their lower collecting area, could
be used to scan the higher energy band, where residuals (in CCD spectra) are seen
as well, currently at a lower statistical significance. Similar approach could be chosen
for other promising sources. Most importantly, full-orbit XMM-Newton observations
(with proper alignment for the RGS detectors) will be crucial for further studies of
ULX outflows, to both achieve the necessary total count amount, and constrain the
background as well as possible.
A drawback of current instruments is that they both are dispersive spectrographs.
Proper care is required when planning the observations to avoid contamination by
other point sources in the field such as galactic binaries and AGN. Additionally, in
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some cases the host galaxy contamination can also be an issue in the softest band
(<0.7 keV), especially when it is difficult to obtain a representative background region
that would accurately constrain the galactic emission.
Future missions such as XRISM [Hitomi replacement, 383] and ATHENA [273] will
be able to overcome this difficulty thanks to their calorimeters, albeit in the harder
X-ray band (>1 keV). Arcus 2 , if approved, despite being a dispersive spectrograph,
would prove crucial in characterising ULX outflows thanks to its unprecedented spectral
resolution and collecting area in the soft X-ray band (<1.2 keV). These missions will
naturally also require much less exposure time to achieve the expected results. They
will also be capable of detecting outflows in ULXs at larger distances, thus increasing
our sample size considerably.

3.6

Conclusions

We collected all the usable archival high spectral resolution data of ULXs. Aiming to
find spectral features or directly outflows in ULX spectra, we performed Gaussian line
scans, followed by Monte Carlo simulations of spectra and physical model scans for the
most promising sources. We compared our results with the previous achievements in
this field. Our results show that:
 In some sources, we discover several potential lines located at similar wavelengths
to the rest-frame positions of the strongest lines of magnesium, iron and oxygen.
Emission lines of these elements were previously detected in other ULXs such as
NGC 1313 X-1 and NGC 5408 X-1.
 We find multiple strong emission residuals in the spectrum of NGC 5204 X-1.
Most of these can be described by collisionally ionised plasma blueshifted to
-0.34c. The significance of this detection is at least 3σ . The detected features
resemble the X-ray line emission from the Galactic microquasar SS 433, suggesting
that this outflow might not be a UFO as observed in other ULXs but instead a
collimated jet.
 Holmberg IX X-1 exhibits 2 interesting features. An emission residual at around
8.5 Å, which could correspond to rest-frame Mg XII emission, and an absorption
residual at around 12.5 Å. We were able to fit the spectrum with a photoionised
absorption model with outflow velocity of ∼0.25c.
2 http://www.arcusxray.org/
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 Holmberg II X-1 shows both absorption and emission residuals. The absorption
features are only present in the highest quality observation, and when combined
they are significant at about 3σ . The two emission features are present in both
observations and might correspond to iron (Fe XXII and/or Fe XXIII) and O
VII emission.
 The spectrum of NGC 6946 X-1 shows a broad emission feature at 19 Å, the
rest-frame wavelength of an O VIII transition. The line is detected at over 3σ in
high resolution data. A similar, but narrower feature was previously detected in
other ULXs such as NGC 5408 X-1 and NGC 55 ULX.
 All remaining sources show moderately strong emission or absorption residuals.
However, at this stage we prefer not to claim identification of these features with
outflows as more Monte Carlo simulations and new data are required.
 At the moment, we are limited by the data quality, more specifically by high
background and low count number. Further uninterrupted and long observations
are required to overcome both of these limitations. Full-orbit XMM-Newton
observations and deep Chandra data will be crucial in further studies to discover
and study ULX outflows in more detail. Future missions such as XRISM, Arcus
and ATHENA will also be able to achieve much better results with considerably
less exposure time and for a larger sample of ULXs.
 The limited statistics on outflows in ULXs and the current data quality do not
allow us to estimate the occurrence of UFO phenomena in ULXs. However, this
work is an important pilot programme for future studies in this area which will
utilise larger and deeper high spectral resolution X-ray datasets.

Chapter 4
Evidence for a variable ultrafast
outflow in the newly discovered
ultraluminous pulsar NGC 300
ULX-1

Abstract

Ultraluminous pulsars are a definite proof that persistent super-Eddington accretion
occurs in nature. They support the scenario according to which most ULXs are superEddington accretors of stellar mass rather than sub-Eddington intermediate mass black
holes. An important prediction of theories of supercritical accretion is the existence of
powerful outflows of moderately ionized gas at mildly relativistic speeds. In practice,
the spectral resolution of X-ray gratings such as RGS onboard XMM-Newton is required
to resolve and unambiguously identify their observational signatures in ULXs. Using
RGS, outflows have been discovered in the spectra of 3 ULXs (none of which are
currently known to be pulsars). Most recently, the fourth ultraluminous pulsar was
discovered in NGC 300. In this chapter, I present the detection of an ultrafast outflow
in the X-ray spectrum of the object, with a significance of more than 3σ , during one
of the two simultaneous observations of the source by XMM-Newton and NuSTAR in
December 2016. The outflow has a projected velocity of 65000 km/s (0.22c) and a high
ionisation factor log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) of 3.9. This is the first direct evidence for a UFO
in a neutron star ULX and also the first time that this its evidence in a ULX spectrum
is seen in both soft and hard X-ray data simultaneously. We find no evidence of the
UFO during the other observation of the object, which could be explained by either
clumpy nature of the absorber or a slight change in our viewing angle of the accretion
flow.

4.1

Introduction

As of the end of 2017, none of the neutron star ULXs were known to possess ultrafast
outflows. This was probably caused by observational difficulties - out of the 3 PULXs
known by the end of 2017, only 1 was suitable for a high-resolution X-ray analysis
with the current generation of instruments. The remaining 2 are either too distant
or located in a crowded field. Furthermore, the ULXs with detected pulsations are
likely the most face-on oriented ULXs (i.e. the inclination between our line of sight
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and the ULX accretion disc axis is small) as this orientation simplifies the detection of
pulsations since it offers a clear view towards the central accretion column. This could
mean that any potential outflows in PULXs might not cross our line of sight towards
the inner accretion flow due to the system inclination, in which case they would not
produce any absorption lines in ULX spectra.
However, in January 2018, the 4th ultraluminous pulsar was discovered in NGC
300 [44, 45] and named NGC 300 ULX-1. The object was originally mis-identified as
a supernova and named SN2010da [267, 92] but later identified as a likely supergiant
B[e] high-mass X-ray binary [28, 210, 410]. It has only recently been observed at ULX
luminosities, and is experiencing an extremely fast spin-up [186], having spun-up from
a rotational period of 45 s to just 20 s in less than 2 years. Furthermore, Walton et al.
[415] discovered a potential cyclotron resonant scattering feature in the hard X-ray
spectrum of the object.
Here we perform a rigorous, in-depth analysis of the coordinated XMM-Newton
and NuSTAR data on NGC 300 ULX-1 from December 2016, searching for spectral
signatures of an ultrafast outflow in this system. We use simple Gaussian line scans as
well as automated searches with physical models of outflowing photoionised absorbers
and quantify the statistical significance of detections with Monte Carlo simulations.
We detect a variable UFO with a projected velocity of 0.22c in the spectrum of the
object with a significance of more than 3σ .
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 contains information about
the observations of the source and data reduction. We present the methods and
results in section 4.3 and discuss their implications in section 4.4. Finally, section 4.5
summarizes our findings.

4.2

Observations and data reduction

We used data from XMM-Newton and NuSTAR. There are multiple observations of
the object by the Swift satellite, but their data quality (photon counts) is not sufficient
for a search for ultrafast wind in a ULX.
As of February 2018, there are two simultaneous observations of the source by
NuSTAR and XMM-Newton taken very shortly within each other in December 2016.
The XMM-Newton exposures are separated by a 10 hour window because of the
satellite’s orbit. The first one is about 140 ks of raw time long, the exposure of the
second one is about 80 ks of raw time. NuSTAR observed the object at the same
time, for a total duration of about 320 ks (∼160 ks exposure time). We extracted the
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Table 4.1 Log of the observations used in this work.
Clean exposurea
ks
XMM-Newton 0791010101 2016-12-17 08:52
134/96/120
XMM-Newton 0791010301 2016-12-19 08:44
77/46/65
NuSTAR
30202035002 2016-12-16 15:31
163
a XMM-Newton exposures are listed as RGS/PN/MOS exposure.
Instrument

Obs ID

Start time

spectra of each of the XMM-Newton observations separately, without any stacking
during the analysis, and also extracted 2 NuSTAR spectra from time intervals that
are simultaneous with the XMM-Newton observations to take into account possible
variability of the object (albeit its count rate, ∼0.9 counts/s with the PN instrument,
is very similar during both observations). Further info about the exposures is shown in
Table 4.1.
We obtained the object distance of 2 Mpc by averaging newer measurements on
the NED database.

4.2.1

XMM-Newton

All the XMM-Newton [166] data were downloaded from the XSA archive and reduced
using a standard pipeline with SAS v16, CalDB as of January 2018. We follow the
standard routines for data reduction described in section 2.1. We use data from all
X-ray instruments onboard XMM-Newton: the EPIC PN [378] and MOS [400] CCDs,
and the RGS detectors [72]. The source regions for PN and MOS 1,2 were circles
centred on the ULX with a radius of 40 arcsec. Unfortunately, the position of the ULX
is right on a chip gap of the PN chip, so the data might be partly compromised. This
is why we also use MOS 1 and 2 data which are unaffected by this issue. However, the
agreement between PN and MOS spectra is very good, hence the PN chip gap position
is probably not a problem. The background regions were circles located in the same
region of the chip (and avoiding the copper ring and out of time events on the PN
chip), with a radius of 50 arcsec.
XMM-Newton was not pointed directly at the object and therefore we cannot use
the default selection of source and background regions for the RGS detectors. The
default source region is pointed on the X-ray binary NGC 300 X-1 (at a distance of
about 1.1 arcmin from NGC 300 ULX-1). We chose a source region centred on the
position of NGC 300 ULX-1 (Fig. 4.1), with a size such that it covers 90 per cent
of the instrument PSF in the cross-dispersion direction. The background region is
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a rectangle shifted by 1.4 arcmin in the cross-dispersion direction, with a size that
includes 95 percent of the PSF, avoiding the flux from NGC 300 X-1 and at the same
time maximizing its area to constrain the background as well as possible.

Fig. 4.1 RGS extraction regions shown on the EPIC PN image of the exposure
(0791010301). The source extraction region is in green colour, the background region is in red. Both regions avoid contamination by the X-ray binary NGC 300 X-1 (in
the centre of the image).
We grouped the PN, MOS 1 and MOS 2 data to at least 25 counts per bin and also
rebinned the original EPIC channels by at least a factor of 3. RGS data were binned by
a factor of 3 to oversample the spectral resolution by about a factor of 3. The spectral
range used was: 0.3 to 10 keV for PN data, 0.3 to 9.8 keV for MOS, initially 7 Å (1.8
keV) to 26 Å (0.5 keV), and later only 7 to 20.5 Å (0.6 keV) for RGS data, mostly
limited by the background level and the calibration uncertainties of the instruments.

4.2.2

NuSTAR

We reduced the NuSTAR [148] data following standard procedures using the NuSTAR
Data Analysis Software (NUSTARDAS, v1.8.0) and instrumental calibration files from
CalDB v20171204. We first cleaned the data with NUPIPELINE, using the standard
depth correction, which significantly reduces the internal high-energy background, and
also removed passages through the South Atlantic Anomaly (using the settings SAACALC=3, TENTACLE=NO and SAAMODE=OPTIMIZED). Source and background
spectra and instrumental responses were then produced for each of the two focal plane
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modules (FPMA/B) using NUPRODUCTS. Source products were extracted from
circular regions of radius 40′′ , and background was estimated from larger regions of
blank sky on the same detector as ULX-1. In order to maximise the signal-to-noise
(S/N), in addition to the standard ‘science’ (mode 1) data, we also extracted the
‘spacecraft science’ (mode 6) data following the method outlined in Walton et al. [422].
In this case, mode 6 provides ∼10% of the good NuSTAR exposure.

4.3

Methods and results

In this section, we describe the methods we used to study the data and show the results
of our analysis. We note that all the subsections except for the last one only use the
data taken during the second XMM-Newton observation of the object (ID 0791010301)
alongside with simultaneous NuSTAR data. We also performed the same analysis on
the first dataset (ID 0791010101) but find no evidence for ultrafast wind.

4.3.1

Broadband modelling

We use the SPEX fitting package [177] for spectral fitting, and C-statistics [47] as there
are not enough counts per bin in RGS data for a χ 2 analysis. All the model parameters
are checked extensively with a proper error search in case there are multiple minima in
the C-stat function. The statistical error intervals are calculated at 1σ level (68 per
cent confidence).
We fit the broadband X-ray spectrum of the object with a phenomenological model
which consists of a powerlaw (pow in SPEX) plus a simple blackbody (bb) plus a color
corrected blackbody (mbb). Similar spectral models have been used by Gladstone et al.
[140] and Walton et al. [416] and describe the ULX continuum reasonably well. We
also test alternative descriptions of continuum such as a disk blackbody component
and find that the results of our analysis do not change significantly. All the emission
is absorbed by Galactic and host galaxy (mostly) neutral interstellar medium (ISM)
accounted for by the hot component [see 178, for an example of similar usage of the
model]. The Leiden/Argentine/Bonn Survey of Galactic HI [179] shows that there
should be a column density of about 4 × 1020 cm−2 towards the host galaxy NGC 300.
We use all available data for this observation from RGS, PN, MOS (1 and 2) and
FPM (A and B) detectors to constrain the broadband continuum as well as possible.
A cross-normalisation constant is added for each instrument to account for small (<10
per cent) calibration uncertainties of each detector. The best-fit model is a powerlaw
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+0.008
with a hard slope of 1.51+0.12
−0.21 , a soft blackbody with a temperature of 0.231−0.007 keV
and a color-corrected blackbody with a temperature of 2.67 ± 0.07 keV. We obtain the
20
−2
ISM column density of 2.7+1.1
−1.3 × 10 cm . The fit statistic is C-stat=1545.87 for 1347
degrees of freedom. The unabsorbed 0.3 to 10 keV luminosity of the ULX during this
epoch inferred by fitting the spectral components is about 3 × 1039 erg s−1 .

4.3.2

Line search

Initially, we performed a simple Gaussian scan using the RGS data only by following
the steps in section 2.2.1. We aimed to find any possible narrow absorption and
emission features that an outflow might imprint on the continuum spectrum of NGC
300 ULX-1. We used the EPIC broadband coverage to anchor the spectral continuum
outside the RGS band, between 0.3 and 10 keV with the exception of the 7 to 26 Å
region (approximately 0.5 to 1.8 keV).
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Fig. 4.2 Gaussian line search results of RGS data from the second XMM-Newton
observation (0791010301). The black curve shows the line search using a velocity
dispersion of 500 km/s, while the red curve shows the search assuming 5000 km/s.
The Y axis is defined as ∆C-stat times the sign of the line normalisation to show the
difference between absorption and emission features. Horizontal dotted lines show the
values of ∆C-stat=9 and -9. The rest-frame wavelengths of emission lines of the O VIII
and O VII ions (taking the average of the triplet wavelength) are shown with green
and blue dashed lines. Green and blue dashed arrows show the potential blueshift of
the absorber if the potential features are produced by O VII and O VIII absorption.
We perform the Gaussian line scan on the RGS data of the second XMM-Newton
observation (ID 0791010301) of the object using 2 different turbulent velocities: 500
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km/s and 5000 km/s. The results are shown in Fig. 4.2. We notice that there are no
very strong features (∆C-stat > 15) in the spectrum. However, there is an absorption
signature at around 15.3 Å (0.81 keV) that could originate in blueshifted oxygen VIII
absorption. The rest-frame wavelength of this transition is 19 Å so the corresponding
blueshift would be around 0.2c. Curiously, there is another, weaker absorption feature
at 17.2 Å (0.72 keV), that, if produced by O VII ions, would give the absorber blueshift
of around 0.2c as well (see Fig. 4.2), assuming that the resonant line at the rest-frame
wavelength of 21.6 Å would dominate the absorption. This motivates us to follow-up
with a more rigorous search, using a physical model of the absorber.
Additionally, there seem to be a few emission lines between 20 and 22 Å in the line
scan, however they are quite narrow and located in the energy band (>20 Å) which
is partially affected by the background. They are also not located on a rest-frame
wavelength of any expected transition.

4.3.3

Physical model search

Finding two features that could correspond to the same blueshift encourages us to try
to fit the features with a physical photoionised absorption model. We use the xabs
model in SPEX to describe the absorption of outflowing photoionised gas [372] and
find the best fit at a speed of 66000 ± 1000 km/s (0.220 ± 0.003 c), with a column
density of about 1021 cm−2 , the ionisation parameter with a log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) of 2.1
and a turbulent velocity of ∼2000 km/s. The ∆C-stat fit improvement is relatively
modest at about 13.5.
However, upon closer inspection of the data we also notice weak absorption features
in the >2 keV PN spectrum (Fig. 4.4). These could be unresolved absorption lines
of higher energy transitions, not unlike those seen in some AGN, for example IRAS
13224-3809 [294]. This suggests the possibility that the wind might actually be much
more ionised than the best-fit RGS solution and that more information could be hidden
in the higher energy CCD data. For this reason, we use all the data available: PN,
MOS 1 and 2 data from the second XMM-Newton observation of the object, plus we
extract spectra from NuSTAR FPMA and FPMB instruments for the time duration of
this observation.
To locate any possible solutions, we perform an automated scan with the xabs model
by following the steps described in section 2.2.2. We use the broadband continuum
obtained in section 4.3.1. The parameter space we search through is the following:
the blueshift of the absorber between 0 and 120000 km/s, its ionisation parameter
between 1.5 and 4.5, and its turbulent velocity between 250 and 5000 km/s. We choose
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Fig. 4.3 Automated scan of all available data using a photoionised absorber model
xabs with a fixed turbulent velocity of 1000 km/s. The X-axis shows the systematic
velocity of the absorber, while the Y-axis gives the ∆C-stat statistical fit improvement
achieved by adding this component to the broadband continuum spectrum. Curves
of different colours show automated searches with different values of the ionisation
parameter which is kept frozen during the search.
the blueshift grid steps of 300 km/s, which oversamples slightly the RGS detector
resolution, ionisation parameter steps of 0.1 and use 3 turbulence velocities: 250,
1000 and 5000 km/s. The results of the 1000 km/s turbulence velocity search are
shown in Fig. 4.3. One can immediately notice the large fit improvement of about
∆C-stat=27.5 at ∼70000 km/s (∼0.23c), for a scan with the ionisation parameter of
log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 3.9. The scans with other turbulent velocities do not show such
large fit improvements at any systematic velocity and for any ionisation parameter.
We explore this solution in more detail by direct fitting in SPEX using all the
available data. All the uncertainties are reported at 1σ level. The results are shown
in Table 4.2. The best-fit solution shows the absorber outflowing at a projected
+0.004
(relativistically-corrected) speed of 65100+1000
−2200 km/s (0.217−0.007 c). Its column density
23 cm−2 , ionisation parameter is log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 3.92+0.19 and the
is 1.2+1.9
−0.13
−0.6 ×10
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Table 4.2 Best-fitting spectral parameters of NGC 300 ULX-1.
Ionised wind
NH

log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) Turbulent velocity Systematic velocity

cm−2

km/s

km/s

800+1100
−500

65100+1000
−2200

23
1.2+1.9
−0.6 ×10

3.92+0.19
−0.13

Broadband continuum
ISM NH

Γ

cm−2
(3.6 ± 1.2)×1020

1.61+0.11
−0.13

Soft blackbody

Hard blackbody

keV

keV

+0.007
0.231−0.008

+0.08
2.73−0.07

turbulent velocity is 800+1100
−500 km/s. The continuum parameters are: powerlaw slope
+0.11
+0.08
of 1.61−0.13 , blackbody temperatures 0.231+0.007
−0.008 keV and 2.73−0.07 keV, and ISM
column density of (3.6 ± 1.2)×1020 cm−2 . We find the statistical fit improvement of
∆C-stat=27.59. The spectrum fitted with the photoionised absorber is shown in Fig.
4.4 (CCD data) and Fig. 4.5 (RGS data). The strongest features of the absorber
are iron absorption at 8-9 keV and oxygen absorption at 0.8 keV. We assume Solar
abundances of elements [220] when fitting the xabs model.
To explore whether each detector agrees with this wind solution, we remove one
instrument in turn from our analysis and perform the continuum and the continuum +
wind spectral fit, calculating the ∆C-stat fit improvement between these 2 fits. Removing
RGS data reduces our fit improvement upon adding the wind to the broadband
continuum to ∆C-stat=22.31. Removing PN data alone reduces the fit improvement to
∆C-stat=21.76, removing both MOS detectors decreases it to just ∆C-stat=17.44 and
finally removing only FPM data decreases the fit improvement to ∆C-stat=21.33. The
fact that removing any of the individual instruments from the analysis reduces the fit
improvement ∆C-stat suggests that the wind signatures are present in all instruments,
and hence they are not just Poisson noise.
The ultrafast wind is variable on relatively short timescales of tens of ks (see section
4.3.5) and it is possible that the wind is only present for a fraction of the observation
(albeit the lightcurves do not show any significant flux change during the observation).
To explore this possibility, we split the observation into halves by exposure time. Then
we fit each half separately with the continuum and the continuum + wind model (as
done with full data). We find that the wind signatures are slightly stronger in the
second half of the observation, but the fit improvement is much lower due to decreased
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Fig. 4.4 The X-ray spectrum of the source during the second XMM-Newton observation
with simultaneous NuSTAR data. The Y-axis shows the source flux unfolded (with a
constant), different instruments are shifted by constant amounts for plotting purposes.
The continuum only model is shown in blue colour, the continuum plus outflow model
is in red. Data are stacked (MOS, FPM) and overbinned for plotting purposes.
statistics. Hoping to increase the S/N ratio, we also cut out the first quarter and only
fit the last 3 quarters of the observation exposure. This does not help either, the fit
improvement is still weaker compared to the result achieved using the full dataset.
The MOS and PN spectra of the source also show hints of emission features, maybe
with a P-Cygni profile. To see if they can be fitted with a consistent systematic velocity,
we perform automated scans using physical emission models. We use a photoionised
emitter model, Photemis in XSPEC, to represent emission from photoionised outflowing gas. Similarly, we use a collisionally ionised emitter model, CIE in SPEX, to
describe emission from shocked gas. We run the automated scans in the same fashion as
the photoionised absorber search. However, none of these show a significant statistical
fit improvement. The maximum fit improvement obtained was ∆C-stat∼14 only.
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Fig. 4.5 RGS spectrum during the second XMM-Newton observation of the source.
The Y-axis shows the source flux unfolded with a constant. The continuum only model
is shown in blue colour, the continuum plus outflow model is in red. Data from RGS1
and RGS2 detectors are stacked and overbinned for plotting purposes.

4.3.4

Significance of the wind detection

In the previous section, we show the possible detection of a relativistic outflow in the
spectrum of NGC 300 ULX-1. However, it is not straightforward to rigorously assess its
statistical significance. We obtained a relatively large ∆C-stat value of 27.59, which by
itself would give a very high σ significance, but it does not take into account the number
of trials undertaken to find this solution. We will try to obtain the proper significance
using 2 different approaches: with theory and with Monte Carlo simulations.
In theory, a search for spectral features of ionised absorption on a noisy continuum
can be viewed as follows: we have a number of free parameters in addition to the
broadband continuum, which we fit for in each step. In our case (section 4.3.3), there
is just 1 variable: the column density of the absorber. The systematic velocity, the
turbulent velocity and the ionisation parameter are all fixed in each fit, and then varied
in a multi-parameter grid. Hence there is 1 additional degree of freedom compared to
a continuum fit. Then we move the systematic velocity of the absorber and repeat the
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fit, and similarly we repeat the whole procedure in the grid of turbulent velocities and
ionisation parameters. Effectively, we perform N trials with 1 degree of freedom for
the presence of an absorber in our spectrum, where N is the number of points in our
multi-parameter grid. This increases the null hypothesis probability of receiving a fit
improvement, i.e. interpreting Poisson noise as a real detection.
To assess the null hypothesis probability, we perform the χ 2 test. We group the
RGS data by 20 counts per bin to achieve Gaussian-like statistics. For this part only,
we stack the RGS detectors into a single spectrum to avoid overbinning any narrow
spectral features. Data from the remaining instruments are already binned up so we
can use χ 2 statistics instead of C-stat when fitting. Repeating the same direct fit to
all data as in the previous section, we achieve a fit improvement of ∆χ 2 = 29.68 upon
adding the photoionised absorber to broadband continuum. Our single trial p-value for
such ∆χ 2 with 1 degree of freedom is about 5.1 × 10−8 (obtained by integrating the χ 2
probability density function). This is the probability of obtaining such fit improvement
from spectral features introduced by noise only, if we performed just one measurement.
We repeat the trial N = 401 × 31 × 3 = 37293 times (the size of our multi-parameter
grid - 120000 km/s velocity range divided into bins spaced by 300 km/s, ionisation
parameters between 1.5 and 4.5 spaced by 0.1, and 3 different turbulent velocities),
which brings up the null hypothesis probability to (5.1 × 10−8 ) × 37293 = 0.19 per cent.
The significance of our detection is therefore around 99.81 per cent or 3.1σ . We do
stress, however, that this value needs to be taken cautiously. It rather serves as a lower
limit on the statistical significance as it assumes that all the trials were completely
independent of each other, i.e. for example it assumes the finite instrument spectral
resolution has no effect. Monte Carlo simulations will give a more realistic estimate.
We also perform Monte Carlo simulations to assess the significance of the wind
detection in a rigorous way. We simulate a fake continuum spectrum using the real
source continuum model (accounting for uncertainties in continuum parameters when
simulating the spectrum). Ideally, afterwards we would perform the same automated
search on fake data and count the number of wind detections stronger than the one found
in real data. Unfortunately, it is not possible to do several thousands of simulations
(to test a 3σ significance) with proper error search, neither with the wind parameters
(ionisation, turbulent velocity) being left free nor fixing them but having to create a
grid of these parameters (as done with real data). Either of these approaches would
require well above 100000 CPU hours. Making the systematic velocity grid significantly
coarser is not an option either, since we could possibly miss a detection driven by the
RGS data which has the highest spectral resolution. We instead devise a new approach,
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in which we separate the ionisation parameter space into 3 intervals, where log(ξ /erg
cm s−1 ) is left free to vary: 1.5 to 2.5, 2.5 to 3.5 and 3.5 to 4.5, and free the turbulent
velocity (but limit it to between 250 and 5000 km/s). Then we perform the automated
search on the same simulated dataset in the 3 different ξ intervals. Finally, the highest
∆C-stat fit improvement is recovered out of these 3 scans at each systematic velocity.
This way we speed up the search process considerably, as well as reasonably assure no
sensible parameter space is left unexplored (such as the fit falling into a local C-stat
minimum and not discovering the global one). We made sure that this procedure
finds the same features in real data as the original automated search. In the end, the
required computational time to run 5000 Monte Carlo simulations with the wind model
xabs is of the order of 10000 CPU hours (using a recent quad core i7 Intel CPU).
Out of the 5000 performed MC simulations, only one has a ∆C-stat fit improvement
higher than 27.59, which was the highest ∆C-stat value found in the real data xabs
search using both the grid and the sped-up 3 ξ interval approach. This means, taking
into account the total number of simulations, that the significance of the detection is
around 99.98 per cent (∼3.7σ ), much higher than 3σ . For a 3σ detection (corresponding
to a false alarm probability of 0.27 per cent), the expected number of outliers equal
or stronger than real data is 13. However, further simulations would be necessary
to quantify the precise statistical significance. We note a good consistency between
the result from the Monte Carlo simulations and our theoretical estimate which gives
us a lower limit (3.1σ ) on the significance simply given by the total number of trials
performed by the automated search for photoionised absorber. Fig. 4.6 contains a
histogram comparing the ∆C-stat values of the photoionisation grid search on real and
simulated spectra. The histograms of the real data and simulated data scans strongly
deviate, suggesting the significance of our detection of a fast ionised outflow in the
spectrum of NGC 300 ULX-1.

4.3.5

The first XMM-Newton observation

We extracted a spectrum of the object using all instruments during the first observation
of XMM-Newton (0791010101). A NuSTAR spectrum was also obtained for the
same time interval. The flux of the source is very similar to its flux during the first
observation, and the best-fit continuum spectral parameters are practically identical
to those measured during the second observation (using the same continuum model).
We perform the same Gaussian line scan (Fig 4.7) and a physical wind search as we
did with the second observation but find no signs of the outflow at all. There is no
evidence for outflow neither at the same systematic velocity, nor at any similar velocity
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Fig. 4.6 Histogram of ∆C-stat of the real xabs outflow scan of NGC 300 ULX-1 (green)
and of xabs scans of 5000 Monte Carlo simulated datasets (blue). The Y axis is the
probability density function, the integral of which is 1, and the X axis is the ∆C-stat
value.

for any reasonable ionisation parameter ξ and turbulent velocity v. The upper limit
(1σ ) on the column density of an absorber with the same ionisation, systematic and
turbulent velocity as in the other observation is 0.2 × 1023 cm−2 .

4.4

Discussion

We performed an analysis of the simultaneous XMM-Newton and NuSTAR data of the
pulsating ULX NGC 300 ULX-1, which was taken in December 2016. We detect an
ultrafast outflow in the spectrum of this object with a significance of more than 3σ .
The fact that this significance is achieved by using 4 different instruments strengthens
the credibility of the result. In addition, the statistical significance decreases upon
removing any instrument from the analysis - which suggests that all the 4 different
instruments individually prefer the wind solution. It is currently not possible to quantify
the precise significance of the detection as this would require an extensive number of
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Fig. 4.7 Gaussian line search results of RGS data from the first XMM-Newton observation (0791010101). The Y axis is defined as ∆C-stat times the sign of the line
normalisation to show the difference between absorption and emission features. There
are no strong (∆C-stat>9) absorption residuals at the same systematic shift (-0.2c) of
the O VII and O VIII lines (shown with green and blue arrows) as seen in the other
observation, or at any other wavelengths.
MC simulations. However, the current number of simulations performed already gives
a very tight limit on the p-value of our result.
This is the first direct evidence of an ultrafast wind in a pulsating ULX. Also it
is the first time that the evidence is seen in a ULX spectrum in both soft and hard
X-ray detectors simultaneously, and fitted using a single physical model of the outflow.
Walton et al. [417] achieved a 3σ detection of a possible iron K component to the wind
in NGC 1313 X-1 [306], but did not show a consistent fit of both soft and hard features
at once.
The presence of a strong wind is consistent with the existence of super-Eddington
accretion flow beyond the magnetosphere of the neutron star. The wind might be
launched from this optically and geometrically thick part of the disk. If this is the case,
the fact that the absorption is seen in both low- and high-energy X-ray data likely
suggests that the absorption from this wind is imprinted on the emission from both
the disk and the central accretion column [414].
Comparing with other ULXs with known outflows, the speed of 65000 km/s (about
0.22c) does not stand out as other ULXs have winds at 0.20-0.27c. A turbulent velocity
of about 1000 km/s is also similar to what is observed in other objects. The ionisation
parameter ξ , however, which is about log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 3.9, is higher than most
best-fit solutions for the wind ionisation in the 3 other ULXs. The only exception is
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NGC 1313 X-1, where an outflow with log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 4.5 is allowed. In fact,
the ionisation parameter of around log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 4 is more similar to values
measured in AGN with known UFOs, e.g. IRAS 13224-3809 [297, 303].
The fact that we observe the wind in only one of the two observations suggests
variability on relatively short timescales of tens of ks. XMM-Newton observed the
source on 2016-12-17, followed by a second observation on 2016-12-19. The time
interval between the end of the first and the beginning of the second exposure was
less than 10 hours. Such fast variability suggests a clumpy wind, in agreement with
recent simulations [385, 192]. Alternatively, the viewing angle of the system might
have changed to introduce obscuring material into the line of sight, however the change
must have been small enough not to affect the broadband continuum, which is very
similar during both observations. This seems unlikely. Wind variability has also been
observed in NGC 1313 X-1 [see Fig. 2 of 306].
A clumpy nature of the outflow could imply that the ionised outflow is only partially
covering the X-ray source. However, given the current data quality, the covering factor
is degenerate with the column density of the absorber and so it cannot be estimated.
Since we know the velocity and the ionisation parameter of the outflow, we can
calculate its mechanical energy in comparison with the X-ray luminosity of the object,
following the steps in Pinto et al. [304]. The wind power can be expressed as Ėkin =
0.5Ṁu2 where u is the wind velocity. The outflow rate Ṁ can then be determined
using the definition of the ionisation parameter ξ : Ṁ = 4πΩCV Lion mH µu/ξ where Ω
is the solid angle of the outflow as a fraction of 4π, Lion is the ionising luminosity,
and CV is the volume filling factor of the wind defining how clumpy it is. mH is
the hydrogen (proton) mass and µ the mean atomic weight (∼1.2 if taking Solar
abundances). We obtain the following expression for the mechanical power of the
outflow: Ėkin = 2πΩCV Lion mH µu3 /ξ .
Substituting in the fitted and known variables, the kinetic power is Ėkin ∼ 400 ΩCV Lion .
Assuming a fairly large solid angle fraction of Ω ∼ 0.5 (wind at the inclination angles of
between 40◦ and 80◦ from the rotation axis, as seen from the central object) and a volume filling factor of CV ∼ 0.3 as found in simulations [385], we reach Ėkin ∼ 60 Lion . We
can compare this value with the X-ray luminosity LX of the PULX. For an order of magnitude estimate, we assume that half of the X-ray luminosity ionises the wind, ignoring
any possible strong beaming. Most of the ULX flux is usually found in the X-ray band so
we do not need to account for any other ionising radiation. That means Lion /LX ∼ 0.5,
which results in Ėkin /LX ∼ 30. Then taking LX ∼ 3 × 1039 erg s−1 (obtained by fitting
the X-ray spectrum), means that the total kinetic power is Ėkin ∼ 1041 erg s−1 . This
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is an extreme value if compared to outflows in any sub-Eddington systems of stellar
mass. However, it is similar (although on the higher end) to the values necessary to
inflate ionised superbubbles many ULXs and microquasars are often located in, which
require a mechanical inflating power of 1039 to several 1040 erg s−1 [292, 293, 61]. It
is possible that in this case (a neutron star ULX), a larger fraction of the X-ray flux
is beamed into the evacuated funnel and the ratio of the ionising luminosity Lion to
the X-ray luminosity LX is much smaller, which would bring down the kinetic power
Ėkin to 1039 - 1040 erg s−1 . Some level of anisotropy is in fact required for the system
to pulse at all. In comparison, the kinetic power needed to inflate the W50 bubble
around the Galactic microquasar SS433 [possibly a misaligned ULX, 106] is a few times
1039 erg s−1 [233]. In this case, however, most of the kinetic energy is likely provided
by its jets, observed in the optical band.
NGC 300 ULX-1 is one of two (the other one being NGC 7793 P13) currently
known, easily observable neutron star ULXs. The two remaining PULXs are either
too far or contaminated by nearby X-ray sources. The source is still active as of
February 2018 at a luminosity of about 2 × 1039 erg s−1 , and is a fascinating object,
showing an ultrafast outflow appearing out of nothing on timescales of less than 100ks,
in addition to pulsations with an extremely high pulsed fraction [45]. We therefore
strongly encourage further observations of the source with both high-resolution and
broadband X-ray instruments.
The high ionisation factor of the ultrafast wind log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 3.9 and its
projected velocity of 0.22c means that most of its spectral features are in the >2 keV
energy band. A majority of these features such as Mg, Si, S Lyα absorption lines is
unresolvable with the current generation of X-ray instruments with the exception of
Chandra gratings, which do not have sufficient collecting area (and therefore need long
exposure times). The lines will however be easily resolved with the microcalorimeter
onboard XRISM [Hitomi replacement, 383], thus making it a prime instrument for
studies of highly ionised outflows in ULXs.

4.5

Conclusions

We performed a detailed, high spectral resolution and broadband search for an ultrafast
outflow in the recently discovered ultraluminous pulsar NGC 300 ULX-1. Our findings
can be summarised as follows:
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 We found strong evidence for a UFO in this object with a significance of more
than 3σ during one of the two XMM-Newton observations of the source, including
simultaneous NuSTAR data.
 Evidence for the UFO is seen in both soft X-ray data (driven by RGS gratings), and
hard X-ray data (PN, MOS and FPM detectors). Removing any of the instruments
from the simultaneous analysis reduces the total statistical significance.
+0.004
 The projected velocity of the outflow is 65100+1000
−2200 km/s (0.217−0.007 c), with
a turbulent velocity of 800+1100
−500 km/s and a high ionisation factor of log(ξ /erg
+0.19
−1
cm s ) = 3.92−0.13 . Its velocity is similar to outflows in other ULXs, but the
ionisation parameter ξ is more alike the outflows observed in AGN.

 Curiously, we find no signs of the wind during the other observation of the source
by XMM-Newton (with simultaneous NuSTAR coverage), which ended just 10
hours before the start of the second one. This could mean that either the wind
is clumpy, or that the viewing angle of the system changed slightly, without
affecting the overall broadband X-ray spectrum.
 Further observations of the source are necessary to determine the process that
drives the variability of the wind, and to place tighter constraints on its physical
parameters as well as its interaction with the rest of the accretion flow in the
system.

Chapter 5
A variable ultra-fast outflow in the
Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxy PG
1448+273

Abstract

Relativistically blueshifted absorption features of highly ionised ions, the so-called
ultra-fast outflows, have been detected in the X-ray spectra of a number of accreting
supermassive black holes. If these features truly originate from accretion disc winds
accelerated to more than 10 per cent of the speed of light, their energy budget is
very significant and they can contribute to or even drive galaxy-scale feedback from
AGN. However, the UFO spectral features are often weak due to high ionisation of
the outflowing material, and the inference of the wind physical properties can be
complicated by other spectral features in AGN such as relativistic reflection. To
address these issues, we developed an automated, systematic routine for detecting
outflows in accreting systems. In this chapter, the method is used to achieve an
unambiguous detection of a UFO in a highly accreting Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxy
PG 1448+273. The UFO absorption is observed in both soft and hard X-ray bands
with the XMM-Newton observatory. The velocity of the outflow is (26900 ± 600) km/s
(∼0.09c), with an ionisation parameter of log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 4.03+0.10
−0.08 and a column
23
−2
density above 10 cm . At the same time, we detect weak warm absorption features
in the spectrum of the object. Our systematic outflow search suggests the presence
of further multi-phase wind structure, but we cannot claim a significant detection
considering the present data quality. The UFO is not detected in a second, shorter
observation with XMM-Newton, indicating variability in time, observed also in other
similar AGN.

5.1

Introduction

Highly blueshifted absorption lines of ionised material have recently been detected in
the X-ray spectra of a number of AGN, reaching velocities from ∼0.1c to as high as
0.5c [e.g. 316, 332, 393, 395, 394, 279, 297, 196, 420]. These absorption lines could
originate from accretion disc winds, launched at high velocities from the accretion flow
of AGN by radiation pressure [322] or magnetic forces [121]. The large velocity and
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the consequent significant kinetic power makes these outflows strong candidates for
being the drivers of AGN feedback in galaxies [97, 188]. Alternatively, these blueshifted
absorption lines could originate from low-density material co-rotating with the inner
accretion flow without the need for an outflow from the system [127, 102].
In most cases the signatures of these so-called ‘ultra-fast outflows’ were identified
using the highly ionised features of Fe XXV and Fe XXVI [393] in the iron K band
(7-10 keV). The iron K band, however, is often on the upper edge of the energy range of
the current instruments like XMM-Newton (EPIC pn and MOS) and Chandra, where
the collecting area of the instruments steeply drops off, resulting in poor counts and
signal-to-noise ratios. Additionally, this band commonly contains strong features of
relativistically blurred reflection of the AGN coronal emission from the accretion disc
[386, 104]. Therefore the observed absorption features can be hard to interpret as
outflow signatures and it is difficult to infer the wind properties such as the velocity
and the ionisation level [438]. Furthermore, spurious low significance features or lines
of instrumental origin can be interpreted as real UFO signatures.
Less frequently, fast ionised wind absorption lines are also observed in softer X-rays
(< 5 keV), for example using the Si XIV, S XVI and O VIII transitions [169, 303, 331].
The soft X-ray band (0.3-2.0 keV) can however be dominated by the commonly observed
warm absorption from low ionisation material at larger distances from the AGN [e.g.
175, 183, 33, 73], which complicates line identification.
It is therefore important to study UFOs in different objects and across a broad
X-ray band, comparing their properties to the source X-ray continuum properties in
order to understand the true nature of UFOs and their relationship to AGN.
Here we present the detection of an ultrafast outflow with a velocity of 0.09c in the
spectrum of an NLS1 galaxy PG 1448+273 observed with the XMM-Newton observatory.
The signatures of the outflow are observed in both hard X-rays (iron K band) and soft
X-rays (0.3-2.0 keV), and we constrain its physical properties systematically using an
automated multi-parameter search of the X-ray spectrum with photo-ionised absorption
grids.
PG 1448+273 is an NLS1 [35, 143] located at a redshift of z=0.0645 [5]. Its
black hole mass is (9 ± 2) × 106 M⊙ [409, from single-epoch optical spectroscopy]. PG
1448+273 has an estimated bolometric luminosity of ∼ 1045.5 erg/s [143], resulting
in an Eddington ratio above unity (L/LEdd ∼ 3). PG 1448+273 could therefore be a
super-Eddington accretor [185]. At such a high Eddington fraction, radiation pressure
is an important component of the accretion flow and is expected to drive powerful
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outflows from the accretion disc [363]. PG 1448+273 is therefore a natural candidate
for a spectroscopic search of UFO signatures.
Previous X-ray studies have remarked on the complex shape of the soft X-ray excess
[161] of PG 1448+273, requiring more than the usual ∼0.1 keV blackbody component
for an accurate description. The AGN is however not heavily absorbed by neutral
absorption or a strong warm absorber. Its X-ray spectrum is also highly variable [311].
This chapter consists of 5 sections. The observation and data reduction is described
in Section 5.2. The details of our analysis and the results are shown in Section
5.3, followed by a discussion of the findings in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 contains the
conclusions of this study.

5.2

Observation and data reduction

The XMM-Newton [166] data were downloaded from the XSA1 archive. The main
dataset consists of a single observation taken on 24/01/2017 (ID: 0781430101, proposal
PI: A. Zoghbi) with a total raw exposure of 126 ks. We reduced the data using standard
pipelines with SAS v17. There were no high background periods of time during the
observation and thus no time intervals needed to be filtered out.
The observation with the EPIC pn and MOS instruments was split into two
exposures, a scheduled (‘S’) and an unscheduled (‘U’) part. Initially we extracted the
spectra of the two exposures separately, but found no significant differences between
them. We therefore combined the scheduled and unscheduled parts of the observation
into a single exposure.
The EPIC pn [378] instrument was operated in Small Window mode during the
observation to limit pile-up. The data are reduced following the standard procedure
(section 2.1.2). An image of the pointing was made using standard routines. We noticed
a strong non-uniformity of background counts across the image (Fig. 5.1), likely due
to source counts from the wing of the source point spread function (PSF). To avoid
including source counts in the background spectrum, we chose background regions to
be two small polygons as far from the source as possible. Furthermore, we decreased
the importance of background subtraction by choosing a small (20 arcsec) source region.
This boosted the signal-to-noise ratio in the critical 6 − 10 keV energy band where
the Doppler-shifted absorption features of highly ionised iron (Fe XXV/XXVI) are
expected. The average EPIC pn count rate was 2.2 ct/s, but the source is strongly
variable, varying between 1 ct/s and 4 ct/s over the course of the observation.
1 nxsa.esac.esa.int/nxsa-web/
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Fig. 5.1 Image of the EPIC pn Small Window Mode exposure. The source region used
in the analysis is the green circle (20 arcsec radius), the 2 polygons are the regions used
to extract the background spectrum. The non-uniform background count distribution
(in the vertical direction) is evident and is likely caused by the wings of the source
point spread function.

EPIC/MOS 1 and 2 [400] were operated in Large Window mode. The source region
was chosen to be a circle with a radius of 20 arcsec, similar to pn data. The background
covered the rest of the central chip area, at least 110 arcsec away from the source,
avoiding other bright point sources. We did not notice any background non-uniformity
as observed in EPIC pn data, confirming that the non-uniformity observed in the EPIC
pn image is caused by the wings of the PSF. The average EPIC MOS 1 count rate was
0.44 ct/s and the average MOS 2 count rate was 0.43 ct/s. We stacked data from MOS
1 and MOS 2 into a single spectrum with the epicspeccombine routine.
Data from both EPIC/pn and EPIC/MOS were grouped using the specgroup
procedure to at least 25 counts per bin, and to oversample the detector resolution by
a factor of at most 3. The clean exposure time of the pn dataset is 76 ks, and the
exposure of the combined MOS 1 and MOS 2 data is 108 ks (pn exposure is smaller
due to a lower Live time in Small Window mode).
RGS [72] data were reduced using standard routines with default values and with
standard observational background, following the description in section 2.1.1. Data
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were binned by a factor of 3 directly within the SPEX fitting package. The clean
exposure of RGS 1 and RGS 2 data is 115 ks.
After reduction, the data were converted into spex fits format. All spectral models
were fitted using Cash statistics [47] and the errors are stated at 1σ level. We use
3 cross-calibration constants to account for calibration differences between the four
spectral datasets (pn, MOS, RGS1 and RGS2). The differences are smaller than 10
per cent in all cases.
EPIC pn and MOS data were initially ignored below 0.3 keV and above 10 keV
following standard guidelines. RGS data were used in the range between 7.5 Å (1.7
keV) and 28 Å (0.44 keV), limited by strong background on both ends of this interval.
We found a 10-15 per cent discrepancy between EPIC and RGS data in the 0.3-1.0
keV range which could be caused by poor spectral resolution of the EPIC instruments
in this range, or by calibration differences. At these energies EPIC lacks the resolution
to resolve the fine structure of absorption lines but would drive the spectral fits due
to much higher count rates than RGS (resulting in much smaller errorbars compared
to RGS data). To avoid confusion between different unresolved spectral components,
we ignored EPIC pn and MOS data below 1.7 keV altogether in the main part of our
analysis.

5.3
5.3.1

Results
Broadband X-ray continuum

First we fit the broadband 0.3-10 keV spectrum with a phenomenological X-ray AGN
spectral model. We fit the RGS, EPIC pn and MOS data simultaneously with the
same spectral model except for the cross-calibration constant. The model consists of a
powerlaw (pow in SPEX) model describing the Inverse Compton coronal emission, a
blackbody (bb) model describing the soft excess below 2 keV, and a relativistically
blurred iron K emission line. Blurred reflection is described with a laor model
applied to a Gaussian line (ga) with the energy fixed to 6.4 keV to avoid too much
model freedom with the available data quality. All of these models are subject to any
interstellar absorption in the host galaxy of the AGN described by a hot model within
SPEX. We assume Solar abundances of this additional absorption component to avoid
too much modelling freedom, although in principle the elemental abundances in the PG
1448+273 host could be different. The spectral model is then redshifted by z=0.0645 of
the host galaxy (found on the NED database) using the reds model. Finally, Galactic
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interstellar absorption is applied with a second hot spectral model (assuming Solar
abundances) with a fixed value of NH =2.5×1020 cm−2 [179]. The final spectral model
has the following form: hot(reds(hot(pow+bb+laor×ga))).
We find that PG 1448+273 shows properties very similar to other Narrow Line
Seyfert 1 AGN (for a summary of the continuum parameters, see Table 5.1). The
powerlaw slope is measured to be 2.07 ± 0.03, and the soft excess can be described
with a blackbody of temperature 0.097 ± 0.003 keV. The black hole appears to have
a high spin value with a minimum disc radius of just 1.52+0.19
−0.29 RG , but we draw no
firm conclusions since the relativistic iron K reflection is described only with a simple
phenomenological model. The emissivity slope is q= 4.6 ± 0.5 and the measured disc
inclination 44+2
−3 degrees. We also find a significant non-zero interstellar absorption
in the host galaxy of PG 1448+273 with a column density of (9.8 ± 2.1) × 1020 cm−2 .
The fit statistics are C-stat=1594.43 for 1278 degrees of freedom (D.o.F.).

1.97 ± 0.03

6.5+2.0
−2.2

Cont.+UFO+warm. abs.

keV

line en.

Fe K1
RG

R1in

0.102 ± 0.003 6.4 (fix)

1.7 ± 0.5

0.097 ± 0.003 6.4 (fix) 1.52+0.19
−0.29

keV

Tsoft

+2.1
3.5−0.5

4.6 ± 0.5

q1

38+16
−3

44+2
−3

i1

1.81+0.17
−0.10

1.40 ± 0.03

1043 erg/s

L2

parameters of the blurred iron K line (modelled as a Laor shape): the line energy, the inner disc radius, the emissivity
index and the disc inclination.
2 Luminosity in the 2-10 keV band.

1 The

2.07 ± 0.03

Γ

9.8 ± 2.1

1020 cm−2

Host NH

Continuum only

Spectral model

Table 5.1 Best-fitting X-ray continuum parameters of PG 1448+273.
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Upon visual inspection of the spectrum, strong residuals in EPIC pn and MOS data
within the iron K band are obviously evident (Fig. 5.2), as are residuals in the RGS
band (Fig. 5.3). The iron K band residuals suggest the presence of a highly ionised,
high-velocity outflow, the flux drop above 7 keV is very similar to that of another
NLS1 1H 0707-495 with a known high-velocity outflow [36, 196]. The RGS data point
to a more complex situation. There is a prominent absorption residual at 18-19 Å
(observed wavelength), which could correspond to O VIII absorption, blueshifted by
∼0.1c. Further structures are also seen around 12 Å and 24 Å in observed wavelength.
0.8
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Fig. 5.2 EPIC pn (black) and MOS (red, MOS 1 and MOS 2 stacked) data (4.5 − 10
keV) of PG 1448+273 fitted with the phenomenological AGN continuum model from
Section 5.3.1. Apparent is the strong absorption residual observed at ∼7 keV. Black
(pn) and red (MOS) solid lines show the best-fitting continuum models, and the dashed
lines show the subtracted background spectra.

5.3.2

Ionised wind search

Wind search set up and results
To determine the blueshift and physical parameters of any ionised outflow component
as well as its significance in the present data, we systematically scan the X-ray spectrum
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Fig. 5.3 Background-subtracted RGS data (7.5-28 Å) of PG 1448+273, stacked and
overbinned for plotting purposes only, fitted with the phenomenological AGN continuum
model from Section 5.3.1 (blue colour). The model particularly fails to reproduce the
strong residuals around 18-19 Å, however further residuals are seen around 12, 15.5 and
24 Å. The edge at 24.5 Å and the strong absorption line at 25 Å suggest the presence
of neutral absorption intrinsic to the AGN. The subtracted background is shown in
orange.
of PG 1448+273 with an automated ionised absorber search. We follow the steps
outlined in section 2.2.2. We use the best-fitting broadband spectral continuum from
the previous section, and search the parameter space of ionisation parameters between
log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = −1.0 and log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 4.8, systematic outflow velocities
between +20000 km/s (to account for possible infalling gas) and -100000 km/s (blueshift
of roughly 0.4c, after relativistic correction), and turbulent velocities of 100 km/s, 1000
km/s and 10000 km/s.
The photoionisation model we use here to describe the spectral features (absorption
lines) of an ionised outflow is xabs in the SPEX fitting package (see section 1.4.3
for more details about the model). The model calculates the ionising balance and
absorption line strengths based on the Spectral Energy Distribution shape of the AGN
NGC 5548 [373, 372]. The SED of NGC 5548 should be a reasonable approximation for
the PG 1448+273 SED, although the black hole of the former is likely more massive at
(9 ± 3) × 107 M⊙ , and has a smaller Eddington ratio [224]. The coronal powerlaw slope
of NGC 5548 is Γ ≈ 1.8 versus Γ = 2.07 ± 0.03 in PG 1448+273, so PG 1448+273 has a
softer spectrum but not as soft as the more extreme NLS1 AGN like IRAS 13224-3809
where Γ varies between 2.2 and 2.9 [303]. Nevertheless, the spectra of NGC 5548 and
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PG 1448+273 should still be reasonably similar. We therefore use the xabs model to
describe the ionised outflow absorption, which makes the outflow search computationally
reasonable. At each step, we also check our results for consistency with the pion model
in the spex fitting package. pion takes into account the actual continuum SED of the
currently used spectral model, albeit at a much higher computational cost, which is
the limiting factor in our analysis.
We search the large parameter space for signatures of an ionised outflow as described
above, using the full dataset (RGS + pn + MOS) on PG 1448+273. The results of the
search are shown in Fig. 5.4. The wind search achieves a strong detection of ionised
plasma with a systematic outflow velocity of ∼ 30000 km/s, with a fit improvement of
∆C-stat>70. The plasma is highly ionised with log ξ of 4.0−4.2 and the fit improvement
is much higher in the scans with 1000 or 10000 km/s turbulent velocity compared to the
one with 100 km/s velocity width. All the other ∆C-stat peaks in the systematic scans
are much smaller, reaching at most ∆C-stat∼30-35, hence the ‘primary’ (strongest)
solution is highly preferred.
Monte Carlo simulations
The ∆C-stat value corresponds to a specific false detection probability, but their
exact relationship depends on the dataset used and the size of the parameter space.
In principle, the formal statistical significance needs to be estimated by running
simulations tailored to match the particular search performed. However, multiple
recent wind searches deployed for outflow detection in other objects found that 3σ
detection significance corresponded to roughly ∆C-stat∼20 or ∆χ 2 ∼20 (depending on
the fitting method used). The exact values found were ∆χ 2 = 18.5 in the analysis of the
IRAS 00521-7054 AGN [420], ∆C-stat∼ 20 when studying the ultra-fast outflow of the
ULX NGC 1313 X-1 [307] and ∆C-stat∼ 22 in the ULX NGC 5204 X-1 spectrum search
[198]. Similarly, ∆C-stat∼ 30 fit improvements corresponded to roughly 4σ significances
in ULX wind studies [199, 307]. The fact that our detection is above ∆C-stat=70
already strongly suggests the significance of this outflow component, comparing with
all previous similar analyses.
Nevertheless, we employ Monte Carlo simulations to verify the significance of the
UFO detection. The simulations are performed on simulated data with the same
exposure as the real observation, and should be performed in the same manner as
the wind search on real data. However, it is prohibitively expensive to search the
whole parameter space. Each MC simulation performed in the same manner as the
previous wind search (Fig. 5.4) would take several days on a single (quad-core)
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Fig. 5.4 Systematic scan for ionised outflow features in the spectrum of PG 1448+273.
The spectrum is scanned with ionised absorption model grids with systematic velocities
between +20000 km/s and -100000 km/s, ionisation parameters log ξ between -1.0 and
+4.8, with turbulent velocities of 100 km/s, 1000 km/s and 10000 km/s. The colour
shows the ∆C-stat fit improvement upon adding the absorption grid to the baseline
continuum model, the black contours show ∆C-stat fit improvements of 30, 50 and 70,
respectively.
computer. We therefore slightly modify the wind search for the MC simulations. We
only choose the parameter space between ionisation parameters log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 3.5
and log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 4.5, to cover exactly the properties of the UFO found in the
real data (this also covers roughly 1/6 of the full ionisation parameter space). This
range of log ξ is also the region in which most UFOs are detected. Choosing this
limited parameter space, we can run a single wind scan for each simulated dataset
where the ionisation parameter is allowed to vary in the permitted range, and the
turbulent velocity can vary in the 250 km/s to 5000 km/s range, covering most of the
velocity width parameter space. The ranges are chosen to be limited so that the routine
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avoids missing the best-fitting solution at each systematic velocity. The systematic
velocity range is the same as in the previous search (20000 km/s to -100000 km/s) with
a spacing of 300 km/s. With this set up, each MC simulation takes about 7-8 hours on
a single computer.
To test this modified wind search we first apply it on the real data, finding the
primary peak with a fit improvement of ∆C-stat∼83. We note that this is a stronger
detection than in the first wind search (where the maximum was ∆C-stat∼ 73) as the
turbulent velocity of the absorption grid is allowed to vary freely and is not bound
to either 100 km/s, 1000 km/s or 10000 km/s. The search is therefore able to find a
slightly better fitting solution. We performed 1000 Monte Carlo simulations in total,
and found no simulated searches with ∆C-stat>22. Since this is much lower than the
real data outflow detection, we cannot quantify the precise significance of the detection,
only its lower limit, which is ∼ 3σ (given the number of simulations performed). The
difference between the strongest simulated search ∆C-stat and the real data ∆C-stat
suggests that the actual significance is much higher than 3σ .
The strongest fake detection is ∆C-stat=21.16, the 3σ detection limit with the
limited parameter space is hence at ∆C-stat∼19.6. Even though the simulated search
only covers 1/6 of the full ionisation parameter space, the simulations prove the
significance of the UFO detected in the PG 1448+273 spectrum. Assuming the false
alarm probability scales linearly with the parameter space (we stress that this is only a
very rough assumption), the 95 per cent (2σ ) detection limit is at ∆C-stat∼16 from
our MC simulations. Fig. 5.5 contains a comparison between the histograms ∆C-stat
values of the real data xabs search with xabs searches on 1000 simulated datasets.
The histograms are completely different and their comparison shows that the detection
of a UFO in the spectrum of PG 1448+273 is highly statistically significant.
Secondary detections in the wind search
We also find a large number of secondary peaks with ∆C-stat between 25-35 which by
themselves could be considered significant detections, if they were detected alone. Their
presence suggests that there could be further wind structure hiding in the spectrum of
PG 1448+273. However, at this point it is not certain that the secondary peaks are
independent of the primary peak. These secondary solutions could in fact be fitting
some of the same spectral residuals to the baseline continuum as the primary peak,
but with a different set of atomic lines, resulting in a shallower ∆C-stat improvement.
Secondly, we notice a ∆C-stat peak around the rest-frame of the AGN in the 100
km/s velocity width search. The peak is not particularly strong with ∆C-stat∼20 at the
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Fig. 5.5 Histogram of ∆C-stat of the real xabs outflow scan of PG 1448+273 (green)
and of xabs scans of 1000 Monte Carlo simulated datasets (blue). The Y axis is the
probability density function, the integral of which is 1, and the X axis is the ∆C-stat
value.

ionisation parameter of log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = −0.6, but could mean the presence of a
weak warm absorber. Absorbers with similar ionisation parameters are very commonly
observed in other AGN [e.g. 33], it is thus not unlikely than one could also appear in
the spectrum of PG 1448+273. If this is the case, the same look-elsewhere effect as for
the UFO detection does not apply. Warm absorbers in particular only appear over a
very small systematic velocity parameter space (velocities from hundreds of km/s to a
few thousands of km/s at maximum). The same ∆C-stat significance rules for UFO
detections hence do not apply as the available parameter space is much smaller, and
a significantly weaker warm absorber detection might still represent real absorption
features. For this reason we fit both the features of the UFO primary peak as well
those of the warm absorber in the next section.
Finally, we notice smaller diagonal peaks in the systematic wind search (Fig. 5.4).
These streaks indicate some degeneracy between the velocity and ionisation parameters
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of detections in the search. They appear to be moving to lower velocities at higher
ionisations, e.g. from v = −50000 km/s at log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = −0.5 to v = −20000
km/s at log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 1.5. These likely originate in absorption residuals which
are fitted with absorption lines moving to lower wavelengths (i.e. requiring lower
blueshift) with increasing ionisation parameter. In particular the Fe UTA feature
(at 15 − 17 Å) is a likely candidate for creating such degeneracy. Nevertheless, these
degenerate peaks have much weaker ∆C-stat fit improvements than the primary outflow
detection.

5.3.3

Ultrafast outflow and warm absorption

To learn more about the properties of the ionised absorbers in PG 1448+273, we fit its
spectrum directly with a model which includes the original baseline continuum (with
all the parameters freed), plus two ionised absorbers described with the xabs model.
The first xabs model is supposed to fit the primary peak in the systematic absorber
search at around 30000 km/s, the second one should fit the possible features of a warm
absorber in the rest-frame of the AGN. The best-fitting wind spectral model is shown
in Fig. 5.6 (EPIC pn and MOS data only) and in Fig. 5.7 (RGS data only).
The primary ultrafast component is found with an outflow velocity of 26900 ± 600
−2
23
km/s (including the relativistic correction). Its column density is 2.8+1.2
−0.7 × 10 cm ,
with an ionisation parameter of log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 4.03+0.10
−0.08 and a velocity width of
+600
2100−500 km/s. The final fit improvement of adding this component to the baseline
model is very strong with ∆C-stat=83.27, confirming the significance of the ultrafast
outflow features in the spectrum of PG 1448+273. The strongest spectral features of
the UFO absorption are the Fe XXV and Fe XXVI lines at ∼7 keV (in the EPIC
band) and the O VIII line at 18.5 Å (∼0.7 keV, in the RGS band).
The warm absorber has a column density of (3.8±1.7)×1020 cm−2 and an ionisation
parameter of log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = −0.4+0.3
−0.4 . Its systematic velocity is −100 ± 200 km/s
in the rest-frame of the AGN so it is consistent with being at rest, with a velocity width
of 50+40
−30 km/s. It is similar to warm absorbers found in other AGN [183, 372, 73], apart
from the column density which is much lower in PG 1448+273, resulting in rather weak
spectral features, and a lower ∆C-stat fit improvement of 15.19. The ∆C-stat is smaller
than the original value found in the automated wind search (∼20), suggesting that
the ultra-fast and warm absorber models are partly fitting the same residuals to the
original baseline continuum. The spectral features of the warm absorber are located at
around 24 Å (0.5 keV) in the RGS band.
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Fig. 5.6 EPIC pn (left subplots) and MOS (right subplots) data (1.7 − 10 keV) of PG
1448+273 fitted with the phenomenological AGN continuum model from Sect. 5.3.1,
plus two wind components: one ultrafast, highly ionised component outflowing at
∼27000 km/s, and a warm absorber component in the rest-frame of the AGN. The top
subplots show the spectra with the best-fitting baseline continuum (blue colour) and
the continuum + wind models (red colour), the bottom subplots contain the residuals
to the continuum model as well as the best-fitting wind solution (red). The orange
dashed lines show the subtracted background spectra. Green labels name the strongest
absorption lines of the UFO absorption.
Since the strongest absorption lines of the warm absorption lie in the 24 Å range,
they overlap with the N VII absorption of the 0.1c ultra-fast phase. It is therefore
possible that these features instead could originate in N VII absorption of the ultra-fast
phase. We attempt to describe the features by freeing the abundance of N in our
final spectral model (with the warm absorber column density fixed to 0 and all other
elemental abundances fixed to Solar), and reach fit statistic improvements at a ∆C-stat
≈ 10 level (compared to a continuum + UFO with solar abundances spectral model),
for a nitrogen over-abundance of 7+3
−2 . We consider this to be a very high abundance
value and prefer the warm absorption origin for the 24 Å features. We find it unlikely
that out of all elements only nitrogen would be over-abundant by such a large amount
with the other elements remaining at Solar abundance.
The baseline continuum parameters slightly shift (for a summary of the continuum
parameters, see Table 5.1), with the best-fitting powerlaw slope being 1.97 ± 0.03 and
the soft excess blackbody temperature of 0.102 ± 0.003 keV, however they still agree
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Fig. 5.7 RGS data between 7.5 Å (1.7 keV) and 28 Å (0.4 keV) of PG 1448+273,
stacked and overbinned for plotting purposes only, fitted with the phenomenological
AGN continuum model from Section 5.3.1, plus two ionised components: one ultrafast,
highly ionised component moving at ∼27000 km/s, and a warm absorber component
in the rest-frame of the AGN. The top subplot contains the RGS spectrum fitted with
the baseline continuum (blue colour) and continuum + wind (red colour) models, the
bottom subplot shows the residuals to the continuum model and the best-fitting wind
solution (red). The subtracted background in orange colour. Green labels name the
most notable absorption lines of the UFO absorption and the magenta label shows the
spectral features of the warm absorber.
with the original continuum fit values within ∼ 3σ errors. The inner disc radius (from
the iron K line) is 1.7 ± 0.5 RG , the emissivity slope is 3.5+2.1
−0.5 and the disc inclination
is found to be 38+16
−3 degrees. Most notably, the best-fitting neutral absorber (in the
20
rest-frame of PG 1448+273) is now weaker with a column density of 6.5+2.0
−2.2 × 10
cm−2 . This could be explained if the warm absorber (with a low ionisation parameter)
is fitting similar spectral residuals as the neutral absorption. The final fit statistics are
C-stat=1495.97 for 1270 D.o.F.
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Residual structure in the spectrum - a multiphase outflow?

The large C-stat value of the best-fitting spectral model given the number of degrees of
freedom, and the secondary peaks in the systematic wind search suggest the presence
of further ionised outflow components in the spectrum of PG 1448+273, assuming
our baseline continuum model is accurate. However, the secondary peaks might not
be independent of the primary wind detection, i.e. their spectral signatures could be
shared. For this reason, it does not make sense to directly fit the secondary peaks
based on the existing automated wind search (Fig. 5.4).
We therefore perform a new set of wind searches which includes the two outflow
components described above (in Sec. 5.3.3). We choose the best-fitting baseline
continuum with 2 additional xabs components (ultra-fast outflow and warm absorber)
to be the new baseline model. We then run the same wind search as described in Sec.
5.3.2, with all the baseline continuum parameters allowed to vary freely. The results
are shown in Fig. 5.8.
There are no strong wind detections in the search with a turbulent velocity of 1000
km/s. On the other hand, there are roughly 5 peaks with fit improvements between
∆C-stat of 15 and 22 in the search with 100 km/s turbulent velocity, suggesting tentative
evidence of further ionised outflow components. Furthermore, there is a similarly strong
peak (∆C-stat∼20) in the 10000 km/s width search.
If only a single peak with a similar fit improvement (∆C-stat∼20) was detected, it
would be trivial to assign a false alarm probability to its detection based on our Monte
Carlo simulation results from Sect. 5.3.2. However, the fact that there are 6 peaks with
similar ∆C-stat values means that we likely cannot statistically differentiate which of
these solutions are real and which are false detections as they will all result in similar
statistical significances/false alarm probabilities. The situation is further complicated
because these peaks are probably not independent, i.e. multiple potential peaks are
fitting the same residuals to the baseline continuum, but with different outflow models.
We individually fit each of the peaks with ∆C-stat > 15 but find no further fit
improvement or any particularly strong outliers. The tentative solutions mostly fit
residuals in the RGS band, in particular those at 12-13 Å, at 15-16 Å and in the 20-22
Å range (Fig. 5.7). At the current data quality these residuals can be fitted equally
well with multiple wind models. Since multiple wind solutions fit the RGS residuals
similarly well, we cannot identify a unique solution with the present data. We find
that none of the tentative peaks fit the remaining residuals seen in the iron K band,
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Fig. 5.8 Systematic scan for ionised outflow features in the spectrum of PG 1448+273,
in addition to the primary ultrafast component outflowing at 27000 km/s and a warm
absorber component in the AGN rest-frame. The spectrum is scanned with ionised
absorption grids with systematic velocities between +20000 km/s and -100000 km/s
(the X axis), ionisation parameters log ξ between -1.0 and +4.8 (the Y axis), with
turbulent velocity 100 km/s (top subplot), 1000 km/s (middle subplot) and 10000
km/s (bottom subplot). The colour shows the fit improvement ∆C-stat upon adding
the absorption grid to the continuum model (according to the colour bar on the right),
the black contours show ∆C-stat fit improvement of 15 and 20, respectively.
which could instead be interpreted as our imperfect fitting of the relativistic reflection
with just the phenomenological Laor model (omitting the reflection continuum).
The large abundance of peaks with ∆C-stat of around 15-20 however still suggests a
very likely presence of a multi-phase outflow in PG 1448+273 because such strong false
detections should occur rarely by chance. Based on our MC simulations, even accounting
for their limited parameter space, we can very roughly assign a 2σ statistical significance
(including the look-elsewhere effect) to a ∆C-stat=16 outflow detection. Such strong
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fake detections should therefore only occur in 5 per cent of observations, suggesting
that the secondary peaks are real. At this moment, unfortunately, identification of
these potential components is just beyond the possibilities of the current data quality.

5.4

Discussion

We have performed a systematic search for an ionised outflow in the X-ray spectrum of
the NLS1 AGN PG 1448+273. We significantly detect a highly ionised wind with a
velocity of (0.090 ± 0.002)c.
The absorption lines of the outflow are detected in both hard X-rays (iron K band)
and soft X-rays (0.3-2.0 keV, particularly the O VIII line). This suggests the wind
is not as extremely ionised as in other AGN and X-ray binaries where often only
Fe XXV/XXVI features are observed [e.g. 393, 310]. This fact simplifies the inference
of the wind parameters as it reduces the uncertainties in both the velocity and ionisation
state of the outflow while simultaneously modelling the wind features as well as the
iron K reflection.
The velocity of the outflow of ∼0.1c is also not as high as seen in many other AGN
[for a review of the recent UFO detections and their velocities see 295], where velocities
as high as 0.3c-0.5c were detected [e.g. 330, 420, are the most extreme examples],
although velocities in the range of 0.05 − 0.1c have also been detected in some AGN
[e.g. 313]. Similarly, the velocity width of the observed features is not large at 2100+600
−500
km/s. This suggests that the AGN corona ionising the atoms within the outflow cannot
be either too large or too close to where the wind absorption occurs as otherwise the
toroidal motion within the wind (imprinted to the wind by the Keplerian rotation of
the accretion disc) would broaden the absorption features [123].
We also note that the outflow velocity is lower than that of the UFO observed
in IRAS 13224-3809 [0.25c, 297]. At the same time, the inclination of PG 1448+273
(∼ 40◦ ) is lower than the inclination of IRAS 13224-3809 [about 70◦ , 169]. A lower
UFO velocity in PG 1448+273 would be expected in the framework of a model where
the UFO absorption is produced in an atmosphere co-rotating with the accretion disc
[102] because the projected disc velocities are lower in PG 1448+273.
Curiously, the UFO is not detected in the short (20 ks) 2003 XMM-Newton observation of PG 1448+273 (Appendix B). The dataset is good enough to significantly reject
a UFO of parameters similar to that observed in the main dataset. It is possible that
the UFO is still present but at much higher ionisation or with a much lower column
density. A change in the outflow velocity alone cannot explain the disappearance
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of absorption lines from both EPIC and particularly RGS data. Interestingly, PG
1448+273 shows a higher flux during the shorter observation when the UFO is not seen.
This is a similar behaviour to that of IRAS 13224-3809, which hosts a time-variable
UFO, which anti-correlates in absorption strength with the AGN X-ray flux [297, 303].
Further long exposures with XMM-Newton will be required for a proper flux-resolved
analysis to confirm the existence of this important trend in PG 1448+273.
We also detect a weak warm absorber in PG 1448+273. Warm absorbers were
detected in multiple AGN with UFO detections, including PG 1211+143 [331], PG
1114+445 [360], IRAS 17020+4544 [217, 223] and IRAS 13349+2438 [350, 296]. Comparing their energetics and mass outflow rates can be helpful in explaining their
(possibly common) origin [392] and their interaction with the surrounding environment.
Unfortunately, the warm absorber in PG 1448+273 has a very small outflow velocity
of 100 ± 200 km/s, consistent with being at rest. The limits placed on its energetics
are therefore not useful.
We search the X-ray spectrum of PG 1448+273 for further wind structure as
multiphase ultra-fast outflows were previously detected in the X-ray spectra of other
similar systems such as PG 1211+143 [two outflowing components at 0.06c and 0.13c,
313, 314, 204], 1H 0707-495 [0.03c and 0.13c, 196] and PDS 456 [∼0.25c and ∼0.5c, 34].
Evidence for even more complex wind structure was found in PG 1114+445 [360] and in
IRAS 17020+4544 [223]. The energetics of the different outflow phases can be used to
infer the mode of interaction of the outflow with the surroundings of the AGN. Tombesi
et al. [394] found that the kinetic powers of the X-ray and the molecular phases of the
outflow in IRAS F11119+3257 are similar, suggesting an energy-conserving feedback.
Kosec et al. [196] found that three individual outflowing components (including one
observed in the UV band) likely have comparable kinetic powers in 1H 0707-495. On
the other hand, Reeves and Braito [329] detected a momentum-conserving outflow in
the NLS1 I Zwicky 1.
Our second automated wind search locates a number of tentative outflow phases
with a broad range of physical parameters, which would be difficult to identify with
manual approach. However, the current data quality prevents us from claiming a
significant detection of a multi-phase outflow in the present spectra. Future dedicated
campaigns with XMM-Newton or with future X-ray observatories, doubling or tripling
the total count statistics on PG 1448+273, would be able to constrain these features
or rule them out as false detections.
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Assuming our measurement of the ionisation parameter of the outflowing material
is accurate, we can calculate the kinetic power of the detected accretion disc wind.
Following the derivation in section 4.4, the kinetic power of an outflow is:
1
Lion
ĖK = CV Ωµmp v3
2
ξ

(5.1)

where Ω the solid angle into which the wind is launched (in steradians). Using the
results from the best-fitting two absorber model in Sect. 5.3.3 (v = 26900 ± 600 km/s,
log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 4.03+0.10
−0.08 ), we find:
ĖK = (1.8 ± 0.5) CV ΩLion

(5.2)

Even if the clumping factor and the outflow solid angle are relatively small (unlikely as
PG 1448+273 is not an edge-on AGN and yet we observe the wind), the kinetic power
of the outflow can be comparable to its ionising (13.6 eV − 13.6 keV) luminosity. The
wind is thus likely more than capable to drive AGN feedback in the host galaxy of PG
1448+273 [77, 190, 57]. Its energy budget is as large as the UFOs detected in similar
NLS1s such as 1H 0707-495 [196] and IRAS 13224-3809 [297].

5.5

Conclusions

Here we summarize our results:
 We systematically searched the X-ray spectrum of the Narrow Line Seyfert 1
galaxy PG 1448+273 for signatures of ionised outflows. We unambiguously detect
an ultra-fast outflow with a velocity of 26900 ± 600 km/s (0.090+0.002
−0.002 c). Our
Monte Carlo simulations of the systematic wind search on simulated data show
that the UFO detection is highly statistically significant.
 The wind material has an ionisation parameter of log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 4.03+0.10
−0.08
+1.2
23
−2
and a column density 2.8−0.7 × 10 cm . The ionisation of the material is
similar to that of the outflows found in other AGN. The projected wind velocity
is on the lower end of the range of the extreme outflows observed in other AGN.
 The spectral features of the ionised outflow are observed in both hard X-rays
(iron K band) with EPIC pn and MOS detectors, and in the soft X-ray band
with RGS gratings onboard the XMM-Newton observatory.
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 Our results underline the importance of the soft X-ray band in detecting highvelocity highly ionised outflows. Inferring the outflow properties from just the
iron K band (7-8 keV) is often problematic due to the common presence of the
blue wing of the relativistically blurred iron K reflection at similar energies [438],
as well as due to confusion between the Fe XXV and Fe XXVI absorption lines
of the ionised outflow.
 A UFO of similar parameters is not detected in a second, shorter (20ks) observation of PG 1448+273 during which the AGN was in a higher X-ray flux state.
The outflow could still be present in the X-ray spectrum, but at a much higher
ionisation or with a significantly lower column density. The UFO disappearance
at higher fluxes suggests similarities between PG 1448+273 and another NLS1
IRAS 13224-3809, where the wind absorption anti-correlates with the X-ray flux
[297].
 We also detect a low ionisation warm absorber in the soft X-ray band. It is
consistent with being at rest and has a column density of (3.8 ± 1.7) × 1020 cm−2
and an ionisation parameter of log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = −0.4+0.3
−0.4 .
 We perform a systematic search for further ionisation and velocity phases of
the outflow and tentatively detect one or more phases with potential outflow
velocities in the range between 20000 and 90000 km/s. However, with the present
data quality we are unable to significantly confirm or reject their presence in the
spectrum of PG 1448+273.

Chapter 6
A stratified ultrafast outflow in the
active galactic nucleus
1H 0707-495?

Abstract

UFOs have been found in the spectra of a number of AGN and are strong candidates for
driving AGN feedback. 1H 0707-495 is a highly accreting Narrow Line Seyfert 1 and the
second most X-ray variable bright AGN. Previous studies found evidence of blueshifted
absorption at 0.1-0.2c in its spectrum. We perform a flux-resolved analysis of the full
XMM-Newton dataset on this AGN using both CCD and grating data, focusing on
the low flux spectrum. We find strong evidence for an ultrafast outflow in absorption
at ∼0.13c, with an ionisation parameter log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 4.3. Surprisingly, we
also detect blueshifted photoionised emission, with the velocity increasing at higher
ionisation states, consistent with a trend that has been observed in the UV spectrum
of this object. The bulk of the X-ray emitting material is moving at a velocity of
8000 km/s, with an ionisation parameter of log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 2.4. The wind kinetic
power inferred from the UFO absorption is comparable to that of the UV and X-ray
emission features despite their different velocities and ionisation states, suggesting that
we are viewing an energy-conserving wind slowing down and cooling at larger distances
from the AGN.

6.1

Introduction

UFOs are thought to be powerful winds from AGN with outflow velocities greater
than 10000 km/s. They are most commonly identified through high-energy absorption
features from Fe XXV/XXVI in the 7-10 keV energy band [e.g. 393], consistent with
highly ionized gas blueshifted at significant fractions of the speed of light. These
features are generally thought to originate in winds magnetically or radiatively driven
off the AGN accretion disc at high Eddington rates [316, 332, 124]. If this scenario is
correct, these winds are of great interest because they are very strong candidates for
driving AGN feedback, as they couple with galactic gas much more efficiently than jets.
NLS1s are a subclass of highly variable AGN that usually host lower-mass supermassive black holes (106 − 107 M⊙ ). They are thought to accrete at high Eddington
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fractions [possibly super-Eddington, 172]. IRAS 13224-3809 (hereafter IRAS 13224)
and 1H 0707-495 (hereafter 1H0707) are the most X-ray variable objects from this class,
varying by factors of tens within hours. These two objects share many similarities,
including their broadband X-ray spectra, timing behaviour [437, 182] and UV emission
features [218].
Parker et al. [297, 294] recently found a variable ∼0.2c UFO in the spectrum of
IRAS 13224. It is observed most clearly in the 7-10 keV band, but is also visible in the
0.4-2 keV RGS data [303]. The UFO absorption is strongest when the flux of the AGN
is low, and almost disappears in high flux states, varying on time-scales of ks. Given
all the similarities between IRAS 13224 and 1H0707, it is reasonable to expect 1H0707
to also possess powerful winds.
Early studies of 1H0707 with XMM-Newton already noticed a sharp drop in flux
at 7 keV, which was interpreted as the blue wing of relativistically broadened iron
K emission, or alternatively as blueshifted ionised iron absorption or the blue wing
of a P Cygni wind profile [36, 98, 85]. With larger datasets, it was possible to show
that a major component of the continuum emission is indeed iron K and L reflection
[104, 437]. Dauser et al. [63] found absorption features, on top of smeared reflection,
consistent with the Si, S, Ar and Ca Lyα lines in the long 2008 and 2010 XMM-Newton
observing campaigns, with outflow velocities of 0.11c and 0.18c, respectively. Blustin
and Fabian [32] found double-peaked emission lines consistent with a broad-line region
origin, but no signs of a UFO in the high-spectral resolution RGS data using the full
2008 campaign dataset. More recently, Hagino et al. [145] re-analysed the archival
XMM-Newton data, finding clear evidence of an absorption feature at 8 keV, likely
from blueshifted ionised iron.
Here we perform a flux-resolved analysis of the full XMM-Newton dataset including
the high spectral-resolution RGS data aiming to confirm the presence of absorption
features from a UFO in 1H0707. We focus only on the low flux periods of time, following
the approach of [297] in analysing IRAS 13224 XMM-Newton data. We find strong
evidence for an ultrafast outflow at 0.14c in the low flux spectrum of 1H0707. We also
report the detection of blueshifted photoionised gas in emission with velocity increasing
with ionisation state (in agreement with earlier UV data) in the same dataset.

6.2 Observations and data reduction
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Observations and data reduction

There is a wealth of data from multiple campaigns on this source. Here we use the full
XMM-Newton dataset [166], spanning a time period from 2000 to 2010, excluding only
observations shorter than 10 ks.
The data were reduced using a standard pipeline with SAS v16, CalDB as of April
2018. We use data from pn [378] and RGS [72] instruments only and process them as
described in section 2.1. The high-background periods are filtered with a threshold of
0.4 counts/sec for pn and 0.15 counts/sec for RGS data. The source regions for pn were
circles centred on the object with a radius of 20 arcsec (to maximise the signal-to-noise
ratio in the 7-10 keV band), and the background regions were circles with a radius of
60 arcsec on the same chip as the source while avoiding the copper ring.
All spectra were converted into SPEX format. The pn data were grouped to at
least 25 counts per bin and also binned by at least a factor 3. RGS data were binned
by a factor of 3 directly in SPEX. The RGS spectral range used was 7 Å (1.77 keV) to
31 Å (0.4 keV), limited by the background; pn data were used between 1 and 10 keV
to provide some overlap with the RGS energy band where the RGS count rate is low
(<12 Å).
We performed a flux-resolved reduction to analyse the source spectrum in the
low flux state, which is the state in which the UFO absorption is strongest in IRAS
13224 [297]. We extracted 3 spectra of the source in different flux states so that
each has comparable statistics (Fig. 6.1). This was done by taking a full lightcurve
(bin size of 100 s) of the source during all the 15 XMM-Newton observations and
identifying the flux cut limits. Afterwards, the flux-resolved pn and RGS spectra were
extracted for each observation, making sure that the extracted intervals for RGS and pn
instruments are identical. Finally, all the individual observation spectra were stacked
into 3 RGS and 3 pn spectra. The low-flux spectra are shown in Fig. 6.2. The total
exposure (RGS1/RGS2) is around 500 ks, with a 0.3-10 keV average flux of 4.0 × 10−12
erg s−1 cm−2 .
We obtained the object redshift of z = 0.0405 from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic
Database. The Galactic column density at the source position is around NH = 4.6 × 1020
cm−2 [Leiden/Argentine/Bonn Survey of Galactic HI, 179]. All the fits are performed
in the SPEX fitting package using Cash statistics [47]. All uncertainties are stated at
the 1σ level. Throughout the study we assume solar abundances [220].
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Fig. 6.1 The lightcurve of 1H0707 using all the XMM-Newton observations. The EPIC
pn count rate (on the Y axis) is extracted only in the 0.4 − 1.77 keV RGS band. The
green and red horizontal dashed lines split the whole dataset into three data groups,
each with similar total counts in the RGS band. In this chapter we only analyse the
lowest flux periods (below the red dashed line). The missing lightcurve intervals were
filtered out due to strong background flaring.

6.3
6.3.1

Methods and results
Broadband fitting

The broadband (0.4-10 keV) spectrum was fitted with a phenomenological model
composed of a powerlaw (pow), a soft (∼0.1 keV) blackbody (bb) and 2 relativistic
disc lines (laor × gauss), similar to the model used in Fabian et al. [104]. The
first Laor line describes smeared iron K reflection at 6 keV, the second one represents
broadened iron L reflection around 1 keV and the blackbody models the soft excess
of the source. The redshift of the source is represented with a reds model. All of
the components are obscured by Galactic (mostly) neutral gas using the hot model
in SPEX. An identical spectral model was used by Pinto et al. [303] to describe the
spectrum of IRAS 13224-3809 and results in an acceptable fit.
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Fig. 6.2 Low flux X-ray spectrum of 1H 0707-495 using all XMM-Newton data and
both RGS (left subplots) and pn (right subplots) instruments. The top 2 rows of
sub-plots contain the same data but fitted with different spectral models (Section 6.3).
The top plots show a broadband continuum model plus 2 additional Gaussians (green),
continuum plus photemis (blue), and continuum plus photemis + pion (red). The
two middle plots contain fits with the continuum model plus pion (emission, blue),
and pion+pion (both emission and absorption, in red). The bottom plots show the
residuals to the broadband continuum fit (from section 6.3.1) without any blueshifted
emission or absorption included. We note that the left plots are in Angstrom and the
X-axis is linear, while the right plots are in keV with a logarithmic X-axis, both axes
show the observed quantities (not rest-frame). The Y-axis shows flux, unfolded with
the instrument response only, and is linear in all plots (but note the different units in
the left and right plots). Background is shown in orange colour. The RGS spectrum
has been rebinned for plotting purposes.
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We describe the low flux spectrum of 1H 0707-495 with this model, which results in
a relatively poor fit (C-stat of 1554.60 for 935 D.o.F.), mostly because of a very strong
emission feature around 19 Å (0.65 keV), but also due to an emission residual around
25 Å (0.5 keV) and multiple unresolved residuals in the pn spectrum. The best-fitting
parameters are: powerlaw slope Γ = 2.61 ± 0.02, blackbody temperature 0.107 ± 0.001
+0.05
keV, Laor line rest-frame energies 0.795+0.007
−0.002 keV and 5.64−0.03 keV. We note that the
best-fitting iron K line energy is impossibly low, which suggests probable absorption of
its blue wing, as expected if a UFO is present. The inner disc radius given by the laor
+0.4
+0.3
model is 1.29+0.04
−0.06 RG , the emissivity of the disc is 7.3−0.2 and its inclination 70.7−0.2
degrees, in rough agreement with previous work. The fitted neutral column density is
20
−2
7.3+0.4
−0.5 × 10 cm , significantly higher than Galactic [in agreement with 63].

6.3.2

Emission lines fitted with Gaussians

From the fit statistics and the apparent residuals, it is evident that the simple broadband
spectral model is insufficient. The strongest emission residuals are located at around
19 Å (0.65 keV) and 25 Å (0.50 keV) – very close to the rest-frame positions of O VIII
and N VII transitions. There is no excess around 22 Å (0.56 keV), where the O VII
transition is located. However, this part of the spectrum could be affected by neutral
absorption in our and the host galaxy; also our exposure in the O VII energy band is
halved (due to a missing chip in RGS2).
First, we fit these emission features with Gaussians (in addition to the broadband
spectral model) to determine whether they are indeed rest-frame to the AGN host
galaxy. We choose to couple the velocity widths of both lines, otherwise the N VII line
runs away to unreasonably large linewidths. The best-fitting line centroids (in the host
galaxy rest-frame) are: 18.49 ± 0.04 Å compared to O VIII rest-frame wavelength of
18.97 Å and 24.30 ± 0.08 Å compared to N VII rest-frame wavelength 24.78 Å. The
velocity width is 4200+900
−800 km/s. The line positions are neither rest-frame to the host
nor our Galaxy and the lines are broad, therefore they must come from blueshifted
gas near the AGN. The systematic velocity of the gas emitting O VIII is 7600+500
−600
km/s, and that of N VII is 5800 ± 1000 km/s. Both Gaussians are highly statistically
significant, O VIII improving the fit statistics by ∆C-stat ∼ 88 and N VII by ∆C-stat
∼ 23.
We note that both these emission features were already described by Blustin and
Fabian [32] in the 2008 campaign dataset, who also suggested the presence of redshifted
components (both components interpreted to originate in the accretion disc at ∼1600
RG ). Using the full low-flux dataset, we do not see evidence for any redshifted emission
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with flux comparable to the blueshifted features, and instead interpret the blueshifted
emission as a photoionised wind.

6.3.3

Physical models of photoionised emission

The different blueshifts of the emission lines and the lack of O VII mean that it is not
possible to fit them with a single spectral model with just one ionisation parameter. In
the following part, we mainly focus on the stronger of the two features, the O VIII
emission line. We fit the spectrum with two spectral models describing photoionised
emission physically: photemis and pion. We have also attempted to fit the spectrum
with collisional ionisation models (emission originating in shocks) but they generally
provide a significantly worse description of the features, i.e. they offer poor ∆C-stat fit
improvements compared to the fit improvements obtained with photoionisation models.
First we use the photemis model, which describes recombination and collisional
excitation emission from a photoionised slab of plasma. It is implemented in the
XSPEC package, and can be exported into SPEX as a table. We achieve the best
fit for the ionisation parameter of log ξ = 2.3 (erg cm s−1 ) and the velocity width
of 3000 km/s. Adding the photoionised emission component is highly statistically
significant and improves the fit to C-stat=1354 for 933 D.o.F. (∆C-stat= 200 for 4
additional D.o.F.). While this is still a formally unacceptable fit, the fit improvement
is very large and hence the addition of the photoionised emission component is highly
statistically significant. We note that this fit not only describes the O VIII feature,
but also reproduces residuals in pn spectrum between 2 and 5 keV very well. The
systematic velocity of the outflowing photoionised emitter is 8400+400
−500 km/s.
Secondly, we use a native SPEX model pion (see section 1.4.3 for more details
about pion). pion self-consistently calculates the photoionisation balance directly
from the continuum fit and can reproduce both emission and absorption features. The
disadvantage in using the model is a much higher computational cost. In this section
we use the model to reproduce the emission residuals only (by setting the covering
fraction FCOV = 0 and the opening angle Ω = 1). We achieve the best-fitting solution
for an ionisation parameter of log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 2.35+0.05
−0.03 and a velocity width of
+700
+400
6300−500 km/s, with a systematic velocity of 8700−700 km/s with respect to the host
rest-frame. The column density of emitting gas is 3.5 ± 0.3 × 1021 cm−2 and the fit
improvement is ∆C-stat = 164 for 4 additional D.o.F.
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UFO absorption signatures

The very low energy of the iron K line (broadened with a laor shape) suggests that
its blue wing might be obscured - potentially by a UFO. To test for this possibility,
we add another component to our continuum + photoionised emission fit. We use a
second pion component to describe the potential blueshifted absorption only (setting
FCOV = 1 and Ω = 0 to just model absorption features). Both absorption and emission
cannot be described by a single pion component because the velocities of the emitting
and absorbing gas are likely different (absorption is usually much faster, ∼0.1c). The
blueshifted emission is in this case modelled by pion (FCOV = 0 and Ω = 1 as in the
previous section).
Adding the blueshifted absorber results in a significant fit improvement of ∆Cstat= 117 for 4 additional degrees of freedom (column density, ionisation parameter,
systematic and turbulent velocity), with C-stat = 1273 for 927 D.o.F. The result is shown
in Fig. 6.2 and in Table 6.1. The best-fitting outflow velocity (relativistically-corrected)
−1
is 38400+700
−1000 km/s (0.13c) and the ionisation parameter is log(ξ /erg cm s ) =
+0.03
4.32−0.02
. The column density of the absorber is 2.4 ± 0.2 × 1023 cm−2 and its turbulent
velocity is 9600+900
−800 km/s. The parameters of the slow emitter are similar to those
21 cm−2 , ionisation parameter
in the previous section: column density 3.9+0.5
−0.3 × 10
log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 2.44 ± 0.03, turbulent velocity 6100+600
−700 km/s and systematic
+400
velocity 8400−700 km/s. We note that the energy of the iron K line is now 6.61 ± 0.05
keV - which seems plausible if the line is produced by a mix of neutral (6.4 keV) and
ionised (6.7 keV) iron.
We verified that using a photemis component to describe the emission lines
produces comparable results. The best-fitting solution has a speed of ∼0.14c with the
fit statistics of 1268 for 929 d.o.f., a ∆C-stat= 86 improvement over the model with
photemis emission only. The UFO absorption velocity is 41900 ± 800 km/s, column
density 3.9 ± 0.1 × 1023 cm−2 , ionisation parameter log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 4.16 ± 0.02 and
turbulent velocity 12200+800
−700 km/s. The continuum and emission parameters remain
almost unchanged except for the best-fitting emitter ionisation parameter, which is
log(ξ /erg cm s−1 )i = 2.1.

Vsyst
km s−1
8400+400
−700

Emission
NH
log(ξ )
1021 cm−2 erg cm s−1
3.9+0.5
2.44 ± 0.03
−0.3
Vturb
km s−1
6100+600
−700

Vsyst
km s−1
38400+700
−1000

Absorption
NH
log(ξ )
1023 cm−2 erg cm s−1
(2.4 ± 0.2) 4.32+0.03
−0.02

photemis+pion 8100+300
*
2.1
3000
41900 ± 800 (3.9 ± 0.1) 4.16 ± 0.02
−400
* It is not possible to extract an accurate value of the gas column density with photemis.

pion+pion

Model

12200+800
−700

Vturb
km s−1
9600+900
−800

Table 6.1 The best-fitting parameters of the models of photoionised emission and absorption (see Sect. 6.3.4).
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A large fraction of the statistical significance upon adding the UFO absorption
comes from the Fe XXV/XXVI absorption (Fig. 6.2). In addition, the absorption
lines of Mg xii, Si xiv and S xvi are clearly fitted between 1.5 and 3 keV. Smaller
absorption features are located at ∼ 10 Å (Ne X) and ∼ 17 Å (O VIII). We note that
the features between 2 and 3 keV can also be fitted with S XV emission instead of
absorption (photemis emission fit only), although the first option is more plausible
[the features are also seen in IRAS 13224 where no strong photoionised emission is
present, 294]. Additionally, the photemis fit also adds an iron emission feature at
∼6.4 keV, likely a blend of Fe XIX-XXI lines.
To place the UFO solution on a firmer footing, we quantify the statistical fit
improvement for the strongest individual UFO absorption lines: Fe XXV/XXVI,
S XVI, Si XIV, Mg XII, Ne X and O VIII. We take the original broadband continuum
and add a Gaussian at the energy where an absorption line is expected for the bestfitting UFO velocity, fit for its parameters, recovering the fit improvement ∆C-stat, its
blueshift and turbulent velocity. The results are shown in Table 6.2. We note that a fit
improvement of more than ∆C-stat = 25 is very high for an individual line [including the
look-elsewhere effect, 198] but Monte Carlo simulations would have to be performed to
quantify the exact statistical significance. There are 2 likely explanations for the 7.6 keV
residual - Fe XXV or Fe XXVI. At the ionisation level of log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 4.0 − 4.3,
the feature will most likely be a blend of both Fe XXV and Fe XXVI, but the majority
of absorption will still originate from Fe XXV. In conclusion, most of the absorption
residuals are highly significant and support a coherent picture of a UFO moving at a
velocity of ∼40000 km/s. We note that the velocity width of the Mg XII residual is
significantly lower than the widths of the other residuals. It is possible that the residual
is affected by nearby slow emission transitions. This could also be the case for the 2
lowest energy transitions, Ne X and O VIII, where the blueshifted emission features
are strongest and the simple broadband continuum does a poor job of reproducing
the spectrum. Specifically, upon accounting for the emission features with a physical
model, the underlying continuum changes slightly which can affect the true absorption
line position and its depth (and hence the ∆C-stat fit improvement). Most notably,
the absorption residual associated with O VIII is located between 2 strong emission
lines at 19 Å (O VIII) and 15 Å (Fe XVII) in observed frame (see Fig. 6.2). Therefore
the best-fitting energies of these low energy (<2 keV) absorption lines should be taken
with caution.
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Table 6.2 The strongest absorption residuals fitted with a Gaussian. The first two
transitions detail different interpretations for the same Fe K feature.
Transition ∆C-stat1

Rest-frame
energy
keV

Best-fitting
energy
keV

Blueshift
km s−1

Turbulent
width
km s−1

Fe XXV

44.68

6.70

7.63 ± 0.03

38900 ± 1100

12800+1000
−1100

Fe XXVI

44.68

6.96

7.63 ± 0.03

27600 ± 1100

12800+1000
−1100

S XVI

6.76

2.62

2.97 ± 0.06

38000 ± 6000

21000 ± 11000

Si XIV

41.01

2.01

2.23 ± 0.02

32000 ± 3000

25000+6000
−7000

Mg XII

25.72

1.472

1.702 ± 0.005

43200 ± 800

< 2100

45000+4000
−5000

27000+4000
−6000

47000 ± 2000

17700+2200
−1900

Ne X

62.58

1.022

+0.019
1.188−0.014

O VIII

49.99

0.654

0.765 ± 0.006

1 Fit

6.3.5

improvement in ∆C-stat upon fitting the feature with a Gaussian.

Time and flux variability of the emission and absorption
features

A possible caveat of using 10 years worth of data to perform a flux-resolved analysis
is potential time variability of the emission and absorption features. Such variability
could for example wash out the features or broaden them. Indeed, Dauser et al. [63]
find evidence for a shift in the UFO absorption velocity when comparing the datasets
from two long XMM-Newton campaigns on the source, in 2008 and 2010. On the
other hand, the emission features are expected to be less variable (if they originate at
larger distances from the central engine). To check that this is the case, we extract
low-flux spectra from the 2008 and 2010 campaigns separately using the same flux
limits obtained in the full dataset reduction.
We fit the 2 spectra with the photoionisation emission code photemis+pion
in addition to the standard broadband continuum, which is computationally less
expensive than using the pion+pion model. The best-fitting blueshifted emission
parameters for the 2008 campaign data are: the systematic velocity of 7100 ± 700 km/s,
log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) = 2.2 and a turbulent velocity of 2000 km/s. The systematic velocity
−1
of the emitter during the 2010 campaign was 8500+500
−300 km/s, log(ξ /erg cm s ) = 2.0
and a turbulent velocity of 2500 km/s. The strongest feature of the photoionised
emission is O VIII - the spectra of the O VIII spectral band during 2008 and 2010 are
shown in Fig. 6.3 as a visual check.
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We do therefore observe some variability between the two epochs, with approximately
a 2σ change in the outflow velocity. The ionisation parameter values need to be taken
with caution as the data quality is much lower than using the full dataset. It does
seem likely that co-adding the two epochs causes some broadening of the features.
Nevertheless, the effects of stacking do not seem to be too severe and do not change
the main conclusions of this analysis.
Assuming the photoionised gas has a transverse velocity comparable with the
projected outflow velocity, and at the same time its total velocity is approximately the
escape velocity, we can estimate the likely timescales of variability of the outflowing
structure in case it is not axisymmetric. Taking the 1H0707 mass to be 2 × 106 M⊙
2πGM
[83], the rotational period of the whole structure is P ∼ 2πR
v = v3 ≈ 1 month. This
timescale is completely averaged over during our full multi-year observational campaign.
Nevertheless, the small change between the wind properties in 2008 and 2010 (both of
these intensive campaigns lasted roughly 1 week) argues against strong intrinsic time
variability or a highly non-axisymmetric structure of the photoionised emitter.
A full analysis of the medium and the high flux spectrum of 1H0707 is outside
the scope of this work. However, upon inspection of these spectra, it is evident that
with increasing flux, the emission residuals decrease in relative strength compared to
the broadband continuum. It is possible to fit them approximately with the same
photemis model of photoionised emission used for the low flux spectrum (including
its normalisation) which suggests that the emitting wind is independent of the AGN
flux changes, as expected if it is located further from the AGN. The UFO absorption
can be much more variable as seen in IRAS 13224 [297]. In the case of 1H0707, with
increasing flux the absorption residuals get weaker but are still present in the spectrum.
Therefore it seems that the UFO does not disappear completely as might be the case
for IRAS 13224.

6.4

Discussion and conclusions

Our results show that using flux-resolved high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy to obtain
a low-flux spectrum of the NLS1 1H 0707-495 reveals blueshifted emission as a UFO in
absorption.
We find reasonable agreement between the different spectral models used to describe
the emission features. It is especially reassuring that the models agree on the velocity
of about 8000 km/s and the ionisation parameter of log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) ∼ 2.1 − 2.4,
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Fig. 6.3 The O VIII region of the 2008 (top) and 2010 (bottom) campaign low flux
spectra extracted using the same flux limits used for the full dataset reduction. The
X-axis shows the observed (not rest-frame) wavelength in Å, and the Y-axis shows flux,
unfolded with the instrument response only.

from which the physical properties of the wind can be inferred. The turbulent velocity
of gas is 3000-6000 km/s, and the column density is several times 1021 cm−2 .
Since the outflowing gas is observed in emission, we would also expect to observe
the receding (redshifted) part of the outflow. However, no redshifted emission lines
are detected. This material therefore has to be absorbed. Given that most of the
photoionised emission is observed in the soft X-ray band, the neutral column density
required for the absorption is not extreme, but has to be around 3 × 1021 cm−2 or
higher. If the outflow is close to its escape velocity, it is located at a distance of
1000s of RG from the black hole. The extent of the neutral absorber would have to
be comparable. Alternatively, the outflow could have a bi-conical structure and its
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receding part could be obscured by the accretion disc itself. Given that the velocity
width of the observed photoionised emission is almost comparable to the systematic
velocity, it is possible that we are only viewing the approaching side of the wind. If
this is the case, considering the relatively high inclination of 1H0707 of around 60◦
[104] and the non-detection of any redshifted emission, this material should be moving
at angles smaller than 30◦ to the axis of the accretion disc. Fig. 6.5 shows this scenario
in a schematic containing both outflow components: the blueshifted emission, and the
UFO.
The UFO material is much more ionised than the blueshifted emitter with log(ξ /
erg cm s−1 ) ∼ 4.3, column density of 3 × 1023 cm−2 , turbulent velocity of 10000-12000
km/s and systematic speed of 39000-42000 km/s (0.13-0.14c). The parameters of the
UFO do not stand out if compared to other AGN, where velocities between 0.1 and
0.3c are commonly observed [393, 295]. The ionisation parameter and column density
are very similar to the UFO observed in IRAS 13224, although the velocity is smaller
[0.2-0.25c in IRAS 13224, see 294]. Dauser et al. [63] analysed the 2010 and 2012
campaigns on 1H0707 separately and found evidence for a UFO velocity shift from
0.11c to 0.18c. Our result of 0.14c using the low flux state of the full dataset (2000 to
2011) therefore averages over this possible shift (however the full dataset is necessary
to analyse the emission features). This is likely captured in the rather high velocity
width of the UFO lines (∼10000 km/s). A velocity shift would also decrease the UFO
detection significance, which is nevertheless still very high with ∆C-stat= 85 − 115 for
4 D.o.F. [see 198, 199, to see how Monte Carlo simulations can be used to determine
the precise statistical significance]. In each case, it is encouraging that including the
absorber raises the rest-frame energy of the smeared iron K emission line from an
unphysically low value of ∼5.6 keV to ∼6.6 keV, regardless of the absorption model
used.
With this discovery, we are adding 1H0707 to a list of known AGN with strong
evidence for multiphase outflows. Detection of two UFOs in absorption at 0.06c and
0.13c was reported using hard X-ray, soft X-ray and also UV data in the spectrum of
another NLS1 PG 1211+143 [313, 314, 204]. Similarly, the spectrum of PDS 456 shows
evidence for two very fast UFOs at 0.25c and at 0.46c [279, 330]. Other examples are
IRAS 17020+4544, with evidence for up to 5 UFO phases [223], and IRAS F11119+3257,
where X-ray UFO absorption as well as a kpc-scale molecular outflow (with comparable
energetics) is observed [394]. However, we note two important differences between
these objects and 1H0707. First, all the aforementioned outflows were detected in
absorption only. To our knowledge, 1H0707 is currently the only known object to
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show significantly blueshifted X-ray absorption and emission at the same time. NGC
4051 shows evidence for some blueshifted X-ray emission [317], but much slower at
∼750 km/s. The second difference is in the outflow velocities - while most UFOs in
absorption achieve sub-relativistic speeds of 0.05-0.5c, here the blueshifted emission is
significantly slower at <10000 km/s.
It is useful to estimate the total kinetic power of the outflowing gas. Here we
estimate the power separately for both absorbing and emitting gas and compare them.
Following the derivation in section 4.4, the mechanical power of an outflow is Ėkin =
2πΩCV Lion mH µu3 /ξ . For the ultrafast absorber, using the best-fitting values from the
pion + pion fit, we obtain Ėkin = 34+4
−5 ΩCV Lion . Repeating the same calculation for
the photoionised emitter (from the same spectral fit) gives Ėkin = 27+6
−7 ΩCV Lion . If
the ionising luminosity, solid angle and filling factor of the outflows are comparable,
these are two strikingly similar estimates despite completely different velocities and
ionisation parameters. However, we note that the volume filling factor, CV , of both
gas phases is highly uncertain. If for instance the lower ionisation wind component is
in the form of compact clumps, its CV could be much smaller than the one of the UFO
absorbing gas. Then the kinetic power of the soft X-ray emitting material could be
significantly lower than estimated above.
Leighly and Moore [218] performed a UV spectral study of 1H0707 and IRAS 13224
and found that while the low ionisation lines such as Mg II and C III appear to be
rest-frame and of disc origin, the higher ionisation lines Si IV, O IV] and C IV are
blueshifted at up to ∼ 2000 km/s. Here we have discovered an extension of the same
trend in X-rays with 2 high ionisation transitions, N VII and O VIII, at much higher
velocities (see Fig. 6.4). If we fit the ions with non-zero velocity with a function in
form v = b × ξ a , where v is velocity, ξ is the ionisation parameter and a and b are
constants, the best-fitting powerlaw slope is a = 0.36 ± 0.04 [we note that we choose
arbitrary 500 km/s errorbars on UV ion velocities due to a lack of uncertainties in
3
218]. This suggests that vξ is consistent with being constant and hence that energy
is being conserved if the ion emission comes from the same wind which produces the
UFO absorption and the soft X-ray emission.
Curiously, no blueshifted O VII emission is seen. This suggests a lack of moderately
ionised gas with ionisation parameters lower than that of the O VIII emitting gas
(described in section 6.3.3) but higher than that of the UV emitting gas. A similar
lack of moderate ionisation gas has also been observed in some AGN exhibiting warm
absorbers [e.g. Fig. 5 of 155] and was attributed to a thermal instability at these
ionisation parameters. Such effect could be at play in 1H0707 too. Nevertheless, the
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absence of the O VII line must be treated cautiously. First, the dataset exposure
around the wavelength of O VII is effectively halved as one of the RGS detectors is
not functional in this band. Secondly, due to the redshift of 1H0707, its O VII band is
also affected by absorption in our Galaxy (low ionisation O lines around ∼ 23 Å).

Outflow Velocity / km s-1

8000

O VIII

Leighly et al. (2004)
This work

N VII

6000

4000

2000

0
−4

C IV N V
O IV]
Mg II
−3

C III
−2

−1

0

1

2

-1

log ξpeak / erg cm s

Fig. 6.4 The outflow velocity of different ions versus the ionisation parameter at which
the abundance of each partially ionised ion in a photoionised plasma peaks [the SPEX
value from 240]. Values for the low-ionisation transitions were taken from Leighly and
Moore [218], Leighly [216]. The blue curve is the best fit function to ions with non-zero
velocity, in form v = b × (ξ /erg cm s−1 )a , where a = 0.36 ± 0.04 and b = (1800 ± 300)
km s−1 .

In conclusion, we present strong evidence of ultrafast absorption as well as slower
blueshifted emission in the X-ray spectrum of 1H0707. The trend of increasing velocities
of higher ionised ions and the possible similar kinetic powers of UV, soft X-ray emitters
and UFO absorbers suggest that we are witnessing the evolution of a stratified, kinetic
energy-conserving wind (Fig. 6.5 schematic A). It would likely be launched close to the
central accretor by radiation pressure, especially if the mass accretion rate is around
or above the Eddington limit [which is probably the case for 1H0707, 172], and leave
an imprint in the form of UFO absorption. During the expansion, the wind would
cool and slow down upon interaction with surrounding material, imprint the soft X-ray
and UV spectra, and eventually deposit its kinetic energy at much larger (kpc) scales
to produce AGN feedback. We note that this is not to be confused with the energy
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conserving feedback, which occurs on much larger (kpc) scales when the outflowing gas
is no longer Compton-cooled by the AGN radiation and it expands adiabatically.
An alternative solution is that the blueshifted soft X-ray emission lines are the
extension of an accelerating line-driven wind, proposed by [216] based on the UV
features only (Fig. 6.5 schematic B). The UFO absorption could then be completely
unrelated, its kinetic power only coincidentally similar to that of the remaining features.
It is also possible that the observed UFO absorption is not in fact a signature of a real
outflow, but rather it is blueshifted absorption of the relativistic reflection spectrum by
an extended co-rotating atmosphere of small clouds above the disk [102].

A)

UV

UV

N VII

N VII

O VIII

O VIII

UFO

UFO

Corona

B)

UV

UV

N VII
O VIII

UFO

Corona

UFO

N VII
O VIII

Fig. 6.5 Schematics showing two possible interpretations of the outflows detected in
the spectrum of 1H0707. The top schematic contains the stratified wind interpretation,
i.e. all outflow components originate in the same wind but at different points along
the streamline. The UFO features are produced close to the wind launching site and
are seen in absorption. The soft X-ray and UV features originate much further from
the disc and are observed in emission. The variant B instead assumes a separate origin
for the UFO and soft X-ray/UV features. The features originate from two different
wind components but coincidentally they appear to have comparable energetics.

Chapter 7
An ionised accretion disc wind in
Hercules X-1

Abstract

Hercules X-1 is one of the best studied highly magnetised neutron star X-ray binaries
with a wealth of archival data. In this chapter, I present the discovery of an ionised
wind in its X-ray spectrum when the source is in the Main High state, accreting matter
with an Eddington fraction of 0.1 − 0.2. The wind detection is statistically significant
in most of the XMM-Newton observations, with velocities ranging from 200 to 1000
km/s. Observed features in the iron K band can be explained by both wind absorption
or by a forest of iron emission lines. However, nitrogen, oxygen and neon absorption
lines are also detected at the same systematic velocity in the high-resolution RGS
grating spectra. The wind must be launched from the accretion disc, and could be the
progenitor of the UV absorption features observed at comparable velocities, but the
latter likely originate at significantly larger distances from the compact object. There
are strong correlations between the ionisation level of the outflowing material and the
ionising luminosity as well as the super-orbital phase. If the luminosity is driving the
correlation, the wind could be launched by a combination of Compton heating and
radiation pressure. If instead the super-orbital phase is the driver for the variations,
the observations are likely scanning the wind at different heights above the warped
accretion disc. If this is the case, we can estimate the wind mass outflow rate, corrected
for the limited launching solid angle, to be roughly 70% of the mass accretion rate.

7.1

Introduction

If a system is accreting significantly below the Eddington limit, radiation pressure
cannot be the dominant launching force of a disc wind. Nevertheless, highly ionised
winds have been well established in the X-ray spectra of a number of sub-Eddington
stellar mass accretors such as black hole [e.g. 259, 280] and neutron star binaries [e.g.
404, 258], with velocities of 100s to 1000s km/s. Such winds might in fact be a universal
phenomenon during the bright (Eddington fraction of ∼ 0.1) soft state of black hole
binaries [310]. The high ionisation state of these winds necessarily means that they are
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best observed in the Fe K energy band (∼ 7 keV) located within the X-ray part of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
The origin of these outflows is the accretion disc of the compact object, but their
driving mechanism and energy budget are currently still in question. As the wind
material is highly ionised (usually ξ > 103 ), line driving is unlikely to provide enough
driving force [322], and since the objects in question are accreting below the Eddington
limit, the radiation pressure on electrons is likely not sufficient to launch significant
winds [although see 281]. If the base of the wind is illuminated by hard X-ray radiation
from the inner accretion flow, the material could be Compton heated and launched in
the form of a thermally-driven wind [21]. This effect was invoked to explain the winds
in a number of X-ray binaries [280, 79]. Alternatively, the wind could be driven by
magnetic forces [259, 261, 122].
Evidence of even faster winds (∼0.2c) has been found in ULXs [306, 304, 417], which
are thought to be powered by super-Eddington stellar mass accretors, including one
ULX harbouring a neutron star [199]. In these objects, radiation pressure might be the
natural driving mechanism of the outflowing material. How the winds in stellar-mass
accretors relate to the ultrafast outflows [e.g. 316, 332, 297] and warm absorbers [e.g.
338, 215] observed in AGN and tidal disruption events [257, 181] and whether they are
driven by the same phenomenon, is currently not understood. It is, however, certain
that accretion disc winds play a major role in the phenomenon of accretion and thus
need to be studied in detail.
Here we present the discovery of highly ionised blueshifted absorption in the X-ray
spectrum of the neutron star X-ray binary Hercules X-1 in the High state. Previous
work found blueshifted UV absorption lines attributed to a circumbinary wind launched
from the irradiated surface of the secondary [37], but only weak signatures (∼ 2σ ) of
an X-ray counterpart were found so far [213]. We significantly detect the outflowing
material in most of the Main High state observations made with XMM-Newton (using
RGS and pn instruments), at a velocity of 200-1000 km/s. We find that the wind is
launched from within the accretion disc of the primary, and that the mass outflow rate
is of the same order as the mass accretion rate onto the neutron star. We conclude
that the wind is most likely driven by magnetic fields or by Compton heating, but at
the moment we cannot pinpoint the exact mechanism.

7.1.1

Hercules X-1

Hercules X-1 [hereafter Her X-1, 138] is one of the most famous, brightest and most
studied neutron star X-ray binaries. The system consists of a highly magnetised
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neutron star and a 2 M⊙ secondary HZ Herculis [246] and is therefore considered an
intermediate mass X-ray binary. Her X-1 is especially well known for the three different
timescales of its multi-wavelength variability.
The shortest is the 1.24 s rotation period [136] of the neutron star. The neutron
star is known to harbour a strong magnetic field of the order of 1012 G, which manifests
through a cyclotron scattering feature with an energy of 35-40 keV [398, 370].
The second important timescale is the 1.7-day orbital period of the binary, accompanied by X-ray eclipses [14], suggesting that the system is observed almost edge-on.
The longest timescale is the 35-day super-orbital cycle of High, Low and Short-on
X-ray flux states [387]. Each cycle begins with a 10 day High state with a brightness
of ∼ 4 × 1037 erg/s, followed by a Low state during which the flux drops by a factor of
10. This is followed by a Short-on state [100] with a flux of ∼1/3 of the maximum flux
for a few days and then again by a Low state.
Such behaviour can be explained by a model according to which the accretion
disc of the neutron star (seen almost edge-on) is warped [286] and precesses with a
35-day period [134]. Although accretion onto the compact object continues at a steady
rate [since the X-ray irradiation and heating of the secondary star is still observed
during the whole 35-day cycle, 134], the inner parts of the disc and the object itself
are obscured from our view for extended parts of the cycle. The hard X-ray radiation
originates in the accretion column [135] near the surface of the neutron star and is
beamed [359]. The size of the magnetosphere [206] of ∼ 2 × 108 cm ≈ 1000 RG defines
the inner edge of the accretion disc. The outer edge of the disc is at about 2 × 1011 cm
(106 RG ) and the binary separation is around 3 × 1011 cm [53]. A schematic of the Her
X-1 system is shown in Fig. 7.14.
Throughout the manuscript, we adopt a distance of Her X-1 of 6.1 kpc [with upper
and lower limits of 5.7 kpc and 7.0 kpc, 212]. All the uncertainties are stated at 1σ
level.

7.2

Observations and data reduction

XMM-Newton [166] data were used in this study as the observatory offers a combination
of good collecting area as well as very good spectral resolution. Furthermore, its archive
contains a wealth of data on Her X-1. Most of the XMM-Newton observations were
performed in two intensive campaigns in 2011/2012 and in 2016. However, these
observations, despite the exquisite data quality, have not yet been published at all.
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Table 7.1 Log of the observations used in this work.

Obs. ID

Obs. date

0134120101
0153950301
0673510501
0673510601
0673510801
0673510901
0783770501
0783770601
0783770701

2001-01-26
2002-03-17
2011-07-31
2011-09-07
2012-02-28
2012-04-01
2016-08-17
2016-08-17
2016-08-18

Clean
RGS1
11296
——
8376
32242
12801
13122
4598
5234
12331

exposures (s)
Mean count rates (s−1 ) Notes
RGS2
pn
RGS1 RGS2
pn
1
——
5659
11.5
——
389.3
2
7258
2774
——
19.2
591.8
3
8362
6803
11.5
12.6
456.0
32130 19320 16.5
17.8
706.6
12741 4815
19.4
20.9
794.1
13029 9426
11.6
12.7
491.8
3
4550
4588
4.03
4.37
206.8
3
5223
4492
9.38
10.3
399.4
12277 6886
12.9
14.2
554.7

1

RGS 2 instrument was not operational during this observation.
RGS 1 instrument was not operational during this observation.
3 obvious dips were visible in the lightcurve during the observation, only high flux
periods were extracted for this analysis.
2

Initially, we utilise all XMM-Newton observations with good enough statistics for
analysis of absorption lines in the RGS grating data. Considering the current archive
of Her X-1, this effectively limits us to observations of the object in the High state.
Low and Short-on state grating observations are individually sufficient for emission
line studies [170], however the continuum flux is too low for absorption line searches.
All of the High state observations of Her X-1 used in this study are listed in Table
7.1 along with their clean exposures and count rate information. Whenever possible,
we use simultaneously RGS [72] data which offer best spectral resolution, as well as
EPIC pn [378] data to capture the broadband continuum outside the RGS band. All
the available archival XMM-Newton data were downloaded from the XSA archive and
reduced using a standard pipeline with SAS v16, CalDB as of July 2017.
RGS data were extracted following the description in section 2.1.1 with default
source and background selection regions. High-background periods were filtered with
a threshold of 0.25 counts/sec. Both first- and second-order data were extracted
but as the count rate in the second order is much lower, it was only used in selected
instances. The second order RGS 1 spectrum was used during the analysis of observation
0134120101 where RGS 2 detector was not working, and conversely the second order
RGS 2 spectrum was used in observation 0153950301 where RGS 1 was not operational.
The first-order data were binned by a factor of 3 directly in the SPEX fitting package.
The second order data were binned by a factor of 6 to achieve similar spectral binning
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as the first order data. The data were used in the spectral range between 7 Å (1.8 keV)
and 35 Å (0.35 keV).
The EPIC pn detector was in Timing mode during all observations due to very high
Her X-1 flux. The calibration accuracy of Timing mode can be found in the following
XMM-Newton Calibration Technical Note1 . High-background periods were filtered on
a case-by-case basis as the standard routine thresholds were often below the actual Her
X-1 fluxes in the High state. The background regions were very small rectangles as far
from the source position as possible. However, the background was very weak (usually
< 3% of source flux) compared to the source flux in all of the observations used in
this study. The data were grouped to at least 25 counts per bin and also binned by
at least a factor 3. pn data were used in the spectral range of 3 keV to 10 keV. Data
below 2 keV were not necessary as this range was covered by the RGS instrument with
superior spectral resolution. The range between 2 and 3 keV contained in multiple
instances strong residuals and was ignored in this study. These residuals were also
present in lower flux observations and therefore were not likely caused only by pile-up.
They could be a result of incorrect calibration around the Au edge at 2.3 keV [308].
All the reduced data were converted from the OGIP format to SPEX format for
fitting in the SPEX package. All the data were fitted with Cash statistic [47].

7.2.1

Orbital and super-orbital phases

We determine the exact orbital and super-orbital phase of the system for each of the
XMM-Newton observations. The phases are listed in Table 7.2.
The orbital phase of each observation was determined using XMM-Newton GTI
files. The starting and ending time of the exposure (in XMM-Newton seconds) was
extracted and converted to the Modified Julian Date (MJD). We then used the Her
X-1 orbital solution from Staubert et al. [369] to determine the current orbital phase.
The error on the MJD and the orbital phase value listed in Table 7.2 is defined as half
the clean exposure time of the observation. All the XMM-Newton exposures are much
shorter than the binary orbital period and therefore the orbital phase change during a
single observation is relatively small.
The super-orbital phase of each observation was calculated by determining the
High state turn-on point for the current and the next super-orbital cycle. We used
the Swift/BAT Hard X-ray Transient Monitor [203] to produce a 15-50 keV lightcurve
of Her X-1 between 2007 and 2019. The BAT lighcurve samples the flux of Her
1 http://xmm2.esac.esa.int/docs/documents/CAL-TN-0083.pdf
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Table 7.2 Modified Julian dates, orbital and super-orbital phases of Her X-1 for each
of the High state XMM-Newton observations.
Obs. ID
0134120101
0153950301
0673510501
0673510601
0673510801
0673510901
0783770501
0783770601
0783770701

Midpoint
MJD1
51935.078 ± 0.042
52350.068 ± 0.050
55773.362 ± 0.055
55811.511 ± 0.185
55985.142 ± 0.073
56018.912 ± 0.075
57617.323 ± 0.043
57617.853 ± 0.031
57618.803 ± 0.070

Orbital
phase1
0.210 ± 0.025
0.297 ± 0.029
0.802 ± 0.032
0.240 ± 0.108
0.366 ± 0.043
0.229 ± 0.044
0.379 ± 0.025
0.690 ± 0.018
0.249 ± 0.041

Super-orbital
phase2
0.170 ± 0.015
0.036 ± 0.014
0.028 ± 0.015
0.123 ± 0.015
0.104 ± 0.015
0.090 ± 0.015
0.003 ± 0.014
0.018 ± 0.014
0.045 ± 0.014

1 The

errorbar on the MJD and orbital phase denotes half the length of each observation.
errorbar on the super-orbital phase is given by the accuracy of the High state
turn-on time determination.
2 The

X-1 approximately every 2 hours for the whole period between 2007 and 2019. The
35-day super-orbital cycle turn-on can therefore be determined when the source rises
from the Low state. The XMM-Newton observation times were determined and then
the neighbouring turn-on times were estimated from the lightcurve. The phase was
calculated as the time elapsed from the previous turn-on divided by the time difference
between the neighbouring turn-on times. The super-orbital period is relatively stable
with a period of 35 days on average [201], but with a longterm variation of ±2 days [214].
We assume an uncertainty of 0.5 day for the turn-on point determination, which gives
the errorbar on the super-orbital phase for each observation. Finally, the super-orbital
phases of observations 0134120101 and 0153950301 (which happened before Swift was
launched) were taken from Leahy and Igna [214].
We use the orbital phase information of each observation to correct the measured
wind velocity for the orbital motion of the neutron star and its accretion disc. The
projected orbital velocity of the neutron star is v sin i = 169.049 ± 0.004 km s−1 [70]
and the systemic velocity of the system was measured to be (−65 ± 2) km s−1 [335]. The
eccentricity of the binary is very small: (4.2±0.8)×10−4 [369]. We can therefore correct
the outflow velocity by assuming a sinusoid shape of the orbital velocity evolution with
time, such as:
vcorr = v0 + 65 km s−1 + 169 km s−1 × sin(2πφorb )

(7.1)
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where v0 is negative (spectral lines are blueshifted) and φorb is the midpoint orbital
phase for each observation (φorb = 0 defines the center of the neutron star eclipse). All
the wind velocity values in this manuscript including those in Table 7.3 are already
corrected for the binary motion.

7.3
7.3.1

Results
Continuum modelling

First we fit the broadband X-ray spectrum of Her X-1 with an appropriate spectral
model. Most of the observations are fitted with the same continuum model, and it
will be indicated later where this is not the case. Both RGS and pn data are fitted
simultaneously and with the same spectral model within the appropriate energy bands.
A sample pn (3-10 keV) spectrum is shown in Fig. 7.1. The high-energy (>3 keV)
continuum of the object can be very well reproduced by a Comptonisation model or a
powerlaw with an exponential cut-off of about 25 keV [62]. At an even harder band,
a cyclotron scattering feature is observed with an energy of about 35-40 keV [120]
but this occurs out of the XMM-Newton energy band and thus does not need to be
taken into account in this study. We describe the broadband continuum with the
comt model within SPEX, obtaining a seeding temperature of about 0.05 − 0.1 keV,
an electron temperature of ∼ 3 − 4 keV and an opacity of around 10 for all the High
state observations.
The Fe K band of the spectrum also contains a strong emission line whose energy
and width changes based on the state of Her X-1. In the Low state, its energy is ∼6.4
keV, with a low (∼0.1 keV) width, whereas in the High state, the line energy is closer
to 6.6-6.7 keV with a width of 0.3-0.8 keV. At least in the High state, the emission line
is pulsed [436]. In this study, for simplicity we fit this region with a Gaussian. One
exception is observation 0134120101, where we detect both a narrow (0.1 keV) 6.4 keV
emission line and also a broad (∼1 keV) 6.5 keV emission feature - we fit each with a
Gaussian.
The physical origin of the broad Fe K line is not understood. The width (up to 1
keV), if produced by orbital motion, corresponds to velocities of emitting material of
∼0.1c. Such velocities are unlikely to occur in this system given that the accretion disc
of Her X-1 is likely truncated by the magnetic field of the neutron star at ∼1000 RG .
Asami et al. [9] consider different possible origins of the width of the line including
line blending, comptonisation from an accretion disc corona or Doppler broadening
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Observation 0673510601
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Fig. 7.1 Example 3-10 keV spectrum of Her X-1 with the XMM-Newton pn instrument (Obs ID 0673510601). The broadband shape is reasonably well fitted with a
Comptonisation model plus a broad iron line at ∼6.6 keV.

but do not find a plausible explanation. An alternative possibility is that the feature
originates in the accretion column of the pulsar.
The Fe K region in most observations also contains strong residuals which will be
well reproduced by highly ionised absorption. Alternatively, they can be fitted with an
array of emission lines of iron at various ionisation states [e.g. Figs. 4-6 of 9].
The soft X-ray (RGS) spectrum is much more complicated. An example observation
is shown in Fig. 7.2. A soft (∼0.1 keV) blackbody fits reasonably well the low-energy
end of this energy band. However, this is not a signature of the inner accretion disc
itself because the spectral component pulses at the pulsar frequency but out of phase
compared to the main beam [94, 326, 436]. It is likely that the origin of this component
is reprocessed accretion column beam radiation [151].
Secondly, a strong and broad (∼0.4 keV) Gaussian-like feature is observed at 0.95
keV, also pulsing with the pulsar period. Its origin is currently unknown, but it is
suggested to be iron L reflection [94, 120]. We note that the feature is fully resolved in
the RGS data and yet its best-fitting spectral model is a simple Gaussian. The feature
therefore does not look like an array of unresolved lines, but instead like a single broad
feature. Here we describe it with a Gaussian for simplicity.
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Fig. 7.2 Example 35 Å (0.35 keV) to to 7 Å (1.8 keV) spectrum of Her X-1 using
RGS 1 and RGS 2 (Obs ID 0673510601). RGS1 data are shifted by a constant amount
for plotting purposes and data from both detectors are heavily overbinned for clarity.
Individual spectral components are named with green labels. Data between 11 and 14
Å in RGS 1 and between 20 and 24 Å in RGS 2 are missing because of chip gaps.
Additionally, narrow emission lines can be observed at rest-frame energies of N VI,
O VII and Ne IX intercombination lines which suggest the presence of a high density
environment. These are especially prominent in the Low state of Her X-1 [170, 171, 167]
but still noticeable in the High state.
Adding all of the above components into a continuum spectral fit results in a
relatively good fit, however we noticed broad emission residuals at around 19 and 25 Å
(Fig. 7.2). Their wavelengths correspond to the rest-frame positions of O VIII and
N VII ions. If the residuals were real, they could correspond to photo- or collisionally
ionised plasma with large (10000-20000 km/s) velocity widths. Alternatively, these
lines could be a signature of blurred reflection. As we do not see residuals of similar
strength centred on the rest-frame energies of other N or O lines and/or lines of other
elements, it is not possible to distinguish between the first two potential origins of the
residuals. Attempting to fit these features with a physical reflection model is beyond
the scope of this work. We thus fit the two broad residuals phenomenologically to
describe the overall continuum as well as possible. We choose the collisional ionisation
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emission model cie in SPEX which is not computationally expensive to fit. We
free the normalisation, temperature, velocity width and nitrogen abundance in the
model to obtain a simple model with enough freedom, which results in significant fit
improvements (∆C-stat>100) in each High state observation.
The temperature of this plasma is ∼0.25 keV in all observations, with a velocity
width of ∼15000 km/s and an over-abundance of N/O of about 8-10. Both the velocity
width and the N/O ratio seem very high to explain within a system like Her X-1.
However, we note that previous studies suggest a N/O over-abundance of at least
4 [171] and that velocities of 104 km/s should not be impossible to achieve at the
inner accretion disk/magnetosphere boundary of Her X-1. The orbital velocity at
the r=2×108 cm magnetosphere boundary (≈ co-rotation radius as the neutron star
is likely rotating close to equilibrium) of a canonical 1.4 M⊙ neutron star is exactly
∼10000 km/s. In Fig. 7.2 it also appears that the velocity width for both N VII and
O VIII ions is at least slightly overestimated by our simple model. It is also possible
that the N line strength is overestimated compared to the continuum in the 25 Å region.
This is the case for multiple High state observations, and could be caused if another
spectral component, such as the disc blackbody from the inner accretion disc, is present
in the soft X-ray continuum, but is not accounted for by the current spectral model. If
the disc blackbody temperature is only ∼0.05 keV, it would be hard to distinguish and
constrain given the current energy band and the number of other spectral components
present in the soft X-ray spectrum.
The broad emission line component, if real, could therefore originate on the boundary
between the inner accretion disk and the magnetosphere of the neutron star. Further
studies with future high-spectral resolution instruments like Arcus [367] should offer
sufficient data quality to confirm or reject the presence of these lines and show their
origin.
The continuum components mentioned above are shown in a schematic in Fig. 7.3.
All of the spectral components are further obscured by interstellar absorption, which
we describe with a hot model in SPEX. We set a lower limit of 1.7×1020 cm−2 to
the column density of interstellar gas, fix its temperature to 0.5 eV (neutral gas) and
assume Solar abundances. The column density value was obtained from Kalberla et al.
[179]. Finally, we add normalisation constants to RGS 2 and pn datasets to account
for calibration differences between the three detectors. Their values are usually very
close to 1 (in the 0.95-1.05 range). The final spectral continuum model in SPEX is
thus in the form of hot×(comt+bb+5×gauss+cie).
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Fig. 7.3 A schematic of the spectral components of Her X-1. The primary, Comptonised
emission originates in the accretion column very close to the neutron star. A part of the
primary emission is reprocessed in the inner disc and produces the pulsed soft blackbody.
The broad iron K emission and the 1 keV line are likely produced in this region as
well. This is where the broad soft X-ray lines could also originate. Alternatively, they
could originate in a shock at the magnetosphere boundary. This figure was taken from
Hickox et al. [151].

7.3.2

Photoionised wind modelling

In this subsection we model the wind absorption features, measure its physical properties
and describe how significant is the wind detection in the X-ray spectrum of Her X-1.
The spectral model used to describe the blueshifted absorption in this section
is called pion (see section 1.4.3 for more details about pion). We repeat the same
process for each observation. Initially, the spectra are fitted with the continuum model
described in Section 7.3.1. The model parameters as well as the final C-stat value
defining the ‘goodness’ of the fit are recovered. Then the pion component is added to
the spectral model with appropriate initial parameters. We fit for column density NH ,
ionisation parameter log ξ , turbulent velocity v and systematic (outflow) velocity z of
the photoionised absorber. In this section we assume Solar abundances for simplicity.
Afterwards, the best-fitting wind parameters as well as the fit improvement ∆C-stat
over the original continuum spectral model are recovered.
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The best-fitting wind parameters for each observation in our study are listed in
Table 7.3. Our results show that the wind velocity varies significantly between the
individual observations in the range of 200-1000 km/s. We also find that the ionisation
level of the outflowing gas is high with ionisation parameters, log ξ , of 3.0 to almost
5.0. The column density also varies alongside with the ionisation parameter.
The velocity width of the ionised absorber (from the absorption line widths) is of
the order of 100 km/s in most observations, with the exception of 0783770701, where if
freed, it runs away to thousands of km/s (likely due to lack of statistics). The width
could be introduced by internal turbulent motion within the flow. Alternatively, it
could originate if our line of sight intercepts multiple layers of the wind with a gradient
in the line of sight velocity over a range of radii. In each case, the velocity width
(∼ 100 km/s) is generally small compared to the line of sight velocity (median value of
∼450 km/s), suggesting that the turbulence within the wind is not very strong and
that the velocity gradient of all wind layers along the line of sight is not large either.
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Table 7.3 Best-fitting wind parameters for each observation of Her X-1.
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Observation 0673510501
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Fig. 7.4 Energy bands around the rest-frame energies of N VII, O VIII, Ne X and
Fe XXV/XXVI ions from observation 0673510501. The first three bands only contain
RGS1 and RGS2 data, stacked for plotting purposes only, the fourth band only contains
EPIC-pn data. The best-fitting baseline continuum is shown in blue, the final wind
solution in red.
The five observations with the strongest wind features are shown in figures 7.4 to
7.8. At such high ionisation level of the material, the observable features of this wind
in our energy band (and considering the CCD resolution of the pn instrument) are
only a few high ionisation lines, hence we only show plots containing narrow energy
bands around N VII, O VIII, Ne X and Fe XXV/XXVI line energies. Other strong
features of plasma at these ionisation levels are the absorption lines of Mg XII, Si XIV
and S XVI, which are occasionally observed in other neutron star [GX 13+1, 404] and
black hole [GRO 1655-40, 259] binaries with similar ionised winds. However, Si XIV
and S XVI are located in the 2-3 keV energy band which is ignored in this study due to
instrumental features in pn data (RGS band only reaches to 7Å∼1.8 keV). Mg XII (at
8.4 Å∼1.5 keV) is within the RGS band, but at a wavelength where both the spectral
resolution and the effective area of the instrument begin to drop. Consequently, the
Mg XII line is not strongly detected.
Unless the abundances of these elements are significantly lower than expected [which
has been observed in GRO J1655-40, 180], Mg XII, Si XIV and S XVI absorption lines
should be detectable with the Chandra HETG gratings, offering a broader (0.3-10 keV)
energy bandpass than RGS. Analysis of archival Chandra observations of the High
state of Her X-1 will be addressed in our future work.
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Fig. 7.5 Same plot as Fig. 7.4 but for observation 0673510601.
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Fig. 7.6 Same plot as Fig. 7.4 but for observation 0673510901.
The statistical fit improvements ∆C-stat vary by a large amount between the
individual observations but we consider most detections statistically significant. The
strongest detections were achieved in observations 0673510501 and 0783770601, in
both cases the ∆C-stat values are ∼80. On the other end, the wind was practically
undetected in 0673510801 with ∆C-stat=2.7. Other observations with weak detections
were 0134120101 and 0783770701.
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Fig. 7.7 Same plot as Fig. 7.4 but for observation 0783770501.
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Fig. 7.8 Same plot as Fig. 7.4 but for observation 0783770601.
The statistical significance of the detection of an additional spectral component, in
this case of blueshifted absorption can be inferred from the fit improvement ∆C-stat
between the two fits (continuum vs continuum + wind). The crucial parameter here
is the number of additional free parameters that the wind spectral models adds (in
our case this is 4 - column density, ionisation parameter, turbulent and systematic
velocity of the absorber). However, since the continuum model is effectively on the edge
of the parameter space of the more complicated, continuum+wind model (where the
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column density of the ionised absorber is simply 0), it is not possible to determine the
significance rigorously by a theoretical approach like an F-test [323]. The solution is to
perform Monte Carlo simulations - first a blind search is ran over the wind parameters
using the real data. Then a similar dataset containing only the continuum model
spectrum is simulated, and the same wind search is ran on the simulated data. The
statistical significance of the detection of a wind in the real dataset is then 1 minus the
fraction of occurrences of detections in fake data stronger (with larger ∆C-stat values)
than the ∆C-stat value of the real detection.
It is not computationally feasible to perform such a search in this situation and
assess the detection significance completely rigorously. This is because the underlying
spectral continuum of Her X-1 is too complex, causing the simulated blind search to
become very computationally expensive. However, we would like to compare the fit
improvements seen in this study with the results from Kosec et al. [199], where a full
Monte Carlo simulation suite was performed. In that study a wind with ∆C-stat of
∼27 was detected using 4 additional free wind parameters (the same number as here).
However, they used a much wider parameter space - systematic velocity space of 0 km/s
to 120000 km/s, whereas in this study we only assess wind velocities from 0 to a few
thousands km/s. The statistical significance of wind detection in Kosec et al. [199] was
about 3.5σ . We therefore argue that the wind detection in most of the observations of
Her X-1 is statistically significant.
Photon pile-up could affect some of our datasets, especially pn and RGS2. We
address this issue in Appendix C. However, it is unlikely that it could introduce
absorption features which line up in the velocity space. We conclude that our detection
of an ionised wind in the spectrum of Her X-1 is robust.
We also consider a possibility that the outflowing plasma is multiphase, i.e. it has
multiple ionisation and velocity components. This seems to be the case for other X-ray
binaries with wind detections [e. g. 253]. We can exclude significant absorption by low
ionisation (log ξ < 2) material, which would have a strong signature in the soft X-ray
(RGS) band. Unfortunately, most of our observations do not offer high enough data
quality (statistics) to address this hypothesis for the higher ionisation levels. This is
due to low column densities of the wind given the ionisation state and consequently
low optical depths of absorption features (e. g. Fig. 7.6). Additionally, at such high
ionisation levels (log ξ = 3 − 5), there is only a small number of strong lines left in the
absorption spectrum. In most observations we thus do not have enough photon counts
to distinguish multiple wind components, despite the high flux of Her X-1. Future
longer exposure observations may address this problem.
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We attempt to test the multiphase hypothesis at least in the observations where
the wind absorption is the strongest. Choosing the two observations with the highest
∆C-stat fit improvement upon adding the ionised absorption component (0673510501
and 0783770601), we fit the spectra with a double ionised absorption model. We use
the pion spectral model to describe the two absorption zones, with all relevant physical
parameters decoupled. In the case of observation 0673510501, we find a very small
fit improvement of ∆C-stat∼6 compared to the single zone absorption model. In the
case of observation 0783770601, the fit improvement is ∆C-stat∼14, larger but still
not statistically significant to warrant the addition of a second absorption zone. In
conclusion, with the current data quality there is no strong evidence for a multiphase
nature of the wind in Her X-1.

7.3.3

Short-on and Low state observations

We checked the Low and Short-on state observations of Her X-1 for any obvious
signatures of blueshifted absorption lines. Naturally, the flux and hence the count rate
during these epochs are much lower than in the High state. None of the observations
individually can be used to constrain the presence of the wind - the continuum is too
weak in the RGS band and only photoionised line emission is detected significantly.
We omit the Fe K band as it is more complicated than in the High state, with a 6.4
keV narrow line (Fe I), a possible 6.97 keV line (Fe XXVI) plus an edge at 7.1 keV
due to a partial covering absorber [167].
To improve the statistics, we stack all the available Low state RGS data for
observations which are not affected too strongly by background flares, for a clean
exposure of roughly 45 ks per detector. This allows us to get a significant detection of
the X-ray continuum, nevertheless we do not observe any obvious absorption features
at similar systematic velocities (0 − 1000 km/s) compared to the ones seen in the High
state. The search is naturally complicated by the fact that the stack comes from
averaging over several years of observations. If the wind velocity is time variable,
even if the absorption is present in the Low state, its features would be smeared and
difficult to detect using the stacked dataset. The analysis is further complicated by the
strong Low state line emission, which is challenging to model physically. Any possible
absorption features will be difficult to disentangle from the emission lines which are at
similar energies (outflow velocity of 1000 km/s corresponds to a wavelength shift of just
3 × 10−3 ). A rigorous search of the Low state data is beyond the scope of this work.
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Elemental abundances in the wind

So far we have assumed solar abundances while fitting the wind parameters. However,
the outflowing material can serve as a powerful probe to independently determine
the composition of the matter accreted onto Her X-1. Previous studies based on line
emission in the Low state suggested an over-abundance of N and Ne compared to O
[171].
The measurement of abundances from blueshifted absorption lines is in principle a
much easier task, however given the high ionisation level of the wind, the absorption
spectrum only contains a few metallic lines and there is very little continuum absorption.
This has two important consequences given the current data quality.
First, we choose to perform a simultaneous fit of multiple observations at once to
increase the signal-to-noise. We free all of the individual observation model parameters
with the exception of wind material abundances (within the pion model) and simultaneously fit 5 observations with the strongest wind detection - 0673510501, 0673510601,
0673510901, 0783770501 and 0783770601. We could in principle fit all of the available
observations simultaneously, but this would be too computationally expensive.
The second important consequence is that this analysis is unable to measure absolute
abundances. It can only constrain relative abundances of elements compared to one
selected element whose absorption line is strong enough to anchor the spectral fit.
The only elements with strong enough lines present in photoionised spectra at this
ionisation level and in our energy band are N, O, Ne and Fe (O and Fe being the
strongest). We therefore follow two avenues: first, we fix the iron abundance and
measure relative abundances of N, O and Ne compared to Fe; afterwards we fix the
oxygen abundance and fit for N, Ne and Fe. Ideally, these two approaches should result
in similar elemental ratios and serve as an independent check. We further note that
all the abundances stated below denote relative abundances to Solar values, not the
absolute numerical abundances.
It is not obvious how to treat the abundances of the remaining elements such as Mg,
Si, S, Ni and others. At Solar abundances, their absorption lines are weak. However,
once we free the abundances of the main elements, they might become important.
Initially, we freeze their abundance to 1. This effectively means that the abundances of
these elements are equal to that of the comparison element (Fe or O).
First, we freeze the abundance of Fe. We recover an over-abundance of N, Ne
and Fe of 2 to 4 compared to O, for a modest fit improvement of ∆C-stat ≈ 20 (1st
row of Table 7.4). Secondly, we freeze the abundance of O. In this case we find a
much larger fit improvement of ∆C-stat ≈ 120 and also much higher elemental ratios
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(3rd row of Table 7.4). The Fe/O ratio is the highest at 17.1+1.5
−1.2 . We interpret this
significant difference between the fit quality in these two approaches to be caused by
the remaining elements whose abundances are frozen. When O is freed, its abundance
begins to decrease compared to Fe. However, the O VIII line is the strongest wind
absorption line, so to remain fitted correctly, the column density of the wind material
must be increased, thus strengthening the absorption lines of all the frozen elements
(whose lines are weak in the actual spectrum). We conclude that this suggests that
the abundance O is not under-abundant compared to these elements, and hence this
approach to fitting the abundances is not trustworthy.
We also experiment with setting the abundances of the ‘weak’ elements to 0. While
this is an unphysical scenario, it approximates a situation in which the abundance of
the comparison element (which is frozen to 1) is much larger than the abundance of
the ‘weak’ elements (without adding too much computational cost). We find similar
results regardless of whether Fe or O is the comparison element (2nd and 4th rows of
Table 7.4), as is expected. N and Ne appear to be over-abundant compared to O by a
factor of 2 to 4, and the Fe/O ratio is as high as 10.

0.086+0.024
−0.018

1*

0.21+0.08
−0.07

3.9+1.6
−1.3

+2.0
5.6−1.7

0.36+0.09
−0.13

0.96+0.22
−0.17

Ne

17.1+1.5
−1.2

1*

1*

Fe

1*

0*

1*

Other elements

3.9+1.6
−1.3

2.4+1.1
−1.1

3.6+1.7
−1.4

N/O

5.6+2.0
−1.7

4.2+1.4
−1.9

2.2+0.7
−0.5

Ne/O

17.1+1.5
−1.2

11.6+2.4
−3.3

+0.4
2.3−0.3

Fe/O

+1.2
+1.3
+1.2
+1.3
1*
2.5−0.7
9.1−0.9
0*
1.9+1.0
9.1−0.9
−0.6 2.5−0.7
* The elemental abundance is fixed to the corresponding value during the fit.

0.44+0.06
−0.08

1.6+0.7
−0.6

1.9+1.0
−0.6

O

N

134.03

118.40

121.16

19.74

∆C-stat

Table 7.4 Best-fitting abundances of elements and elemental ratios for each of the four approaches to the chemical analysis.
The last column contains the fit improvement in ∆C-stat for each approach.
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In conclusion, our results confirm the previous findings of Jimenez-Garate et al.
[170, 171] regarding the elemental ratios of N/O and Ne/O. We find that the N/O
ratio is between 2 and 4 for different approaches to the fitting analysis. Ne is also
over-abundant compared to O, we find that Ne/O ≈ 2 − 6, in line with previous results.
Unexpectedly, we also find very high Fe/O ratios. The exact ratio heavily depends
on the approach chosen - we obtain Fe/O ≈ 2 for Fe fixed to 1 (but do not trust this
result because of the reasons given above), Fe/O ≈ 10 for both approaches with the
remaining elements fixed to 0, and Fe/O ≈ 17 for O fixed to 1. We suspect that the
last value is a strong overestimate, possibly driven by the abundance of the ‘weak’
frozen elements. We prefer the results from the approaches where the ‘weak’ elements
are set to 0 and argue that the Fe/O ratio might be as high as 8 − 10. This is still very
high but probably more realistic than > 15. We find that these two approaches result
in very similar elemental ratios and ∆C-stat fit improvements, as expected because
they should be almost equivalent.
We however stress one important point - the Fe abundance measurements at these
ionisation levels are all based on the Fe K energy band. Our spectral resolution in
this band is modest (∼100 eV resolution of the pn instrument) and its modelling is
quite simplistic. If the true underlying spectral model is significantly more complicated
than assumed in this work (i.e. if there is a range of Fe emission lines at 6.4 keV, 6.7
keV and 6.97 keV compared to one broad Gaussian line), the Fe/O elemental ratios
obtained here must be taken with caution. Finally, we note that we have assumed that
the gas is in equilibrium, which might not be entirely true (for example if the wind is
driven along magnetic lines).
We conclude that the abundances in Her X-1 are strongly non-Solar. This is
evidenced by the large fit improvements (∆C-stat > 100) upon freeing the abundance
parameters.
The abundance of elements should in principle match the composition of the surface
of the donor star. Unfortunately, not much is known about the donor composition due
to observational difficulties - the donor is strongly affected by the X-ray irradiation from
Her X-1, and the measurement of its abundances is not straightforward. Its metallicity
is likely sub-Solar [212] but the exact elemental abundances have not been measured to
our knowledge. The very high elemental ratios of N and Ne to O measured in this and
previous studies [170, 171] are unlikely to be found in an isolated star. Jimenez-Garate
et al. [170] suggest the enhanced N/O ratio and the low O/Ne ratio are the result of H
burning by the CNO cycle in the core of a massive star. This implies mass transfer
from the progenitor of Her X-1, either during its evolved phase or during the supernova
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that created the neutron star, and the pollution of the outer layers of the donor star
HZ Her.

7.5

Discussion

We have shown that the X-ray spectrum of Her X-1 during the High state contains
strong evidence of blueshifted wind absorption. The Fe K band of the spectrum by itself
could be explained by an array of Fe emission lines (at 6.4, 6.7, 6.97 keV) rather than by
absorption features [9]. However, the N VII, O VIII and Ne X regions unambiguously
show blueshifted absorption lines at the same systematic velocity, thus confirming that
we are observing an ionised wind. The wind detection is statistically significant in most
of the XMM-Newton observations with the exception of 0673510801 and 0134120101,
where the evidence for absorption features is weaker. At this moment we do not find
evidence for similar blueshifted absorption in the Short-on and Low states of Her X-1,
but the data quality of these observations is much lower. Stacking multiple datasets
likely smears the absorption signatures as the wind appears to be variable in time.
We will now investigate how the wind parameters vary across different High state
observations. Afterwards, we will estimate the launching radius of the wind as well as
the mass outflow rate. Finally, we will attempt to pinpoint its launching mechanism
and try to explain the variation of wind parameters in time.

7.5.1

Wind evolution with luminosity, orbital and
super-orbital phase

For these calculations, it is necessary to obtain the luminosity of the ionising radiation
of the object. The wind naturally sees the full energy band of radiation and not just
the luminosity in the RGS and pn band (0.3-10 keV, listed in the 2nd column of Table
7.3). By definition the 1-1000 Ryd energy band is taken when considering the ionising
flux. For this reason we calculate the extrapolated 0.0136 − 13.6 keV luminosity of Her
X-1 for each observation. The errors introduced by this extrapolation on the upper
energy end are not going to be large (< 5 per cent) as our pn data coverage reaches to
10 keV. At the low energy end, we neglect the EUV radiation from the accretion disc
whose spectrum does not reach into the X-ray band and thus cannot be constrained by
XMM-Newton. However, given that the disc is truncated at ∼1000 RG , its luminosity
is negligible compared to the X-ray luminosity of Her X-1 and thus the systematic
error introduced by neglecting the disc radiation is small (< 5 per cent). The ionising
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luminosity estimates are shown in Table 7.3 (3rd column). Finally, we also calculate the
total luminosity of Her X-1 for each observation by extrapolating between 0.0136 − 80
keV (4th column of Table 7.3). These estimates should be taken with some amount of
caution.
We plot the ionising luminosity with respect to the super-orbital phase for each
observation in Fig. 7.9. The range of luminosities sampled by XMM-Newton observations nicely reproduces the High state part of the super-orbital flux lightcurve of Her
X-1 [e.g. Fig. 2 from 214]. The only outlier is observation 0673510901, during which
the luminosity is around 50% lower than would be predicted by fitting all the other
data points. To investigate this outlier we checked the pn lightcurve of observation
0673510901 but found no evidence for discrete obscuration events.

Lion / erg s-1

2.5×1037

2×1037

1.5×1037

1037

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

Super-orbital phase

Fig. 7.9 The extrapolated 1-1000 Ryd ionising luminosity for each of the High state observations versus the super-orbital phase. An example High state Swift BAT lightcurve
is shown in green. The lightcurve corresponds to the cycle starting on the 8th July
2018. The large flux drops are the eclipses of Her X-1 by the secondary.

We note that in the next part of the study we omit observation 0673510801 results as
the wind detection is insignificant and its uncertainties are too large for any informative
conclusions.
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Fig. 7.10 Top plot: Systematic velocity of the ionised absorber with respect to the
extrapolated 1-1000 Ryd ionising luminosity of Her X-1 for each observation in the
High state. Middle plot: Ionisation parameter of the absorber versus the extrapolated
1-1000 Ryd luminosity for each observation in the High state. Bottom plot: Column
density of the absorber versus the 1-1000 Ryd luminosity for each observation.
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The projected wind velocity spans a range of velocities between 200 and 1000 km/s
and is inconsistent with being constant across all the observations. Fig. 7.10 (top
plot) shows that there does not seem to be a clear correlation between the outflow
velocity and the 1-1000 Ryd luminosity. Observation 0673510501 appears to be an
outlier during which the wind was apparently much faster.
On the other hand, there is a clear positive correlation between the ionisation
parameter and the luminosity of Her X-1, shown in Fig. 7.10 (middle plot). Such
correlation suggests that the wind responds to the change in luminosity of the object
and thus sees similar if not the same luminosity as we observe. This was not a given
because the change in Her X-1 luminosity is likely only an obscuration or projection
effect and the accretion onto the primary continues at a nearly constant pace.
There is a tentative correlation between the wind column density and the ionising
luminosity (Fig. 7.10, bottom plot), but with clear outliers - observations 0673510901
and 0134120101.
We do not observe any significant correlations between the wind parameters and
the orbital phase of each observation. This finding suggests that the wind is not tied
in any way to the secondary of the binary system or the motion of the primary and
is only related to the accretion disc of the neutron star. The wind parameters with
respect to the orbital phase are shown in Fig. 7.11.
Fig. 7.12 shows the wind parameters versus the super-orbital phase of each exposure.
As with the ionising luminosity, we do not find any correlation between the outflow
velocity and the super-orbital phase. We notice a strong correlation between the
ionisation parameter and the super-orbital phase, with one obvious outlier - observation
0673510901. This correlation comes naturally since the ionising luminosity is correlated
with the super-orbital phase and the ionisation parameter is correlated with the 1-1000
Ryd ionising luminosity. However, the fact that observation 0673510901 is an outlier in
the super-orbital plot and not in the luminosity plot could suggest that the ionisation
parameter depends on the luminosity and not on the super-orbital phase. This could
mean that we are not only probing different lines of sight from the neutron star (as
the super-orbital phase progresses), but that the ionising flux on the wind gas must
also change in time. Alternatively, observation 0673510901 could be an outlier in the
super-orbital cycle, an anomalous state. Finally, there is a tentative correlation between
the column density of the outflowing material and the super-orbital phase, with two
outliers being observations 0673510901 and 078377701.
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Fig. 7.11 Top plot: Systematic velocity of the ionised absorber with respect to the orbital
phase during each observation. Middle plot: Ionisation parameter of the absorber
versus the orbital phase during each observation. Bottom plot: Column density of the
absorber versus the orbital phase during each observation.
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Fig. 7.12 Top plot: Systematic velocity of the ionised absorber with respect to the
super-orbital phase during each observation. Middle plot: Ionisation parameter of the
absorber versus the super-orbital phase during each observation. Bottom plot: Column
density of the absorber versus the super-orbital phase during each observation.
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Location of the wind absorption

Boroson et al. [37] found blueshifted absorption UV lines in Her X-1 with a velocity
of several hundred km/s using the FOS and STIS spectrographs onboard the Hubble
Space Telescope. They concluded that the wind is likely launched from the X-ray
irradiated side of the secondary, and it is observed at larger, circumbinary distances
from the system. The conclusion was motivated by the stability of the wind systematic
velocity over the orbital cycle of the binary.
We similarly attempt to pinpoint the location of the X-ray absorber and its relation
to the UV absorber, as well as the likely launching mechanism. The high ionisation
level of the gas by itself suggests the proximity of absorption to the ionising (X-ray
emitting) source. We can put an upper limit on the distance of the wind absorption
from the neutron star by using the ionisation parameter and the column density of the
absorber.
We will assume that the wind is in equilibrium with the ionising radiation. The
unabsorbed 1-1000 Ryd luminosity is used as the ionising luminosity as opposed to a
constant 4 × 1037 erg/s luminosity because the ionisation parameter is seen to respond
to the luminosity change.
The ionisation parameter of the absorber is then defined as:
Lion
(7.2)
nR2
where Lion is the ionising luminosity, n is the ion number density and R is the distance
from the ionising source [388]. The column density can be expressed as:
ξ=

NH = n∆R = nRδ R.

(7.3)

where ∆R is the thickness of the absorbing layer and δ R = ∆R/R is its relative thickness
(δ R < 1). We can hence express R as:
R=

Lion
δR
NH ξ

(7.4)

This is naturally a very simple calculation assuming that the absorbing layer is uniform
and gives an approximate upper limit on the distance of the absorber from the neutron
star. If the absorption occurs over a layer that is not very thin, the fractional distance
δ R = 0.1 − 1 and thus the δ R correction factor is not going to be too important. The
maximum distance for each Her X-1 observation is shown in Fig. 7.13 with other
relevant scales of the system and is also listed in Table 7.5.
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Fig. 7.13 The estimate of the maximum distance of photoionised absorption from the
ionising source versus the ionising luminosity (left subplot) and the super-orbital phase
(right subplot). The green horizontal lines show the positions of the inner and outer
edges of the accretion disc, and the distance of the secondary star from the primary
(see Fig. 7.14 for a schematic of the Her X-1 system). The red dashed line shows the
approximate position of the minimum wind launching radius if the wind is powered by
Compton heating of the accretion disc.
All of the results clearly lie within the accretion disc of the primary, and they do not
seem to cluster on the inner edge of the disc. A few results (0783770701, 0673510901)
are consistent with the outer disc boundary or the secondary star surface, but most are
completely inconsistent with this interpretation. We note that even if the correction
factor δ R is mild (0.1-0.5), it will push most of the outlying results down inside the
accretion disk. We therefore argue that the absorption occurs within the size of the
accretion disk of the primary. The wind must hence be launched from the accretion
disc (or even closer to the neutron star) and cannot originate on the irradiated side
of the secondary. Fig. 7.14 contains a schematic of the Her X-1 system with the disc
wind. Our interpretation is that the wind originates from the accretion disc with a
speed higher than the escape velocity and is thus able to leave the system. At larger
(circumbinary) distances, as its ionisation state drops, the wind creates the absorption
features observed by Boroson et al. [37] in the UV spectrum of Her X-1.
On the other hand, unless the thickness of the wind launching region is quite small
(δ R << 0.1) which does not seem likely (unless the launching region is highly localised
such as the top point of the warp in the accretion disc), it is difficult to explain all
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Fig. 7.14 A schematic of the Her X-1 system showing the outflow originating from the
accretion disc of the neutron star. The scheme contains the most important scales of
the system: the magnetosphere size, the accretion disc outer radius and the binary
separation. R is the distance between the ionising source and the disc wind along our
line of sight, calculated from Eq. (7.4) and shown in Fig. 7.13.
of the results in the context of a wind being launched from close to the inner edge of
the disc. We will attempt to pinpoint the launching mechanism of the wind in section
7.5.4.
Fig. 7.13 also shows how the inferred distance depends on the ionising luminosity
(left sub-plot) and the super-orbital phase (right sub-plot). The distance is strongly
anti-correlated with both of these parameters, with one outlier: observation 0673510901.
Observation 0783770701 is consistent with a broad range of distances due to the large
uncertainty on the wind column density. The fact that observation 0673510901 is an
outlier in both plots suggests that the distance does not only depend on the luminosity
of the source but also on the super-orbital phase, i.e. we are likely probing different
lines of sight from the neutron star (different inclinations and vertical heights from the
accretion disc).
We also explore the dependence of the inferred absorption distance on the orbital
phase but do not find any noteworthy correlation.
Eq. (7.4) can be turned around to extract the minimum density of the outflowing
material:
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n=

NH2 ξ
Lion δ R2

(7.5)

Minimum densities required are between 1011 and 1015 cm−3 (with most of the measurements falling in the range of 1012 −1013 cm−3 ), and we observe a positive correlation
between the density and both the ionising luminosity and the super-orbital phase (an
opposite trend as the absorption distance, in Fig. 7.13). However, the uncertainties in
the density measurement are considerably larger than those of the absorption distance
due to both NH and δ R appearing in the second power in Eq. 7.5. Finally, we do not
observe any significant correlation between the plasma density and the orbital phase of
the binary.

7.5.3

Mass outflow rate

Table 7.5 Estimates of the maximum distance of absorption and the mass outflow
rate of the wind for each observation. The first mass outflow rate estimate (third
column) was made using the ionising luminosity, systematic velocity and the ionisation
parameter of the material, and the second estimate (fourth column) was calculated
using the column density of the material and its systematic velocity. We stress that
these calculations assume a full (4π) solid angle of the wind. If the launch solid angle
is much smaller (which is likely the case), the mass outflow rates will correspondingly
decrease.
Obs. ID

Maximum

Mass outflow rate

distance

Lion , ξ , v

NH , v

cm

M⊙ yr−1

M⊙ yr−1

8
4.9+1.7
−3.1 × 10

−9
5.0+3.7
−3.5 × 10

+1.1
3.5−2.4
× 10−6

10
0153950301 1.2+0.8
−0.7 × 10

−8
1.9+1.5
−1.6 × 10

+4.9
7.3−6.6
× 10−7

10
0673510501 1.6+0.8
−0.8 × 10

−8
9.3+2.0
−2.2 × 10

+0.7
1.5−0.8
× 10−7

9
1.7+0.3
−0.4 × 10

−9
8.6+2.9
−3.2 × 10

+3.2
9.9−3.1
× 10−7

11
0673510901 1.3+0.5
−0.4 × 10

−8
9.8+2.4
−2.6 × 10

+1.5
5.4−1.9
× 10−8

10
0783770501 9.5+0.3
−0.3 × 10

−7
1.7+0.6
−0.4 × 10

+0.5
1.5−0.7
× 10−7

10
0783770601 5.6+2.3
−2.2 × 10

−7
1.3+0.3
−0.5 × 10

+1.2
2.9−1.2
× 10−7

11
0783770701 1.4+1.0
−1.4 × 10

+3.5
6.0−3.0
× 10−8

+16.5
5.1−4.2
× 10−8

0134120101

0673510601

The ionisation level, column density and velocity of the wind can also be used to
estimate the mass outflow rate in the wind and compare it with the mass accretion rate.
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We will use two independent approaches, one making use of the ionisation parameter,
the velocity of the outflowing material and the ionising luminosity of Her X-1, and the
second one making use of the systematic velocity and the column density of the wind.
In both cases we assume that the wind structure is axisymmetric. Again we assume
Solar abundances in this section.
First we use the ionisation parameter of gas. The mass outflow rate can be written
as:
Ω
4πR2 )v
(7.6)
4π
where ρ is the density of outflowing gas, A is the surface area into which it is launched,
v the outflow velocity, CV is the volume filling factor (assumed to be constant across
different observations), µ defines the mean atomic mass (≈ 1.2 for solar abundances),
Ω
mp the hydrogen (≈ proton) mass, n the ion concentration in the wind, 4π
is the solid
angle into which the wind is launched as a fraction of 4π and R is the distance from
the ionising source at which the ionised absorption occurs.
Here we use v as the observed projected velocity, measured from the line blueshift.
In principle, if the wind is launched from the disc and is observed close to its launching
point (which is probably the case here because Her X-1 is a high inclination system),
it will also likely carry a toroidal velocity component from the Keplerian rotation
within the accretion disc. Such a velocity component is impossible to measure from the
absorption line shifts alone. From the absorption distance calculations in Section 7.5.2
(also shown in Fig. 7.13), the wind originates at distances of around 105 RG in the
disc, with two exceptions (observations 0134120101 and 0673510601) where it could
originate as close as 103 −104 RG . The corresponding Keplerian velocities at these radii
are ∼1000 km/s and ∼5000 km/s (taking 3 × 103 RG ), hence the total wind velocity
could be significantly larger.
Nevertheless, unless the wind also carries a considerable vertical speed component
(which we will argue against later in this work), the toroidal motion will not affect our
calculation of the mass outflow rate because the velocity perpendicular to the surface
of integration remains the same as the projected component which is observed.
We can now use the definition of the ionising parameter (7.2) to show that:
Ṁout = ρAv = (CV µmp n)(

Ṁout = 4π µmp v

Lion
Ω
CV
ξ
4π

(7.7)

The volume filling factor CV and the solid angle Ω are unknown, but we can make an
estimate of the mass outflow rate using the remaining parameters (assuming CV and Ω
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Fig. 7.15 The mass outflow rate of the wind for each observation. The estimate in the
left plot was made using the ionising luminosity of the source, the ionisation parameter
and the velocity of the material. The estimate in the right plot was made using the
column density and the velocity of the wind. The green horizontal lines show the mass
accretion rate through the accretion disc [38].
are equal to unity). The results for each observation are shown in Table 7.5 and Fig.
7.15 (left subplot). In reality, both CV and Ω must be smaller than unity and thus all
of the mass outflow rate estimates are upper limits on their real values.
Alternatively, we can estimate the mass outflow rate by assuming that the systematic
velocity of the absorber is approximately equal to the escape velocity at the location of
wind absorption. Under this assumption, we can write
2GM
(7.8)
R
where G is the gravitational constant and M is the mass of the neutron star. Then,
using (7.3), we can express (7.6) as
v2 =

NH 2
Ω
NH 2GM
Ω
R CV
= 4π µmp v
C
V
Rδ R
4π
δ R v2
4π

(7.9)

NH 2GM
Ω
NH 1
Ω
CV
= 8π µmp GM
CV
δR v
4π
v δ R 4π

(7.10)

Ṁout = 4π µmp v
Therefore we find that
Ṁout = 4π µmp
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This assumption necessarily also ignores the projection effect on the actual outflow
velocity. The estimated mass outflow rate for each observation is shown again in Table
7.5 and Fig. 7.15 (right subplot), taking the mass of the central neutron star to be 1.4
M⊙ , and assuming the CV , Ω and δ R parameters are equal to unity.
We find that most of the mass outflow rate estimates are significantly higher than
the mass accretion rate, on average more than an order of magnitude larger. Fig. 7.15
also shows that the two different mass outflow estimates diverge with luminosity. This
suggests that the assumption of the outflow velocity being parabolic is most likely
incorrect. This fact is also underlined by the apparent lack of correlations between the
outflow velocity and the ionising luminosity, orbital or super-orbital phase. Therefore
the mass outflow rates estimated by the second method should be taken cautiously.
There is a strong correlation between the mass outflow rates inferred from the
ionisation parameter and the ionising luminosity of the neutron star. This correlation
is necessarily driven by the strong dependence of the ionisation parameter on the
luminosity.
On the first look, the mass outflow rate estimates appear too high. However, these
values do not account for the limited solid angle and volume filling correction factors.
I.e., using a modest opening angle of 5◦ (above and below the accretion disc) into which
Ω
the wind is outflowing, we obtain 4π
≈ 0.1, bringing down the mass outflow rates by
an order of magnitude. Nevertheless, even if the volume filling factor is very small as
well (CV ∼ 0.1), the mass outflow rates are still of the same order as the mass accretion
rates onto the primary and hence the wind is an important component of the accretion
flow.
Very high wind mass outflow rates, of the same order as the mass accretion rate or
higher, were previously found in other X-ray binaries [e. g. 259, 280]. Similar results
were also found in the studies of warm absorbers [33] and ultrafast outflows [279] in
AGN. Blustin et al. [33] find almost one order of magnitude higher median mass outflow
rates than the median mass accretion rates using a sample of 23 AGN with detected
warm absorbers.

7.5.4

Possible wind launching mechanisms

Her X-1 is thought to be consistently in a sub-Eddington mass accretion state with an
Eddington ratio of ∼ 0.1 − 0.2. The hard X-ray radiation from the accretion column
is beamed, but not by an extreme factor hence the beamed flux should not reach
Eddington levels. Radiation pressure on electrons therefore should not be sufficient to
drive the wind from the accretion disc to ∼1000 km/s velocities.
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Line driving could enhance the pressure on outflowing material, however the material
cannot be over-ionised as it is being accelerated away from the disc [322]. The high
inclination of Her X-1 suggests that we might be viewing the wind close to the launching
site. The very high ionisation degree (log ξ > 3) therefore implies that the wind is most
likely not driven by line pressure.
The wind could originate in the part of the accretion disc periodically irradiated by
the beam of the neutron star. This might be the same region that produces the soft
blackbody in the X-ray spectrum of Her X-1, which pulses with the same period but
with a variable phase delay compared to the neutron star accretion column [the phase
delay is likely due to reprocessing effects, 326]. The temperature of this component,
found in previous studiesq
and also here is approximately 0.1 keV. The sound speed at
this temperature is: cs = mkTp , where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature
of the plasma and mp is the hydrogen (proton) mass. For T = 0.1 keV ≈ 1.2 × 106 K,
we find cs ≈ 100 km/s, much lower than the outflow velocities observed in this study.
Alternatively, if the hard X-ray radiation illuminates the outer part of the accretion
disc (not unlikely as the accretion column radiation is beamed and the disc is warped),
these regions could be Compton heated to a high enough velocity to escape the local
gravity [21]. The ‘inverse Compton temperature’ TIC to which the outer disc regions
can be heated to is defined as
1
1
kTIC = ⟨ε⟩ = L−1
4
4

Z ∞
0

ELE dE

(7.11)

where L is the total luminosity and LE is the luminosity at energy E. TIC for each of
our observations of Her X-1 vary, and also depend on whether the full X-ray SED is
taken or only the accretion column radiation (the comt component, producing harder
radiation than the full SED). However, all the estimates are in the range between
2.5 and 3.5 keV, and on the upper end of this interval if only the accretion column
radiation is taken as the heat source. The TIC values for each observation are listed in
Table 7.6.
Thus a Compton-heated thermal wind will occur for accretion disc radii greater
than [using equations 2.7 and 2.8 from 21]
R/RIC & 0.1

(7.12)

where RIC is:
RIC =

GMµmp
kTIC

(7.13)
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Table 7.6 Inverse Compton temperatures and approximate wind launching radii for
each observation.
Obs. ID

Full SED

Accretion column SED

TIC

0.1×RIC

TIC

0.1×RIC

keV

cm

keV

cm

0134120101 2.21 1.05×1010

2.67

8.72×109

0153950301 2.24 1.04×1010

2.76

8.44×109

0673510501 2.36

9.87×109

2.88

8.09×109

0673510601 2.64

8.82×109

3.18

7.33×109

0673510801 2.79

8.35×109

3.26

7.15×109

0673510901 2.58

9.03×109

3.01

7.74×109

0783770501 2.39

9.75×109

2.65

8.79×109

0783770601 2.58

9.03×109

3.04

7.66×109

0783770701 2.62

8.89×109

3.05

7.64×109

If we take kTIC ∼ 3 keV ∼ 3.5 × 107 K, the wind should be launched at distances
larger than R ∼ 8 × 109 cm (4×104 RG ) from the neutron star (precise values for each
observation are tabulated in Table 7.6). This corresponds to the outer half of the
accretion disc, and matches very well with most of our estimates of the absorption
distance from the ionising source (Section 7.5.2). At the same time, the critical
luminosity required for a significant mass flux within the wind is [eq. 2.12b from 21]
Lcr = 0.030 (TIC /108 K)−1/2 Lε

(7.14)

where Lε is the Eddington luminosity:
Lε = 1.5 × 1038 (M/M⊙ ) erg/s

(7.15)

For TIC ∼ 3.5×107 K, we obtain Lcr ∼ 1.1×1037 erg/s. This is just about the luminosity
of the lowest flux observation (0783770501, Table 7.3) and much lower than the average
flux during remaining observations. Thus the luminosity of Her X-1 is above the critical
luminosity and a Compton-heated thermal wind should occur in the High state of
Her X-1 with a significant mass outflow rate if the outer part of the accretion disc is
illuminated by the accretion column beam. Unfortunately, we cannot estimate the mass
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outflow rate from theory as the value depends on the pressure of gas in the launching
point of the wind.
On the other hand, we can roughly estimate the outflow velocity. The rms velocity
of a Compton-heated particle of the wind (TIC ∼ 3 keV) is:
s
v=

3kT
∼ 850 km/s
µmp

(7.16)

The outflow velocity estimate compares very well to the values we are measuring in
most observations. Compton heating is therefore a very plausible candidate for driving
the wind.
Lastly, magnetic driving is also a possible launching mechanism for the wind [30].
Magnetic field of the neutron star [B0 ≈ 4 × 1012 G on the star surface, 371] could
potentially provide the driving force. If the neutron star field is a dipole, at distance R
it will decay such as B = B0 (R/R0 )−3 where R0 is the neutron star radius (the strength
will decay faster if the field is higher order than a dipole). Thus the field strength at the
inner accretion disc radius (∼ 109 cm) is roughly 103 − 104 G, which could be sufficient
to drive the wind [406, 80, 260]. If the outflow however originates beyond R ∼ 1010 cm,
which is likely the case for most of our XMM-Newton observations, the field will be
of the order of ∼ 10 Gauss or less, insufficient to launch the material. Alternatively,
additional magnetic field could originate in the accretion disc itself. However, as we
cannot readily estimate this field, it is difficult to judge whether it can or cannot
contribute to or drive the wind in this object.
Winds with similar properties (velocities, ionisation parameters) have been discovered in other neutron star binary systems such as GX 13+1 [404], IGR J17480-2446
[258] and IGR J17591-2342 [285]. The difference between these three and Her X-1
is that the column density observed in Her X-1 is significantly lower during most
observations and thus the absorption strength is correspondingly lower. The outflow
properties are also comparable to the ionised winds observed in Galactic black hole
binaries such as GRO J1655-40 [259, 122], GRS 1915+105 [280] and other objects
where both Compton thermal and magnetic driving were invoked to explain the wind
origin.
On the other hand, one important difference between all of the aforementioned
examples is that Her X-1 is known to be a highly magnetised (1012 G) neutron star. To
our current knowledge, Her X-1 is the first highly magnetised neutron star to harbour
such a wind. The magnetic field effectively puts an absolute lower limit of ∼ 1000 RG
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on the wind launching radius as it truncates the inner accretion disc. This can be used
as an effective constraint in theoretical models explaining the appearance of the wind.

7.5.5

Are observations over the super-orbital period probing
different lines of sight?

We observe an inverse correlation between the distance at which the wind absorption
occurs and the ionising luminosity of Her X-1 (Fig. 7.13). The relation could suggest
that the wind launching radius decreases with increasing luminosity. Such a correlation
would be expected for example if the radiation pressure on the outflowing material
played a role. This explanation would come naturally within the framework of a wind
driven by a combination of Compton heating and radiative force.
At the same time, the correlation between the distance and luminosity necessarily
implies that the absorption distance is correlated with the super-orbital phase too (since
luminosity and super-orbital phase are connected, from Fig. 7.9). If the super-orbital
phase is the driver for the correlation instead of the ionising luminosity, an alternative
explanation for the variations is possible. The super-orbital period is likely introduced
by the precession of a warped accretion disc, which at times obscures our view into
the innermost accretion disc and onto the neutron star. But even in the High state,
when our view of the inner regions is unobstructed, the disc continues precessing and
the angle between different annuli of the disc and our line of sight keeps changing [Fig.
3 of 211]. It is thus possible, that by observing the wind at different super-orbital
phases, we are probing different heights of the wind above the accretion disc.
If this is the case, we are presented with a rare opportunity to study the vertical
structure of a disc wind. We might be able to determine the opening angle of the
outflow (except for any wind component which is fully ionised) and consequently obtain
an accurate estimate of the wind mass outflow rate. Fig. 7.16 shows that at the highest
ionising luminosities during the Her X-1 High state (i.e. at super-orbital phases of
0.1-0.2), the mass outflow rate estimates are an order of magnitude smaller than those
at super-orbital phase equal to 0 (the turn-on point).
At this point we can make a zeroth-order effort to calculate the real mass outflow
rate which accounts for the limited wind launching solid angle. We can use the fact
that the mass outflow rate decreases very steeply with the increasing super-orbital
phase. We assume that each super-orbital phase corresponds (‘maps to’) to a specific
angle between our line of sight and the accretion disc plane. We also assume that
the dependence between this angle and the phase is linear. This is naturally a gross
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Fig. 7.16 Wind mass outflow rate versus the super-orbital phase of each observation.
The red line shows the best log-linear fit to the data, excluding observations 0153950301
and 0673510901 and treating them as outliers.

oversimplification, and in reality the function might resemble a sinusoid [but not
necessarily, we again refer to Fig. 3 from 211]. At phase equal to 0, the angle is also
zero - the surface of the accretion disc is just about grazing our line of sight towards
the neutron star. At the highest luminosity of Her X-1, which occurs roughly around
phase equal to 0.12 [368], the angle will then also reach a maximum.
We will further assume that this inclination is the maximum angle between our line
of sight towards the neutron star and the accretion disc. The maximum angle is likely
around θ ≈ 5◦ ≈ 0.087 rad [211]. Then the mass outflow rate per solid angle can be
obtained from eq. 7.7 as:
d Ṁout Ṁexp
=
dΩ
4π

(7.17)

where Ṁexp is the experimentally measured mass outflow rate value which assumes a
full solid angle and full volume filling factor (this is the value listed in Fig. 7.15 and
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Table 7.5). We can relate the solid angle to an inclination angle θ from the disc such
as:
dA 2 × 2πR2 cos θ dθ
=
≈ 4πdθ
(7.18)
R2
R2
for very small angles θ (satisfied here). The first factor 2 in the numerator of the
fraction is introduced because the disc wind is launched from both sides of the accretion
disc. Then the total mass outflow rate can be integrated as:
dΩ =

Z

Ṁout =

Ṁexp
dΩ =
4π

Z

Ṁexp
dθ
4πdθ =
4π
dφ

Z

Ṁexp
dφ
dΩ

(7.19)

where φ is the super-orbital phase. Now taking φmax ≈ 0.12, θmax ≈ 0.087 rad, if φ
and θ are linearly related (as assumed) we obtain dθ
dφ = 0.73. It remains to integrate
R d Ṁout
dΩ dφ . Fig. 7.16 shows the best log-linear fit to the measured mass outflow rates

versus the super-orbital phase, excluding observations 0153950301 and 0673510901
which appear to be outliers. The best-fitting relation is in form
log(Ṁout /M⊙ year−1 ) = −15.48 − 24.51 × φ

(7.20)

We integrate from phase φmin = 0 to φmax = 0.12, obtaining 7.3 × 10−9 M⊙ year−1 . If
we use all of the observations in the calculation (including the apparent outliers), we
instead get 5.8 × 10−9 M⊙ year−1 . With this approach we are ignoring any wind at
inclination angles higher than θmax ∼ 5◦ , which never crosses our line of sight. However,
the mass outflow rate seems to be a strongly decreasing function with super-orbital
phase (and consequently the inclination angle) and therefore the error on the total
mass outflow rate introduced this way should be small. The total mass outflow rate is:
dθ
Ṁout ≈
dφ

Z

d Ṁout
dφ ≈ 5 × 10−9 M⊙ year−1
dΩ

(7.21)

Alternatively, if all of the observations are included in the calculation, we obtain
∼ 4 × 10−9 M⊙ year−1 . Both of these estimates are very comparable to the mass
accretion rate which is around 7 × 10−9 M⊙ year−1 [measured from the UV spectrum of
the accretion disc, 38]. Finally, we note that this estimate still does not account for the
volume filling factor of the wind. To summarize, approximately half of the originally
accreting mass is likely expelled by the wind. Such large fraction of outflowing matter
is not unexpected and has been found in other binary systems exhibiting both jet and
wide angle outflows [e.g. 25, 280].
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If the super-orbital disc precession drives the wind variation, the outflow must have
a small solid launching angle with an opening angle of ∼ 5◦ . It is possible that fully
ionised material, undetectable with X-ray spectroscopy, is launched to larger solid
angles. However, at high ionisation levels this material contributes little to the overall
mass outflow rate budget, unless it is launched at much larger velocities. A small
wind opening angle is also supported by the fact that any P-Cygni profiles from the
outflowing material not along our line of sight are weak or non-existent [as opposed to
other X-ray binaries where evidence of P-Cygni features has been seen, 253]. This is
especially the case for the highest quality observations (0673510501 and 0783770601).
Furthermore, at higher super-orbital phases, we do not observe any signatures of winds
from phases close to 0, which suggests that the wind is launched directly at us, i.e. its
vertical velocity component is likely not large.
At the moment it is not clear which of the above possibilities is correct - whether
the evolution of the wind is dictated by the ionising luminosity, by the super-orbital
phase or in fact by some combination of both. Future studies, which will sample wind
evolution during the super-orbital phase more densely, might be able to answer this
question. To conclude, Hercules X-1 is a fascinating system that potentially offers us
a unique opportunity to sample the vertical structure of an equatorial accretion disc
wind.

7.6

Conclusions

We have performed an in-depth X-ray spectral analysis of Hercules X-1 with XMMNewton combining both broadband and high-spectral resolution instruments and
focusing mainly on the High flux state of this famous object. The conclusions of our
study are follow:
 We detect a highly ionised blueshifted wind in the High state of Her X-1. The
detection is statistically significant in most of the XMM-Newton observations.
The wind has a projected outflow velocity of 200 to 1000 km/s, varying between
different observations, and an ionisation parameter in the range of log ξ of 3.0
to 5.0. Her X-1 can thus be added to a list of known neutron star binaries
with detected ionised outflows, such as GX 13+1, IGR J17480-2446 and IGR
J17591-2342.
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 While photon pile-up due to very high X-ray fluxes might affect a fraction of our
datasets, especially pn and RGS 2 data, we conclude that the wind detection is
robust and the absorption features are not induced by this instrumental effect.
 We find a clear correlation between the luminosity of Her X-1 and the ionisation
parameter of the wind, suggesting that the material in the outflow observes a
similar X-ray flux as we do. We also observe a correlation between the superorbital phase and the ionisation parameter. We do not observe any significant
correlations between the outflow velocity and these two parameters.
 The best-fitting wind properties suggest that the absorption takes place within the
accretion disc of the primary. It is plausible that the X-ray outflow, launched from
the accretion disc, is the progenitor of the UV blueshifted absorption observed in
Her X-1, but the latter only occurs at larger, circumbinary distances from the
system.
 We find that the mass outflow rate in the wind can easily be of the same order
as the mass accretion onto Her X-1. It is thus an important component of the
accretion process. We conclude that it is driven either by Compton heating of
the outer accretion disc or by magnetic fields.
 If the super-orbital phase is the driver for the wind variability instead of the
ionising luminosity, the individual observations are likely observing different lines
of sight above the accretion disc and sampling the vertical structure of the wind.
If this is the case, we can estimate the mass outflow rate corrected by the limited
launching solid angle to be 5 × 10−9 M⊙ year−1 , approximately 70% of the mass
accretion rate.
 Our chemical analysis of elemental abundances in the ionised wind finds a strong
over-abundance of iron compared to oxygen. We also confirm the results of
previous studies which found an over-abundance of nitrogen and neon compared
to oxygen. At the same time, there is evidence that oxygen is not in fact
under-abundant compared to the remaining chemical elements.
 None of the Low state or Short-on XMM-Newton observations of Her X-1 are
of high enough quality to detect a similarly ionised wind. We stack all of the
available Low state data but do not find obvious evidence of blueshifted absorption.
Future long exposure observations, or observations with instruments with higher
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collecting area [such as ATHENA, 273] might be able to detect a wind if present
in the Low state.

Chapter 8
Conclusions and future research
In the first section of this concluding chapter I discuss the conclusions of the research
chapters of this thesis. The second section lists a number of further research directions
in this field which I would like to address in the near future. The third section describes
the relevant upcoming X-ray observatories which will transform the field of accretion
physics in the next 10 − 15 years.

8.1

Conclusions

Accretion disc winds appear to be a ubiquitous component of the accretion flow in most
types of accretors including active galactic nuclei (studied in chapters 5 and 6), classical
X-ray binaries (chapter 7) and likely also ultraluminous X-ray sources (chapters 3 and
4). In this thesis, I have studied various accreting systems to detect the presence of
disc winds in their spectra, and to understand the outflow energetics, structure and
their impact on the accretion flow and the accretor surroundings. I have shown that
high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy holds great potential for studying the physics of
outflows in accretors.

8.1.1

Ultraluminous X-ray sources

The systematic analysis of ULX high-resolution grating data (chapter 3) shows that
the vast majority of ULXs do not have deep and high enough quality X-ray spectra,
preventing us from achieving further detections of ultra-fast outflows, in addition to the
first three UFO detections [306, 304]. Further long exposure campaigns with current
or future X-ray missions are necessary to detect and study winds in other ULXs.
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NGC 5204 X-1 is among the ULXs with high quality high-resolution data. I achieved
a 3σ detection of an outflow with a projected velocity of 0.34c in its spectrum. NGC
5204 X-1 is thus the fourth ULX with a fast outflow, however the outflow observational
signatures are very different to those of the first 3 ULXs. With blueshifted emission
signatures rather than absorption signatures, the outflow might not be a wide angle
disc wind but instead a collimated jet, such as the one observed in the only known
persistent Galactic super-Eddington accretor SS 433 [235].
The detection of an ultra-fast outflow in the newly discovered neutron star ULX
NGC 300 ULX-1 (chapter 4, the first ever detection of a UFO in a neutron star
ULX) suggests that at least a part of the accretion flow of these objects is a standard
supercritical disc [363]. This is where the outflows are most likely being launched,
although it is still possible that they originate directly from the accretion column. If
the pulsating ULX has a supercritical part of the accretion flow, the magnetosphere
of the neutron star cannot be too large otherwise the magnetosphere would directly
transition into a thin, sub-Eddington disc.
In other words, the UFO discovery argues against the possibility of these objects
having huge magnetospheres and thus magnetar-like surface magnetic fields [1014 − 1015
G, 91, 271, 399]. Currently, NGC 300 ULX-1 is the only pulsating ULX to show winds,
however future long exposure observations, particularly with the upcoming instruments
such as XRISM and ATHENA have the potential to detect outflows in many more (at
least an order of magnitude more) objects.
Secondly, the energetics of the UFO in NGC 300 ULX-1 are extreme. Its kinetic
power is easily comparable to the radiative output of the source, and is sufficient to
inflate the ionised super-bubbles in which many ULXs are embedded [291]. The wind
is therefore a possible source of power for these ionised bubbles.

8.1.2

Active galactic nuclei

In chapters 5 and 6 I detect UFOs in two extreme Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxies
with supermassive black holes likely accreting close to or around the Eddington limit.
Both of the detections are unambiguous with very high data quality. With velocities of
around 0.1c, the kinetic powers of the UFOs are sufficient to drive AGN feedback in
their host galaxies, similar to what has been measured in other AGN [e.g. 394, 279, 297].
Multiple XMM-Newton observations of PG 1448+273 allow me to show that the
UFO properties must be time variable (chapter 5). Such variability has been observed in
other AGN, and in particular in IRAS 13224-3809 where the UFO absorption strength
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anti-correlates with the AGN X-ray flux [297, 303]. A similar trend is observed in PG
1448+273, where the UFO is not detected in a higher flux observation.
The outflow of 1H 0707-495 is clearly multi-phase (chapter 6). Multi-wavelength
coverage across the UV and X-ray bands allowed me to separate at least three components (two of which are observed in X-rays). The kinetic powers of all the wind
phases are consistent with being equal, suggesting the outflow is energy-conserving at
the observed scales. Energy conservation between the wind phases has been observed
in at least one other source by Tombesi et al. [394]. On the other hand, a momentumconserving outflow has been detected in another AGN [329]. The means of outflow
propagation through the accretor surroundings (energy versus momentum conservation)
is important as it governs the impact of the outflow on the AGN host galaxy [57].

8.1.3

Classical X-ray binaries

In the last part of this thesis, I focused on a sub-Eddington accretor, the neutron star
X-ray binary Hercules X-1. With a re-analysis of archival XMM-Newton datasets, I
achieved the first detection of a disc wind in this object, and in general in an accreting
X-ray pulsar. The wind with a typical projected velocity of 200 − 1000 km/s is detected
in 8 individual observations of Hercules X-1 and its properties such as the ionisation
state and column density are strongly variable. The variation, knowing that the system
has a warped accretion disc which periodically precesses, can be explained in terms
of a changing line of sight rather than actual time variability. We are therefore likely
sampling the vertical distribution of the wind. I used the measurements of the wind
vertical structure to estimate the total mass outflow rate, which is as high as 70% of
the mass accretion rate through the accretion disc.
Her X-1 is currently the only accreting object where we can directly study the vertical
disc wind structure via absorption lines. Accurately sampling the structure would
be a very powerful step towards pinpointing the exact wind launching mechanism
and measuring precisely its mass outflow rate as well as the kinetic power, thus
understanding the impact the disc wind has on the binary system.
The wind structure can be studied with other methods, for example through
statistical studies of winds in binaries at various inclinations [310] and by studying the
emission signatures of the wind [253, 260]. However, the statistical methods can be
plagued by physical variations between different objects. Similarly, the emission line
signatures are difficult to interpret as their studies are complicated by other spectral
features in accreting systems such as relativistic reflection. To sum up, Hercules X-1
offers a unique opportunity to understand the properties of accretion disc winds.
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8.2.1

Conclusions and future research

Future research
Efficient ionised outflow search

Together with C. Pinto, we developed automated routines to search accretor spectra
for ionised wind signatures and successfully used them to detect outflows in ULXs for
the first time. The first, simple search routine scans the spectral energy range with
a Gaussian line [Chapter 3, also 306]. I developed a more advanced method, which
scans over a multi-dimensional parameter grid of self-consistent physical plasma models
(Chapters 3 and 4). The detection statistical significance is determined by Monte Carlo
simulations. These methods are powerful but computationally expensive - a single
scan can take 10000 seconds on a 4-core CPU, depending on the instrument’s spectral
resolution. Particularly difficult is the detection significance assessment which involves
running 1000s of simulated searches to test a 3 − 4σ significance of an outflow detection.
This kind of analysis will become untenable in the era of future X-ray observatories like
XRISM and ATHENA, which will offer excellent spectral resolution (R ∼ 200 − 2000)
over a broad X-ray band (0.5 − 10 keV).
A new technique for automated search of emission lines in high-spectral resolution
data was recently developed by Mao et al. [231] and is based on wavelet transform (Fig.
8.1). Its main advantage is the search speed, over 1000 times higher in comparison with
current methods. I will improve and expand this method significantly - instead of a
Gaussian-like shape, a physical plasma model (effectively an assortment of Gaussians at
specific energies) can be simulated. Creating a multi-dimensional grid of these models
for a broad range of absorber parameters will allow me to scan the X-ray spectra of
accretors and detect ionised winds with much lower computational costs.
I will develop and optimise this efficient outflow detection method. To test the
method I will apply the method to the full high-spectral resolution X-ray dataset on
ULXs, creating a catalogue of emission/absorption line detections as well as wind
detections in these objects. Later I will also apply the routine to the X-ray Imaging
and Spectroscopy Mission (XRISM ) dataset simulations. It will be finished before the
launch of XRISM (early 2022), which will produce a wealth of high quality high-spectral
resolution data on accreting systems of all masses. The wind search efficiency will
allow large numbers of datasets to be analysed and thus I will be able to carry out a
large population study of accretion disc winds.
I will in particular search the XMM-Newton and Chandra archives of AGN for multiphase outflows. Such outflows have been detected in several AGN [394, 313, 314, 196, 34].
Comparing the energetics, structure and location (i.e. the distance from the ionising
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Fig. 8.1 Example of a wavelet-based emission line spectral search (figure adapted
from Mao et al. [231]). Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) coefficients define the
strength of spectral features, the ‘scale’ parameter defines the line spectral width.
source) of the different phases can potentially allow us to infer the wind driving
mechanism as well as the impact of the wind on the AGN surroundings.
I will carry out a population study to understand specifically how the wind speed
and ionisation evolve with distance from the black hole. I will compare the resulting
correlations with the theoretical predictions of different launching mechanisms (radiative/magnetic/thermal driving) and with the models of wind propagation through
the surrounding medium [momentum versus energy conservation, 57] to relate disc
winds to AGN feedback models. Later, I will extend this study to include the new high
quality data from the XRISM observatory, to be launched in early 2022.

8.2.2

Understanding the vertical structure of accretion disc
winds

I have identified a unique object to study the vertical structure of accretion disc
winds in classical X-ray binaries - Hercules X-1 [Chapter 7, 197]. I have leveraged
the warped accretion disc precession to sample the vertical properties of Her X-1 disc
wind using 8 individual XMM-Newton observations. However, these observations were
taken over multiple years and over many precession cycles, with unequal sampling over
the super-orbital precession period. Our results are therefore likely plagued by poor
sampling, and possible long-term variations in the accretion flow and wind structure.
We can do much better with a single, focused follow-up campaign on Hercules X-1.
I am the PI of the 400 ks Large XMM-Newton proposal (awarded in XMM-Newton
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AO-19) to observe a large fraction of a single precession cycle of Her X-1 (phases 0 to
0.12, about half of the Main High state). My main aim is to study the wind variability
within the cycle, free of any long-term variation in the mass accretion rate and the
accretion flow and wind geometry. The campaign will allow us to fully understand
the Her X-1 wind structure, mapping it in 3D, as well as accurately calculate its mass
outflow rate and kinetic power, and constrain the wind launching mechanism.
The XMM-Newton campaign will mostly focus on the nitrogen, oxygen and neon
lines of the disc wind as they are within the RGS grating energy band, and thus the
campaign will mostly cover the less ionised part of the outflowing material. The higher
energy transitions of the more ionised part will not be covered in detail due to the
poorer spectral resolution of the wide energy band CCD cameras onboard XMM-Newton.
These transitions, which include the highly abundant silicon, sulphur and iron ions,
could however be studied with the upcoming X-ray observatory XRISM, offering very
high spectral resolution in the 2-10 keV energy band. I will write proposals to follow-up
the XMM-Newton campaign with a similar XRISM observation, to understand the
structure of the highly ionised part of Her X-1 disc wind, and to understand accretion
disc winds in X-ray binaries in general. XRISM will also be able to determine the
wind velocity distribution much more accurately than XMM-Newton.
Additionally, I will write further proposals to observe similar objects to Her X-1.
The neutron star binary LMC X-4 could resemble Her X-1 but is at a much larger
distance and currently has no disc wind detections. The detection of a possible wind
in this object will therefore be significantly more challenging.

8.3

Future X-ray observatories

The future of X-ray astronomy is bright. A number of future X-ray observatories are
currently being built or planned, each of which have potential to revolutionise this field,
and in particular the studies of disc winds. Below I describe a few of these missions
and mission concepts.

8.3.1

X-ray Imaging and Spectroscopy Mission (XRISM )

XRISM (see Fig. 8.2 for artist’s impression), expected to launch in early 2022 [433]
is the replacement for the Hitomi X-ray mission (lost in 2016). Its main instrument
will be an X-ray micro-calorimeter, with a very high spectral resolution of 5-7 eV,
approximately constant in energy across the energy band. This results in a moderate
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R ∼ 200 resolution at 1 keV (comparable or worse than RGS at this energy) but very
high, R & 1000 resolution in the iron K band (around 7 keV). XRISM will therefore
be an ideal instrument for studies of highly ionised plasma in the iron K band, where
most UFO absorption features are observed. Additionally, the micro-calorimeter will
not be a dispersive instrument and hence will not suffer from contamination by other
sources along the roll angle of the spacecraft.

Fig. 8.2 Artist’s impression of the XRISM X-ray observatory (credit: JAXA).

The effective area of the mirrors onboard XRISM will be 150-300 cm2 across the
energy band (slightly better than RGS). It will offer a relatively poor 1-2 arcmin spatial
resolution and a field of view of 3 × 3 arcmin separated into 36 pixels, each acting as
an individual micro-calorimeter. The high spectral resolution but limited collecting
area and spatial resolution means that XRISM will be most useful for observations of
sources such as X-ray binaries, and bright (nearby) AGN and ULXs (see Fig. 8.4 for
an example simulation). XRISM will be able to separate the broad iron K reflection
features from the narrow wind absorption lines, resulting in much more confident
detection of winds in AGN and X-ray binaries. Furthermore, XRISM will bring a
revolution beyond the field of disc winds, particularly to the studies of extended X-ray
sources such as galaxy clusters and supernova remnants [433].
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Advanced Telescope for High Energy Astrophysics
(ATHENA)

ATHENA [Fig. 8.3, 273] is one of the European Space Agency flagship observatories,
to be launched in early 2030s. It will carry two main instruments: the Wide Field
Imager [WFI, 327], and the X-ray Integral Field Unit [XIFU, 20]. WFI is a wide field
(40 arcmin) CCD camera with moderate spectral resolution (50 − 100 eV), benefiting
from the ∼5 arcsec spatial resolution of the telescope. XIFU is a micro-calorimeter
similar to the one onboard XRISM, but with a better spectral resolution of 2 − 3 eV
and with significantly more (4000) active pixels (vs 36 on XRISM ).

Fig. 8.3 Artist’s impression of the ATHENA X-ray observatory (credit: IRAP, CNES,
ESA & ACO).

Both instruments will benefit from a large mirror with the total collecting area of
1.4 m2 . The large collecting area will be the main driver for the science of accretion
disc winds with ATHENA, allowing objects 50× fainter to be studied with a similar
level of detail as the objects observed with XRISM (see Fig. 8.4 for an example
simulation of a nearby ULX). For point X-ray sources, XIFU will be able to carry
out similar science as the micro-calorimeter onboard XRISM, but with much shorter
exposures, or for much more distant objects. It will therefore be able to perform a
large population study of accretion disc winds to great detail, as well as detect disc
winds in high-redshift AGN. For the bright X-ray sources, XIFU will be able to perform
time-resolved spectral studies on the dynamical timescales of the wind. Beyond the
disc wind science, ATHENA will bring another revolution in the studies of extended
sources due to very good spatial resolution and a large number of XIFU active pixels.
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Fig. 8.4 A 500 ks simulation of NGC 300 ULX-1 with XRISM (top sub-plot). The
bottom subplot contains a 20 ks ATHENA simulation of the same object. The ultrafast
outflow of NGC 300 ULX-1 (the best-fitting spectral model is in red colour and is taken
from chapter 4) is unambiguously constrained in both simulations through several
strongly detected absorption lines (annotated in blue). The spectral resolution is very
high with both telescopes. In addition, ATHENA benefits from the huge collecting
area allowing it to achieve the required results within a very short exposure time.

8.3.3

Arcus

Arcus [367] is a proposed X-ray mission concept which (if approved) could be launched
in the late 2020s. The main instrument of Arcus is a high resolution X-ray grating
spectrometer with a soft X-ray bandpass (0.25 − 1.0 keV) similar to RGS onboard
XMM-Newton, but with a significantly better spectral resolution (R ∼ 3000) and a
higher collecting area (∼ 300 cm2 ). The instrument will offer very high data quality
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around the wavelength of O VII and O VIII transitions, allowing for detailed studies
of less ionised outflows (which are often observed in AGN) in an energy band where
XRISM and ATHENA will offer relatively poor spectral resolutions (R < 400).
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Appendix A
Complete Gaussian line search
results from chapter 2
In this appendix we plot all the results from the RGS Gaussian line scan analysis of
ULXs from chapter 2. All ULXs with usable RGS data are shown.
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Fig. A.1 The Gaussian line search performed on the RGS spectra of ULXs in our
sample. The wavelength is on the X-axis and the obtained ∆C-stat value on the Y axis
for each source or observation analysed. The objects are ordered by their hardness
the same way as in Fig. 3.1, starting from the hardest source, NGC 5643 X-1, ending
with the softest source, NGC 6946 X-1. The Y axis is defined as ∆C-stat times the
sign of the line normalisation to show the difference between absorption and emission
residuals.

Appendix B
Additional short XMM-Newton
observation of PG 1448+273 - no
evidence for UFO absorption
There is also a second, much shorter observation of PG 1448+273 in the XMM-Newton
archive, with a raw exposure of 22 ks (ID: 0152660101, taken in 2003). We followed
the same steps from Sect. 5.2 to reduce and prepare this observation for analysis. The
statistics were naturally much worse compared to the long exposure analysed above,
albeit the AGN was brighter in 2003. The average EPIC pn count rate was 4 ct/s,
and the average MOS 1/2 count rate was 0.9 ct/s. Since EPIC pn was operated in
Large Window mode (with a pile-up limit of 3 ct/s), it is possible that the pn data
are affected by pile-up. MOS was operated in Large Window mode (pile-up limit of
1.5 ct/s) and its data should not be affected. Nevertheless, we do not observe any
significant differences between pn and MOS spectra. We ignored EPIC data below 1.7
keV, only using RGS data in the soft X-ray band, following the same procedure as
with the main dataset.
We apply the same continuum model as used in Sect. 5.3.1. Due to a lower data
quality, we fix the blurred iron K line parameters to the best-fitting parameters from
the final fit in Sect. 5.3.3, which included the broadband continuum as well as the
ultrafast and warm absorption. We find that the coronal powerlaw slope is much higher
with Γ = 2.38 ± 0.04, and the average 2-10 keV luminosity is (2.16 ± 0.07) × 1043 erg/s.
Due to the lower data quality, the addition of neutral absorption intrinsic to the
AGN is not significant. The best-fitting spectrum is shown in Fig. B.1 (EPIC data) and
Fig. B.2 (RGS data). The data are of lower quality than from the other observation,
but we do not notice any strong absorption features at 7 keV or at 18 Å as seen in the
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previous dataset, or any other absorption signature of a UFO. Interestingly, it appears
that an emission feature is present at 18 Å instead (Fig. B.2), this could be due to
Fe XVII emission (rest-frame wavelength 17.1 Å).
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Fig. B.1 EPIC pn (left subplots) and MOS (right subplots) data (1.7 − 10 keV) of the
second, short observation of PG 1448+273 fitted with the baseline continuum model
from Appendix B (blue colour). The model in red colour is the best-fitting baseline
continuum plus one UFO component with the parameters of the outflow detected in
the long XMM-Newton observation (Sect. 5.3.3). The top subplots show the fitted
spectra, the bottom subplots contain the residuals. Green labels name the strongest
absorption lines of the UFO absorption.
As a further check, we add the same UFO absorption as observed in the long
exposure dataset to the baseline continuum of the short observation. We use the
best-fitting UFO parameters from Sect. 5.3.3. The resulting spectral model is shown
in Fig. B.1 and B.2 (red colour), and is clearly rejected by the data. The 1σ upper
limit on the column density of such absorber is just 1.7 × 1022 cm−2 , more than 10
times lower than the column density observed in the other XMM-Newton observation.
We cannot exclude a possibility that a UFO of the same column density is present, but
with a higher ionisation parameter. However, the change in the ionisation parameter
would have to be significant, with a lower limit on the ionisation parameter of about
log(ξ /erg cm s−1 ) ≈ 5. Such a large change in the ionisation parameter (10× higher)
would require a non-linear response between the absorber and the ionising luminosity
of PG 1448+273.
Finally, we apply the same systematic wind search from Sect. 5.3.2 to locate any
potential absorption with parameters different to that of the UFO observed in the
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Fig. B.2 RGS data between 7.5 Å (1.7 keV) and 28 Å (0.4 keV) of the second, short
observation of PG 1448+273, stacked and overbinned for plotting purposes only, fitted
with the baseline continuum model from Appendix B (blue colour). The model in
red colour is the best-fitting baseline continuum plus one UFO component with the
parameters of the outflow detected in the long XMM-Newton observation (Sect. 5.3.3).
The top subplot shows the fitted spectra, the bottom subplot contains the residuals.
Green labels name the strongest absorption lines of the UFO absorption.
other observation. As the data quality is much lower compared to the first exposure,
do not find any significant detections (∆C-stat > 15).

Appendix C
Pile-up in XMM-Newton Her X-1
observations
One important issue in the analysis of Her X-1 observations which needs to be discussed
is that of pile-up. Table 7.1 shows that the count rates in both RGS and EPIC pn
during most of the observations are indeed very high. Count rates of up to ∼800
counts/s in pn are reached during some of the observations, which is close to the pile-up
limit for Timing mode observations. Furthermore, this does not take into account any
variability and especially pulsations of the source. It is therefore not surprising to
expect some pile-up in the higher flux observations.
The count rates observed in the RGS cameras are also high, with up to about 20
counts/s per camera. The pile-up threshold in RGS is usually defined by a maximum
count rate per CCD in RGS 1 or 2. Its effect is to move first order events to the second
order and thus degrade both of these spectra. The threshold is roughly 12 counts/s
per CCD in RGS 1 and 6 counts/s per CCD in RGS2 (because one of the two read-out
nodes in RGS 2 is disabled) 1 . This is the maximum summed count rate of all orders
per CCD.
Fig. C.1 shows the count rate per Å for both orders and RGS detectors in observation
0673510801, the observation with the highest RGS flux. The figure also shows the
approximate CCD edge positions and the width of each chip in Å. The total count
rate per CCD can be calculated as the sum of the count rates per Å for each order
times the width of each CCD in Å (which is different in each order, and the width in
the second order is half that of the first order). The figure shows that multiple CCDs
between CCD 3 and CCD 7 could be affected by pile-up. The approximate fluxes per
CCD are: CCD 8 - 2.5 cts/s, CCD 7 - 4.4 cts/s, CCD 6 - 4.6 cts/s, CCD 5 - 4.5 cts/s,
1 www.cosmos.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/sas-thread-pile-up-in-the-rgs
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Observation 0673510801
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Fig. C.1 The average count rate per Å in the first and the second order of both RGS
1 and 2 instruments during the highest count rate observation 0673510801. The top
plot contains the first order count rates and the bottom plot contains the second order
count rates. RGS 1 data are in black, while RGS 2 data are red. Green vertical dashed
lines show the approximate positions of chip gaps and the labels list the approximate
chip sizes in Å. CCD numbers are listed on the top of the figure. The count rate per
CCD can be approximated as the sum of the count rates per Å times the CCD width
(in Å) of both orders.
CCD 4 - 4.5 cts/s, CCD 3 - 4.2 cts/s and CCD 2 - 2.8 cts/s. These values are hence
below the 6 cts/s RGS 2 limit, but again, they are only the average count rates for
a variable and pulsating source. It is not inconceivable to imagine a 50 per cent flux
spike (e.g. during the pulse) during which the count rate in some CCDs would exceed
6 cts/s. We thus conclude that while RGS 1 should be unaffected by pile-up, RGS 2
might be partially affected in the highest flux observations (but probably less than pn).

C.1 Analysis with RGS 1 and 2
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It is unlikely that pile-up could introduce a series of narrow absorption features
in both the pn and the RGS spectra that line-up in velocity space. Nevertheless, we
perform two checks to show that the wind features are indeed real in at least some of
the observations in this study. First, we exclude pn data from the analysis and only
look at RGS1 and RGS 2 (first order) data, performing a similar fit as described in
7.3.2. Secondly, we also exclude RGS 2 from the analysis and only use the RGS 1 first
and second order data to show that the wind is still significantly present at least in
one observation with the highest data quality.

C.1

Analysis with RGS 1 and 2

The spectral model has to be modified after ignoring the pn data. The hard band
(3-10 keV) data are unavailable and hence the overall broadband spectral shape cannot
be constrained. We thus replace the comt Comptonisation continuum model with a
simpler powerlaw. Naturally the 6.6 keV Gaussian line is omitted as it is out of the
current energy band (0.35-1.8 keV). The remaining model components are identical as
before. The continuum model is therefore: hot×(powerlaw+bb+4×gauss+cie).
Since we do not have access to a broadband 0.3-10 keV SED while only using the RGS
data, we also have to resort to using the xabs photoionisation absorption model with
the default SED.
The data are first fitted with the continuum model, after which we add the wind
absorption. We fit for the wind parameters and also recover the fit improvement.
The results are listed in Table C.1. For this check we only use the 5 observations
with the strongest significance of the wind detection. It is evident that while for
some observations, there is a large decrease of significance after ignoring the pn
dataset, multiple still show strong evidence for the wind absorption. Most importantly,
observations 0673510501 and 0783770601 show a ∆C-stat of more than 40 which
confirms the reality of the absorption features.
We also notice (Table C.1) that the RGS only analysis predicts very high ionisation
levels of the outflowing gas, much higher than the full broadband analysis. This is
because of the absence of the crucial Fe K band containing the Fe XXV and Fe XXVI
ions. These transitions are necessary for putting upper limits to the ionisation parameter
of plasma at high ionisation levels.
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Table C.1 Best-fitting wind parameters for 5 observations of Her X-1 using only RGS 1
and RGS 2 instruments. The first column contains the observation ID. The remaining
columns show the properties of the disc wind such as its column density, ionisation
parameter, turbulent velocity and systematic velocity, as well as the statistical fit
improvement of the final model compared to the baseline continuum spectral model.
Obs. ID

Column

log ξ

density

Turbulent

Outflow

velocity

velocity

∆C-stat

1024 cm−2

erg cm s−1

km s−1

km s−1

0673510501

3.04 ± 0.12

+0.06
5.05−0.10

250 ± 170

−940 ± 130

40.89

0673510601

0.17+0.34
−0.08

+0.14
4.79−0.12

30+200
−30

−330 ± 150

8.02

0673510901

0.11+0.14
−0.07

+0.08
4.28−0.06

160+130
−100

−610+140
−130

23.46

+0.12
3.01−0.13

150+140
−80

−730+210
−170

14.17

4.54 ± 0.12

80+30
−50

−380+90
−100

54.79

0783770501 0.0026+0.0023
−0.0013
0783770601

C.2

2.4+1.5
−0.8

Analysis with RGS 1 only

The most stringent test is to only use RGS 1 data, which is the instrument the least
affected by pile-up. Unfortunately, CCD 7 is disabled in RGS 1 so the important
10 − 13 Å waveband containing the Ne X absorption line is lost. We therefore also use
the second order RGS 1 data, which has access to this part of the spectrum, although
we note that the data quality is significantly lower.
Here we only use data from observation 0673510501 (which has the strongest wind
features) to show that even in the worst case of pile-up, there is at least one observation
with a statistically significant wind detection. We use the same continuum and wind
spectral models as in the previous section. The best-fitting spectra are shown in Fig.
C.2. The recovered wind parameters are: column density of (0.16 ± 0.04) × 1024 cm−2 ,
ionisation parameter of log ξ = 4.2 ± 0.2, systematic velocity of −1140 ± 120 km/s and
a turbulent velocity of 280+120
−90 km/s. The fit improvement ∆C-stat is 33.12. This is a
large enough fit improvement to consider the wind detection significant (although we
note that extensive Monte Carlo simulations would be necessary to prove it rigorously).

C.2 Analysis with RGS 1 only
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Observation 0673510501 - RGS1 only
2nd order

Flux / Arbitrary Units

2nd order

1st order

Ne X

O VIII
19.5
19
18.5
Wavelength / Angstrom

13

Continuum
Continuum + Wind

12.5
12
11.5
Wavelength / Angstrom

11

Fig. C.2 The best-fitting spectral models for observation 0673510501 using only RGS 1
first and second order data. Only the O VIII and Ne X bands are shown as the N VII
signature is insignificant in this case. The best-fitting baseline continuum is shown in
blue and the final wind solution in red.

